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ABSTRACT  

 

Nowadays In metropolitan settings, the utilization of energy in buildings is one of the fundamental 

drivers of ozone depleting substance discharges. In fact, the atmosphere and the ambient air quality 

of urban communities that have a warm equilibrium relying upon the Thermal utilizations of 

structures cause an expansion of two main phenomena in metropolitan areas: urban heat island 

mitigation and climate change. The aim of this work is to showcase how different building variables 

and urban parameters can impact the residential building’s Energy heating and cooling 

Consumptions. In fact, buildings energy-related variables, are urgent viewpoints to improve the 

power execution of structures in smaller urban scales, especially in futural designed building 

constructions. In fact, this thesis examines four neighborhoods in the city of Turin [Italy]: Arquata, 

Crocetta, Sacchi, and Olympic Village each characterized by different metropolitan morphologies 

and urban fabrics. Six different building variables: infiltration rate, glazing ratio and windows, walls, 

roofs, and floor U-values, on specifically chosen buildings, following several periods of 

constructions: Before 1919, 1919-1945, 1961-1970, and 2001-2005. The challenge of this work is to 

introduce four distinctive energy-use models using the Engineering Tool CitySim Pro software, to 

contrast their attributes and establish the best highlights of an "ideal" model to break down and 

showcase the most effective energy arrangements and best energy approaches for future built cities 

or neighborhoods by using a sensitivity and a comparative analysis approach. The results of this 

examination show an immediate connection between the energy consumption of these residential 

structures and the six main Analyzed variables at building and neighborhood scale. Adding to that, 

from these building simulated models, it has been discovered that when the studied building 

variables ranges increased, the structures tend to consume more yearly energy demands. in this 

case study, several ideal ranges were found for each studied variable: 0.2 h-1 for the infiltration rate, 

0.2 for the window to wall ratio, 2.15 W/(m2. K) for the windows’ U-value, 0.67 W/(m2. K) for the 

walls’ U-value, 0.53 W/(m2. K) for the roof’s U-value, and finally 1.16 for the floor’s U-value.  This 

sensitivity analysis approach can help in understand how different building’s Energy-based variables 

can impact the residential structures heating and cooling yearly energy utilization differently 

according to the building’s period of construction. The results of this study can be used as tool to 

support the futural built constructions, at the earliest possible design phase of the building in order 

the optimize the structure’s energy consumptions.  
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1-INTRODUCTION 

 

Urbanization is to a great extent affected by the shifting of individuals from rustic networks to 

existing metropolitan habitats because of better urban transportation systems, social and financial 

turn of events, way of life, or a blend of these factors. As per the United Nations (UN), 66% of the 

worldwide general population will dwell in metropolitan communities by 2050, while 86% of them 

are expected to be developed in metropolitan regions as opposed to rural ones (Pradhan, Al-Ghamdi 

and Mackey, 2018). This is the main reason why these grouping of populace triggers enormous 

changes of metropolitan and rural scenes with related ecological effects, which include 

metropolitan warmth island impact and raise in energy interest. In fact, according to Rehan, 2014 

the heat island mitigation phenomena are mainly caused by the expansion in the quantity of 

structures, as well as in the measure of high warm mass and low albedo materials, such as concrete, 

related to the deficiency of vegetative land cover and the expansion in unnatural heat yields. The 

warmth island impact concerns higher temperatures in focal metropolitan regions when contrasted 

with rural territories and is considered as the most recorded wonder of climatic change, causing a 

significant expansion in metropolitan temperatures (Kolokotsa, Santamouris, and Zerefos, 2013). As 

stated by the European commission, 2016, buildings are held accountable for 40% of energy 

utilization and 36% of CO2 outflows in Europe. Adding to that, urban areas are responsible for 75% 

of GHG {Green House Gas} discharges, mainly caused by the structures and transportation systems 

that are the fundamental patrons of this phenomenon (UNEP 2018). In this edge, the Buildings 

energy proficiency is an undeniably significant case for natural manageability in order to achieve a 

more sustainable and energy efficient environment in urban regions. In Italy and in most European 

nations, energy approaches are centered around two earlier activities to diminish energy utilization 

and GHG discharges: an increase in energy productivity and the excessive use of accessible 

sustainably powered sources (Mutani and Todeschi, 2020). To accomplish energy efficiency in 

metropolitan settings, various arrangements might be embraced, for example: The circulation of 

warmth through District Heating Network, the use of construction coverings and metropolitan 

spaces to create energy from inexhaustible sources, and a mixture of different types of users with a 

distinctive everyday energy load in similar territories. The restricted accessibility of sustainable 

powered sources in metropolitan settings stimulates the requirement for a blend of these 

arrangements, with procedures to diminish, oversee and screen energy employments in designated 

neighborhoods (Mutani and Todeschi, 2020).  
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1.1-RESEARCH GAP AND BACKGROUND 

In European nations, practically half of the last energy utilization is applied for space warming and 

cooling, and therefore 80% of this energy consumption is dedicated for built structures. Hence, the 

streamlining of building effectiveness is one of the objectives to advance the low-carbon emission 

and strongly improve the development of urban areas (Mutani, Todeschi and Beltramino, 2020). 

The energy exploitation of Buildings is identified with the nearby atmosphere conditions and the 

metropolitan morphology. These models need to take into consideration the urban setting of each 

neighborhood, focusing mainly on developed zones and very dense areas (Boghetti et al. 2019). 

However, there are numerous factors used to evaluate the relationship between the urban shape 

and their environmental implementation. In fact, according to Stromann-Andersen and Sattrup, 

2011, the main parameters that will help us analyze the energy performance of an urban setting 

are: the existence of vegetation, the albedo, the canyon effect, the gap in between structures, the 

urban fabric concentration, the constructed surfaces along with the materials and urban pattern 

used. In addition, examinations on sun-based accessibility in the metropolitan climate are 

exceptionally unpredictable. However, late advancement has been made due to the development 

of 3D metropolitan model of urban communities. In fact, by planning and designing the urban areas 

according to their exposure, sun-oriented energy can be used both passively for warming and day 

lighting and effectively for electrical powering and water heating production (Sanaieian et al. 2014). 

 

1.2-RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 

The work introduced examines the connection between urban shape and its energy execution with 

suggestions for sun-oriented accessibility in metropolitan regions, to enhance sun-based gains and 

controlling sunlight-based energy as inexhaustible asset for neighborhood in densely developed 

areas. An adaptable technique to investigate metropolitan morphology utilizing a few boundaries, 

for example, the building concentration, to mimic the energy utilization at neighborhood scale. This 

investigation was completed in four chosen areas located in the city of Turin, Italy. This study will 

be founded on the production of the four neighborhood’s 3D models characterized by different 

urban densities and various periods of construction: Sacchi {before 1919}, Crocetta {1919-1945}, 

Arquata {1961-1970}, and Olympic Village neighborhood {2001-2005}. These energy models were 

inserted in the CitySim Pro software along with building and urban scale input data, in order to 
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retrieve several simulation values regarding the hourly Cooling and Heating Demands of the 

residential buildings per year. In fact, the buildings variables analyzed are: Building’s Surface to 

Volume ratio {S/V}, Building’s opening properties, Building’s Orientation {BO}, infiltration rate, 

glazing ratio, and thermal transmittances of windows, wall roofs and floors. Urban parameters such 

as building coverage ratio, canyon effect, building density and Main Street Orientation, also played 

an important role in analyzing the impact of these factors on the heating and cooling energy 

consumption of the four different neighborhoods. Moreover, this work will showcase which of these 

parameters and urban boundaries has the most influential impact on the structure’s warming and 

cooling energy-use, considering the buildings’ periods of constructions. The aftereffects of this 

examination give new experiences into the recognition of the ideal Input data ranges regarding each 

urban and building variables to have the lowest possible energy utilization with high sun-based 

energy efficiency that will effectively impact the building’s heating consumption. 
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2- LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

2.1- ANALYSIS METHODS FOR URBAN MODELS 

Several analysis methods have been developed throughout the years to specify rules and methods 

to investigate in the clearest way possible the complex results, input data and simulations retrieved 

from a specific urban study and therefore the Urban model. In fact, in 1991 Morris.M.D. proposed 

a viable screening affectability measure (sensitivity analysis approach) to distinguish a couple of 

significant elements in models with numerous variables. The technique depends on processing for 

each information or input data various steady ratios, to have precise fundamental impacts, that are 

later averaged to survey the significance of these collected data in relation to the results obtained. 

The technique depends on determining for each input various steady proportions, known as 

Elementary Effects (EE), from which essential insights are processed to deduce sensitivity records. 

The controlling way of thinking of the first EE strategy (Morris,1991) is to figure out which 

information variables might be considered to have impacts which are irrelevant or can be neglected, 

straight and added substance, or on the other hand non-straight or engaged with collaborations 

with different components. For each info, two affectability measures are processed: u, which 

evaluates the general impact of the factor on the yield, and o, which determines the factor's with 

higher request impacts, for example non-direct and additional variables because of their 

collaborations with different components. The test plan is made of independently randomized tests. 

Every model’s input data Xi is accepted to shift across p chosen levels in the space of the related 

information to the factors. Observing a standard practice in affectability examination, factors are 

thought to be consistently dispersed in between 0 to 1 and afterward changed from the unit 

associated to it, to their genuine dispersions. Morris’s method, depends on the development of r 

directions in the space of the chosen input data analyzed, commonly somewhere ranging between 

10 and 50. The configuration depends on the production of an arbitrary beginning stage for every 

direction and afterward finishing it by moving one factor at a time in an irregular request. However, 

this methodology could prompt a non-ideal result of the data’s space, particularly for models with 

countless variable factors. This is when, Campolongo.F, Cariboni.J and Saltelli.A (2006), tried to 

improve Morris’s sensitivity analysis method by a superior filtering of the input data’s area without 

expanding the quantity of model executions required. In fact, they investigated the performance of 

KIM, a model of the tropospheric science. The results of this model show that the best way to apply 
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different based strategies is to gather factors into subsets. Beginning from the results of the 

screening, they assembled the factors into two subsets, the first containing the most un-compelling 

elements and the second one including the residual components. To recognize these most un-

persuasive elements, they processed for each yield several variables as per the amount of their 

scores. This procedure delivers a solitary positioning beginning from numerous outputs, along with 

the gathering of components into two separate sets. The change-based investigation completely 

affirms the results obtained in the EE methodology, since for all the yields, the primary gathering of 

variables represents under 1% of the complete fluctuation. This authenticates the wellness of 

Morris’s sensitivity analysis strategy used as a screening strategy in models with several yields and 

numerous input data components. 

Various methodologies have been proposed for demonstrating metropolitan structure energy use 

in the previous years. In their paper, Li.W, Zhou.Y, Cetin.K et al. (2017), depict the essential work 

process of Top-down and Bottom-up approaches and their applications in modeling metropolitan 

scale structure and their energy use. In fact, according to the authors, the top-down and bottom-up 

analysis methods, face both some advantages along with several limitations. The Top-down 

methodology regularly utilizes energy economy connections, along these lines being equipped for 

demonstrating energy use under different financial situations. It likewise takes into consideration 

both socio-segment and market monetary factors. Furthermore, the top-down procedures 

commonly utilize moderately direct techniques for usage by depending on a restricted arrangement 

of input data, for example, amassed financial information. As the accentuation is given to the 

energetical and economic cooperation, detailed data about the kinds of energy consumption 

through advances used in the chosen buildings and their definite energy utilization information are 

typically not needed. Because of its effortlessness, this method, have been broadly utilized for 

assessing metropolitan energy utilization. Adding to that, according to Li.W, Zhou.Y, Cetin.K et al. 

(2017), The bottom-up methodologies, embodies the energy utilization dependent on itemized 

input data chosen in the analysis procedure. These data can be arranged into two sorts: numerical 

against science-based strategies. This approach generally takes building energy consumption 

esteems from test structures to investigate the connection amongst end-utilizes and complete 

energy utilization. The numerical technique is very related to the top-down methodology in wording 

of its capacity of joining financial components. Nonetheless, the technique utilizes more definite 

and regularly disaggregated information, which often speak to energy utilization information for 

specific structures. On the other hand, the science-based strategy, reenacts energy utilization 
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dependent on the actual physical qualities of some specifically chosen buildings, for example, in 

relation to the building’s shape or other features such as: heating and cooling consumptions, 

ventilation, building’s covering façade materials and components as well as the users attributes. The 

bottom-up measurable technique recreates metropolitan structure energy utilize dependent on 

long period recorded information including their energy demand. Urban parameters are conceivably 

the main factors that influence the building’s energy consumption and a critical measure to assess 

the area of the urban site. 

In this thesis, both the sensitivity analysis approach presented by Morris in 1991 and the bottom-

up methodology were applied to the urban energy models studied in the city of Turin. In fact, several 

physically and geometrically based data were taken into consideration and well as different 

variables such as: infiltration rate, glazing ratio, building’s opaque and transparent envelopes in 

relation to their thermal transmittance and the structure’s surface to volume ratio. Each of these 

input data, were based on statistical and historical information regarding specific information on 

individual buildings following their date of construction. These variables were separated or 

categorized according to different ranges helping in sensitively analyzing the impact of the changed 

chosen values on the yearly energetical utilization of the building. The simulated results, were 

compared, allowing the evaluation of the most influential and best ranged variable in accordance 

with the heating and cooling demands obtained.   

 

2.2- COMPUTER BASED ANALYSIS AND TOOLS 

Computer helped research instruments profoundly affected the field of metropolitan morphological 

exploration. More intricate calculations could be investigated, and geometrical shapes could be 

rehashed instantly for several buildings to extend the examination to smaller and more local scales. 

In 1996, Baker.N and Steemers.K, introduced a research tool previously utilized by geographers to 

overlap three dimensional geographical highlights on top of two-dimensional drawings, delivering 

something very similar to a 3D configuration and permitting the robotization of the already existing 

technique {LT-method}. At the degree of the individual structure, the authors, directed an 

exhaustive classification of “nondomestic building stock” with the essential point of making a data 

set of building structure to be utilized for energy investigation. From a study of 3350 structures in 

four neighborhoods, arrangement standards centered on structures' outer façade or envelope, 

recognized to be profoundly critical in the energy request computations of the buildings. In fact, 
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Baker.N et al. (1996), present “LT 3.0 i” a tool for South-European cities which incorporates a 

strategy to assess the impact of shading elements on the building’s envelope on the cooling 

demands and on the artificial electrical lighting. Several energy flows were taken in consideration in 

the analyzed LT model these authors preformed: heating and cooling demands, lighting powered 

energy, solar gains, ventilation heat loss and gain as well as the conductions through the transparent 

and the opaque envelopes of the designated buildings (fig.1.).  

 

Fig.1.       Energy flows in the LT Model (Baker.N and Steemers.K, 1996). 

 

The results of the LT model reflected the serious requirement for shading elements to be ordered 

along this specific manner:  that is a specific time period incorporated between the proportion of 

the sun based concealing devices and the daylight, solar gain diffusion period. 

Mathematical demonstrating devices for researching at a district or neighborhood scale were 

additionally sharpened by Ratti.C, Bakerb.N and Steemers.K, in 2004. In fact, additional urban 

factors were analyzed to explore the impact of the urban texture on the yearly energy demands of 

a building based on a Digital Elevation Models analysis {DEM} combined with the LT method 

developed by Baker and Steemers in 1996. The added urban variables in this study they conducted 

consists of the building’s Surface to Volume Ratios, building’s orientation, the Sky View Factor, the 

passive and non-passive zones of the buildings and the Main Street Orientation {MOS} that identifies 

the value of the street’s orientation. In fact, when MOS is equivalent to 1, it indicates that the street 

orientation is East-West with a maximum solar gain due to the similar sun orientation. When MOS 

is equal to 0, this value implies a North-South street orientation and therefore minimal solar gain. 
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In this work, several Main Street Orientations were studied to analyze the best orientation in regards 

of the lowest Energy consumption. It has been found that the proportion of detached to non-passive 

zones of the building was demonstrated to be a superior pointer, by burning-through roughly twice 

as much energy as passive zones. However, this finding generally pertinent to non-residential 

structures given that non-passive zones are generally absent in private buildings. Even though this 

had the impact of debilitating the connection between energy utilization and urban shape, 

fluctuations as extensive as 10% were yet seen because of morphology contrasts amongst two 

mainly observed cities: Berlin and Toulouse. Despite that, a huge potential in energy reduction and 

advocated future work towards improving metropolitan morphology for decreased energy interest 

were observed in this work. 

More recent Computer tools were later developed to facilitate the calculations and simulations of 

the energy consumptions of different urban zones regarding their energy models such as: GIS 

software, Energy Plus as well as CitySim software. In 2015, Delmastro.C, Mutani.G et al. analyzed 

the relation between urban shape and energy heating demands using both tools GIS and CitySim 

Pro. The Geographical Information System {GIS} can identify and calculate several building and 

urban variables. In fact, using the ArcGIS software, different urban parameters can be computed 

such as: the Building Coverage Ratio {BCR} expressed in (m2 / m2 ), That is the ratio of the buildings 

area over the site area. In other words, the gross built area of the neighborhood over the census 

parcel area of the chosen district or urban zone. The BCR ratio can have a minimum value of 0 where 

the plot is totally empty, and a maximum value of 1 where the urban zone or neighborhood is fully 

covered with buildings. Therefore, the higher the value of this ratio, the higher the Gross built area 

and the lower the open spaces and green areas which determines the studied built area in relation 

to the total urban area. Adding to that, this study analyzed as well, the Main orientation of the 

Streets {MOS}, the Building’s Density, the Height to Width Ratio determining the distances in 

between the building and its surrounding, the building’s Solar Exposure taking into consideration 

the surrounding average height of the built zone and the Albedo indicating the reflection power of 

a certain surface. In fact, the Sky to view Factor {SVF}, is the ratio between the building’s height and 

the average height of the surrounding buildings {H/Havg} expressed in (m/m). This variable is used 

to calculate the building’s solar exposure and therefore its heat gain and its impact on the yearly 

heating and cooling demand. Adding to that, different building variables can be assigned to the 

three-dimensional configurations using the ArcGIS software such as: the buildings different period 

of constructions allowing the identification of the materials and composites used along with their 
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respective thermal transmittance, resistance and infiltration rates, the building’s net heated 

volumes along with its usable area, the Surface to Volume Ratio identifying the building’s typological 

characteristics and the building’s orientation reflecting the daily heat gain through the solar 

radiation. These variables are crucial to investigate to understand the relation between these cited 

parameters and the energy consumption. In order to simulate and analyze various metropolitan 

arrangements, the engineering software CitySim Pro, that is a metropolitan performing simulator, 

engine comes into place. In 2013, Dr. Jerome Kämpf, developed this engineering tool, allowing the 

recreation and the improvement of the supportability of metropolitan settlements in the most 

sustainable possible manner. CitySim is mainly based on different inserted input data regarding one 

or several selected buildings placed in the studied urban three-dimensional context as well as the 

climatic properties of a selected city. The added information will allow the simulation of the urban 

zone in the most accurate way. These input variables mainly consist of: building’s infiltration rate, 

Indoor minimum and maximum Temperatures, shading devices, building’s composite and materials 

along with their individual characteristics, Opening properties composed of the Glazing Ratio 

located on the building’s facades and their respective thermal transmittance {U-Value} and finally 

the building occupant’s profile, number and density (Mutani.G, Coccolo.S, Kampf.J and Bilardo.M, 

2018). These incorporated input data and climatic specification, will allow the software to simulate 

hourly based results related to the urban model, dissecting the yearly Heating and Cooling demands 

of each building in {Wh}.  These outcomes will permit the identification of the ideal energy based 

needs to reach the most suitable internal temperature as well as exploring the impact of the added 

data on the results of the simulated building or neighborhood. 

 

2.3- BUILDING AND URBAN PARAMETERS IN RELATION TO THE ENERGY CONSUMPTION 

Throughout the years, with the undeniable impact of the greenhouse gas emissions on the 

environment, several scientists and researchers investigated how different structural or 

metropolitan variables can impact the energy consumption of different urban, building and city 

scales. In fact, in 1972, Martin.L. and March.L., examined the connections between various factors: 

building coverage ratio, building’s altitude, building profundity, and building’s density to 

comprehend the identical degrees of daylight. After that, Steadman.P (1979) was amongst the first 

scientist to hypothesize the energy ramifications of big scope metropolitan zones. His discoveries, 

demonstrated that high-thickness urban areas developed along a straight and organized 
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infrastructure, would be more beneficial than a centrally unified thick urban development. 

According to Steadman, this point, will help in the expression of solar gains, natural sun lighting 

exposures, air circulation, and nearby food creation were viewed as the advantages of this sort of 

metropolitan impression. These early discoveries conducted by Martin and March (1972), and 

Steadman (1979) framed the reason for some future examinations on the impacts of urban 

morphology and building variables on the energy consumption according to different scales.  

In 2011 Strømann-Andersen.J and Sattrup.P.A., examined how a far-reaching set-up of atmosphere-

based analysis and daylight reproductions, can impact the energy assets of a building especially in 

highly dense urban zones. The study was based on different observed factors considering a typical 

three-dimensional representation of metropolitan pattern and urban canyon proportions in the city 

of Copenhagen. In fact, the canyon effect, reflects the height to Width ratio {H/W} expressed in 

(m/m). This ratio represents the building’s height over the width of the street (gap in between the 

buildings). The neighborhood’s building density plays a major role in the variation of the canyon 

effect. Several urban parameters were taken into matter during this research such as: Hight to width 

ratios, daylight environmental situations, annual illuminance as well as the user’s pattern. The 

results showed a big correlation between urban density and yearly solar gains. Indeed, the urban 

canyon’s shape, undeniably affects the structure’s energy utilization, in the scope of up to +30% for 

non-residential buildings vs 19% for residential ones. In addition to that, Sanaieian.H, Tenpierik.M 

et al., 2014, focused on the same topic by analyzing the impact of these street canyons not only on 

the building’s energy consumption but also on the solar access and natural ventilation of the 

outdoor environment. The obtained outcomes, demonstrated that, a winder street canyon with a 

height-to-width ratio equal to 9.7 meters compared to a smaller one with a ratio equal to 0.6, had 

a colder temperature during the day versus shallower streets. Therefore, during the summer season, 

streets with a bigger H/W ratio, had a cooler outdoor temperature than in wintertime. Based on the 

previous researches and studies related to canyon typologies, Huang.K.T, and Li.Y.J, (2017), 

investigated the impact of this ratio by adding two new variables: building’s orientation as well as 

the surrounding green areas in the city of Taipei. According to their observations, Li and Huang 

concluded that: The highest cooling energy utilization of structures with a North-South Street 

orientation, use approximately 16.9% more energy compared to street with South-West/North-East 

orientations roads. While buildings with a shallow canyon ratio, burn-through 37.13% more energy 

than those with bigger distances in between the buildings. Adding to that, both researchers 
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demonstrated when streets are smaller, the surrounding green areas and trees can have a much 

higher impact on the cooling consumption compared to wider streets.  

Other than the urban canyon effect, different urban and building parameters were studied by 

several researchers. In fact, in 2014, Rehan.R.M., analyzed how the characteristics of the coolest 

city in the world (Stuttgart) are composed at an urban scale and examines a useful method on cool 

metropolitan zones to apply it in the city of Cairo, Egypt. Rehan considered various factors: Surface’s 

colors and materials, Albedo indicating the reflecting strength of a certain material, metropolitan 

greening as well as ventilation rates. The author discovered that to minimize the Urban Heat Island 

Mitigation phenomena, different techniques should be applied: Green halls, energy-effective 

constructions to higher in the most efficient way possible the metropolitan natural environmental 

and outdoor quality, and finally the utilization of cooler materials for example concrete instead of 

brick. Rode P. et al., (2014), combined both urban and building scale in their study. Their aim was to 

Investigate sun powered gains and building’s envelope energy misfortunes to evaluate the heating 

energy consumption, as well as the impact of the glazing ratio, the material’s thermal 

transmittances and climatic data on the energy demand. In 2015, Delmastro et al., mainly studied 

the building’s period of construction and its relation to the energy utilization. In fact, a structure’s-

built time, can help us identify different characteristics and specification such as: shape, materials 

and composite, infiltration rate, typology, thermal transmittances, district’s density, etc. The 

conducted exploration showed that mostly buildings with an older construction period, consumed 

more energy compared to newly built neighborhoods and therefore buildings. Adding to that, 

Carozza M., Mutani G., et al. (2017) created a hybrid energy-use model in the city of Turin to explore 

the effect of various urban parameters on the energetical consumption. It has been found that the 

ideal Building Coverage Ratio {BCR} to achieve the lowest warming interest, is 0.3 while the optimal 

Heigh to Width ratio {H/W} is estimated to be around 0.9, where the street width is roughly 

equivalent to the structure’s height. In 2019, Boghetti R., Fantozzi F., et al., found a relation between 

street canyons and the Sky View Factor {SVF}. In fact, according to their study, when the Height to 

Width ratio decreases, the SVF factor decreases and thus the energy consumption increases 

simultaneously and when SVF is characterized by a higher value along with an optimal MOS {Main 

Street Orientation East-West}, the energy demand is considerably lower in comparison to an 

unfavorable positioning. To sum up, according to several past studies and research, it has been 

found that urban and building variables have an undeniable impact on the yearly energy 

consumption.  
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3- CASE STUDY 

 

 

Fig. 2.     Location of the city of Turin in relation to Italy 

 

Turin is a city situated in the northwestern piece of italy (Fig. 2). This city is a significant business 

and social focus in northern Italy. It is the capital city of Piedmont and of the Metropolitan City of 

Turin and was the primary Italian capital from 1861 to 1865. The city is predominantly located on 

the west side of the Po River, encircled by the western Alpine curve and Superga Hill and located 

beneath its Susa Valley. The number of inhabitants in the city legitimate is 866,425 (31 August 2020) 

while the number of inhabitants in the metropolitan territory is assessed by Eurostat to be 1.7 

million occupants. The Turin metropolitan zone is assessed by the OECD to have a populace of 2.2 

million. The city’s weather includes a European-Atlantic atmosphere, as does a large portion of 

northern Italy. Winters are decently cold and dry; however, summers are mellow in the slopes and 

very blistering in the fields. Throughout the colder time of year and fall months banks of mist, which 

are in some cases extremely thick, structure in the fields however infrequently on the city 
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considering its area located towards the finish of the Susa Valley. Its situation on the east side of the 

Alps makes the climate drier than on the west side mainly due to the föhn wind impact. In fact, 

according to the Italian standards, the city of turin has a mainland temperature atmosphere with 

2648 at 20°C warming degrees day. The warming period for the city of Turin is from October 

fifteenth to April fifteenth and covers a time of 183 days; In fact, in turin there are around 60 000 

warmed structures, of which 75 percent are private condos and 80% of them were constructed 

before 1970 (Mutani and Todeschi, 2020). In this study, four Homogeneous zones in Turin were 

selected to analyze the heating and cooling demand of each neighborhood at urban and building 

scales (Fig. 3.). The four areas chosen are: Arquata neighborhood (highlighted in orange), Olympic 

Village neighborhood (highlighted in red), Crocetta neighborhood (highlighted in blue) and Sacchi 

neighborhood (highlighted in purple). These specific zones in Turin were chosen according to some 

specific traits: 

• Different neighborhoods served by the area warming organization, to have the deliberate 

hourly warming utilization and considerable Cooling Demand of Residential structures given 

by the District Heating corporation in the city of Turin. 

• Regions portrayed by a homogeneous metropolitan texture, Residential buildings and by 

measurements of roughly areas of 400 by 400 meters. 

• Different zones portrayed by various periods of constructions considerably between 1919 

and 2005 (specifically residential buildings). 

The four chosen neighborhoods are constructure in different periods in fact, Arquata and Crocetta 

are two zones characterized by residential buildings constructed between 1919 until 1970s; Were 

as both Olympic village and Arquata are characterized by a more recent construction period in 

between 1970 and 2005. This difference in construction period in between the four analyzed zones, 

will help us understand better the main differences in energy consumptions in relation to the age 

of the building by considering several structural and urban parameters over the different periods of 

constructions of residential buildings.  

One of the other important factors taken into account in choosing these four neighborhoods, has 

been the Building Coverage Ratio (BCR) characterized by the relation between the built area and 

the total census area of the analyzed zones. This ratio will help us understand the built density of 

these neighborhoods at an urban and city scale. 
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The city of Turin is characterized by 3 700 census parcels. The relation between the Building 

Coverage Ratio and Census Parcel is described in Table I while the BCR of the four chosen 

neighborhoods is described in Fig. 4 (Mutani, Carozza, Todeschi and Roland, 2020).  

 

Table. I. Building Coverage Ratio: Different Classes in relation to Census Parcel repartition.

. 

 

 

Fig. 4.    Building Coverage Ratio (m2/m2) of the four selected neighborhoods 

 

• In fact, for what concerns the BCR, around 70% of the enumeration bundles in the city of 

Turin varies from 0.19 to 0.49. However, the recently built areas such as: Arquata with a BCR 

equal to 0.18 and Olympic Village neighborhood with a BCR value equal to 0.16, are 

described by Building Coverage Ratios below the normal estimations of the city. This shows 

that contemporary built areas, favors a less thick metropolitan texture portrayed by more 

open spaces and green areas. However, older constructed zones such as: Sacchi with a BCR 
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value equal to 0.4 and Crocetta Neighborhood with a BCR equal to 0.28, are characterized 

by a Building Coverage Ratio close to the average BCR of the city of Turin. These numbers, 

show clearly that the older constructed urban zones, have a much higher urban density 

compared to newer construction, and therefore fewer open spaces and green public areas. 

Adding to that, the other urban parameter taken into consideration while selecting the four 

districts, is the urban built density, that represents the proportion between the overall 

volume of the buildings and the census parcel zone, the greater the amount, the denser the 

metropolitan framework. In fact, sacchi neighborhood is characterized by the highest built 

density of approximately 7.22, after it comes crocetta with a value equal to 5.86, while the 

least dense urban context is in Arquata with a building density equivalent to 3.56 

represented in Fig. 5..  The last urban variable taken into account, is the canyon effect, which 

reflects the height to Width ratio {H/W} expressed in (m/m). This ratio represents the 

building’s height over the width of the street (gap in between the buildings). The 

neighborhood’s building density plays a major role in the variation of the canyon effect. 

Sacchi and Crocetta neighborhoods, that are characterized by the oldest periods of 

constructions ranging from before 1919 until 1945, have the highest height to width ratios 

equivalent to 0.6 and 0.52. while the newly built urban zones (in this case, Arquata and 

Olympic Village neighborhoods), have a much lower ratio with respective values equal to 

0.27 and 0.34. This shows that these districts are portrayed by more open spaces and bigger 

distances in between the buildings, allowing the better air circulation among the built 

residential structures during the summer and the winter seasons (Fig. 6.).  

 

Fig. 5.    Building density (m3/m2) of the four selected neighborhoods 
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Fig. 6.    Height to Width ratio (m/m) of the four selected neighborhoods 

Fig. 7. Until Fig. 10. Show in a detailed manner the construction periods, the 3D models, and the 

land use of the four analyzed neighborhoods in the city of Turin. In fact, all these areas, do not have 

any private green areas. However, Olympic village and Arquata have the highest public green areas 

compared to the other two neighborhoods, while Crocetta and Sacchi are characterized by a much 

higher public asphalted surface. In Crocetta and Sachhi, most of the residential buildings were 

constructed before 1960. Crocetta neighborhood is categorized by 80% of structures constructed 

before 1945 compared to 75% for Sacchi and only 15% of residential building were built between 

1946 and 1980 for both neighborhoods. Regarding Arquata neighborhood, all the buildings when 

executed between 1961 and 1970. While Olympic Village features newly built structure, with 80 % 

of residential buildings constructed after 2000 and only 20 % of them built among 1980 and 1990. 

Both Crocetta and Sacchi are characterize by a very high gross built area: 82 100 m2 for the first 

neighborhood, and 99 400 m2   for the second one. While both more recently built areas Arquata 

and Olympic Village have a much lower gross built area with 22 300 m2 and 52 100 m2. Sacchi 

neighborhood has the most population density with 4 271 inhabitants. After that comes Crocetta 

with 3 703 inhabitants, followed by Olympic Village with 2 803 inhabitants and Arquata with 1 756. 

According to that, we can conclude that older built neighborhoods, have a higher Building Coverage 

Ratio with very high gross built areas compared to newly constructure urban areas, Less public green 

areas, and a much higher public asphalted surface. Adding to that, the newer urban neighborhoods 

in this case, Arquata and Olympic Village are characterized by a lower population density compared 

to older areas such as Crocetta and Sacchi. 
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4- METHODOLOGY 

 

The purpose of this study is to analyze the impact of several building and urban variables on the 

heating and cooling consumption of residential buildings taking into account their date of 

construction. In fact, both the heating and cooling demands of a building, depend mainly on the 

building’s characteristics as well as the context surrounding this specific structure along with the 

climatic changes over a year: 

 

In this Thesis, a sensitivity analysis is conducted, by comparing results of energy demands: of 

different buildings characterized by various periods of construction in between 1919 until 2005. The 

Energy results, are retrieved from the energy simulation of four urban models, using the engineering 

software CitySim.  In fact, this study will mainly be focused on residential buildings in specifically 

chosen neighborhoods in the city of Turin: Arquata, Olympic Village, Crocetta and Sacchi. 

Fig. 9. Describes in details the methodology followed in this work. In fact, three input data were 

inserted in the energy models of the four chosen urban areas: Building scale data, Climatic data, and 

finally urban data. Each of these inputs, were composed of several variables and parameters. For 

the building scale the variable analyzed are:  Building’s density, shape, Period of construction 

(indicating the building’s infiltration rate, thermal capacity, the characteristics of the transparent 

and opaque envelope regarding the materials used with their insulation value), Building’s Surface 

to Volume ratio (ranging between: 0.30, 0.37, 0.39, 0.45, 0.55), building’s orientation, infiltration 

rate (ranging between: 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6), Glazing Ratio (ranging between: 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6), and 

thermal transmittances of windows, walls, roof and floor expressed in W/(m2.K). Adding to that, the 

Building Coverage Ratio that is expressed in (m2 / m2 ) this factor can have a minimum value of 0 

where the plot is totally empty, and a maximum value of 1 where the urban zone or neighborhood 

is fully covered with buildings, in this case study, the {BCR} of the four neighborhoods ranges 

between: 0.16, 0.18, 0.28 and 0.40, The Main Street Orientation, the Canyon effect and the building 

density, are the main composites of the Urban scale data considered in order to understand the 

impact of these different parameters on the yearly heating and cooling energy consumptions. After 

that, both the buildings scale data and the climate data were inserted to the energy model using 
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CitySim software in relation to the construction period of the selected residential buildings. This is 

when, the Energy Simulation regarding each building were retrieved in Excel sheets figuring the 

yearly, hourly energy heating and cooling demand is calculated and analyzed.  

 

 

Fig. 9.       Flowchart of the Methodology applied in this study: Input data (Buildings data, Climatic data, and 
Urban data), Energy models data, Energy Simulation with a sensitivity analysis of the results of buildings and 
neighborhoods located in the city of Turin. 

 

Finally, the simulated data were compared and observed, by sensitively analyzing the results in 

relation to buildings variables, Urban Parameters, and climatic data. The aim of this work is to 

analyze the impact of these different factors on the average yearly energy consumption of the 

building and how the built period of the building can influence its energy demand. 
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4.1- INPUT DATA 

In this study, the input data collected or calculated was a crucial step in order to analyze several 

simulated buildings in relation to their energy consumption in the most accurate possible manner. 

In fact, Table. II. Shows the main input data used in this work with their related sources and used 

tools.  The following table was divided into three different analyzed scales: Building scale data, 

Urban scale data and finally City scale data. 

 

 

Table. II.   Building, Urban and city scale Input data used with their sources and the used tools. 

 

 

 

Building data implies several factors: the type of users retrieved from the Cadastral map of the city 

of Turin as well as the 2D drawings that allowed the creation of the 3D models and therefore to 

determine the geometrical shape of the analyzed residential buildings as well as their Surface to 

Volume ratio. Adding to that, the period of construction allowed us to assign: the buildings Glazing 

ratio along with its thermal transmittance, as well as its ventilation rate, and finally the materials 

thickness, density and thermal transmittance of the walls, roofs, and floors composites. In fact, the 

four main periods of construction were analyzed in this study: residential structure built before 

1919, between 1919-1945, 1961-1970 and finally the most recent one that is represented in Olympic 
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village neighborhood constructed between 2001 and 2005. Concerning the input data inserted at 

an urban scale, most of the factors were retrieved from Geoportal and therefore from the Cadastral 

map of the city of Turin.  In fact, both the Building Coverage Ratio and the Main street Orientation 

were deducted from the 2D drawings of the four analyzed neighborhoods. The calculation of the 

Height/Width factor was based on the drawn 3D models, while the sky View Factor followed the 

simulation results using the Engineering Tool {CitySim Pro}. 

 

 

4.2- ANALYZED BUILDING VARIABLES  

Five building variables were analyzed in this work. In fact, a comparative approach was performed 

in order to observe the impact of these variables on the Energy Heating and Cooling demand and 

how this energy consumption can be minimized in relation to different factors. The simulation 

regarding the building variables, was executed on several chosen buildings that are characterized 

by different periods of construction. This approach will help in understanding the relation between 

the Energy consumption and the age of the building. The analyzed building variables are: 

 

• Buildings Surface to Volume Ratio (S/V) expressed in {m2 / m³}. This ratio is the proportion 

between the heat lost surface and the gross warmed Volume of a structure. It demonstrates 

how compact the building is, and therefore recognizing the building’s typology. The more 

prominent the surface territory, the more noteworthy the potential warmth gain or loss is 

reflected. Therefore, a smaller S/V proportion suggests lower heat gain and loss and thusly 

a more compact building. Building's Surface is the sum of areas of outer appearances or 

building’s envelope taking into consideration the areas of the walls and roofs.  

 

• Building Orientation {BO} this variable, indicates the building’s Solar exposure affecting its 

Energy consumption during summer and winter seasons. Several buildings with different 

orientations were analyzed by comparing their cooling and heating demands. The examined 

orientations are: E-W {90 °}, N-S {0 °), NE-SW {45 °- 22 °} and SE-NW {135 °- 122 °} illustrated 

in Fig .11. in fact, this factor, mainly plays an important role on the impact of the yearly 
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heating and cooling energy consumptions, in regard to the sun’s orientation that is from the 

East to the West. However, during the winter season, the angle of exposure is tighter 

compared the summer period (Fig. 12.). 

 

 

 

Fig .11.     Illustrations of the building’s orientations of {N-S}, {NE-SW}, {E-W}, and {SE-NW}, with their 
respective degrees. 

                          

Fig .12.     Illustrations of the sun’s orientations during summer and winter with their respective 
degrees of altitude and azimuth.  

 

 

• Building’s infiltration rate expressed in (h-1) is the unintentional or coincidental presentation 

of outdoor air into a building, ordinarily through cracks in the structure envelope and 

through utilization of entryways such as doors. The higher the infiltration rate, the more 

outdoor air is penetrating inside the building and therefore affecting the building’s internal 

temperature. In this analysis, three main infiltration rate ranges were examined: 0.2, 0.4 and 

0.6.  
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• Glazing ratio also known as Window to Wall Ratio, is the proportion of the transparent 

envelope in relation to the façade’s surface. The smaller the glazing ratio, the smaller the 

proportion of the window compared to the wall.  In this analysis, three main ratios were 

studied: 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6. These different ranges will help in the understanding of the impact 

of the glazing ratio on the yearly heating and cooling demands of the residential buildings 

following several periods of constructions.  

 

• Windows thermal transmittances expressed in W/(m2.K), retrieved from UNI/TS 11300-1 

according to building’s construction period. The U-value of the opening properties were 

analyzed as well. The lower the U-value the more the window is insolated. In fact, older 

constructions are generally characterized by a higher windows U-value shown in Table. III.. 

In this study, three ranges were analyzed: 2.15, 4.40 and 4.90. 

 

Table. III.      Building’s U-values in relation to its period of construction: data according to (Mutani 
G., and Todeschi V., 2020). 

           

  

 

• Building’s Materials and composites retrieved from UNI/TR 11552 that varies according to 

the building’s construction period. In this variable, walls, roofs, and floors composites were 

taken into consideration by specifying their thermal transmittance, resistance, materials 

densities as well as their thermal capacity. Concerning the U-values of walls, three main 

thermal transmittances were analyzed: 0.67, 0.9 and 1.10. for the roof composites the 

studied ranges are: 0.53, 1.27 and 1.60. and finally, two different floor materials were 

compared: SOL03 characterizing buildings constructed from 1919 until 1960 and SOL04 for 

more recently built structures.  

 

Table. IV.      This table, shows the chosen analyzed neighborhoods in relation to different building variables. 
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Table. III. Shows the analyzed neighborhoods for each chosen variable at a building scale in relation 

to their Energy consumption. In fact, for the Surface to Volume ratio, all four neighborhoods were 

analyzed in order to understand the relation between this specific ratio, the building’s construction 

period and the Energy demand. For the opening properties, Arquata and Olympic Village were 

studied due to the abondance of identically shaped buildings with different building orientations 

and therefore various solar exposures. Adding to that, for the materials and composites variables, 

both Sacchi and Olympic Village neighborhoods where analyzed. In fact, both of these urban zones 

are characterized by buildings constructed between 1919 and 2005, which allowed the examination 

of different walls, roofs and floors materials and their impact on the Energy Heating and Cooling 

consumption of the building. 

 

 

4.3- SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 

A sensitivity analysis was performed in this work, by comparing several input data at different 

neighborhood scale parameters following specific ranges for each building variable. Table. V. 

represents the diverse ranges taken into consideration for each input data along with their 

respective units: Surface to Volume ratio {S/V} (ranging between 0.3, 0.37, 0.39, 0.45 and 0.55 

m2/m3), two building’s orientations equivalent to 45 {NE-SW} and 135 degrees {NW-SE}, building 

infiltration rate (ranging between 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6 h-1), Glazing ratio (ranging between 0.2, 0.4 and 

0.6), Windows thermal transmittances (with U-value ranging between 2.15, 4.40 and 4.90 

W/(m2.K)), wall thermal transmittances (with U-value ranging between 0.67, 0.90 and 1.10 

W/(m2.K)), Roof thermal transmittances (with U-value ranging between 0.53, 1.27 and 1.60 

W/(m2.K)), and finally floor thermal transmittances (with U-value ranging between 1.16 and 1.25 

W/(m2.K)). These different values were examined in relation to the cited building variables by 

comparing and analyzing how these ranges can impact the yearly heating and cooling energy 

consumptions of residential structures, following different periods of constructions in Sacchi, 
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Crocetta, Arquata and Olympic Village neighborhoods. Urban factors were also taken into account 

following the four studied districts. In fact, the building coverage ratio ranged between 0.16, 0.18, 

0.28 and 0.4. while the building density were equivalent to: 3.56, 4.13, 5.86 and 7.72. and finally, 

the canyon effect that represents the Height to Width ratio {H/W}, ranging between 0.27, 0.34, 0.52 

and 0.60 (Table. V.). 

Table. V.   This table, shows the Input data in relation to their respective studied ranges, applied is the 

sensitivity analysis. 

 

 

For the building variables, the different ranges of the designated input data were inserted into the 

Engineering Software CitySim Pro.  The results of these changed simulations, where analyzed in a 

comparative way on selected buildings retrieved from the four chosen neighborhoods. The 

sensitivity analysis of these Simulations was investigated and compared in order to understand the 

impact of these variables along with their different ranges of the average yearly Heating and Cooling 

consumptions of residential buildings. Adding to that, Table. VI. embodies all the studied buildings 

used for the sensitivity analysis characterized mainly by two opposite orientations and 

approximately similar Surface to Volume ratios: NE-SW and NW-SE. the chosen residential buildings 

are: S27 and S22 in Sacchi district characterized by the oldest period of construction (before 1919), 

C110 and C189 in Crocetta neighborhood with a built cycle ranging from 1919 until 1945, A1 and A9 

in Arquata zone with a more recent period of construction (1961-1970), and finally O11 and O8 in 

Olympic village neighborhood with the most recent structures (2001-2005).  

Adding to that, each analyzed urban zone, is illustrated by different urban parameters. The oldest 

district (Sacchi) with the most abundant residential buildings constructed before 1919, has a 
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building Coverage ratio equal to 0.4, with a building density of 7.72 and a Height to Width ratio 

equivalent to 0.6. In Crocetta (1919-1945), is characterized by: a BCR equal to 0.28, building density 

of 5.86 and a canyon effect of 0.52. adding to that, even though Arquata has an older construction 

period compared to Olympic Village, it has a lower building density and Height to Width ratio 

respectively equal to 3.56 and 0.27. Finally, Olympic Village neighborhoods, that is the most recently 

built studied urban zone (2001-2005), shows to have the lowest Building Coverage Ratio (BCR equal 

to 0.16), a building density of 4.13 and a canyon effect {H/W} equivalent to 0.3 (Table. VI).    

These results show that Sacchi neighborhood has the densest urban fabric while Arquata has the 

lowest built amount of construction in relation to its studied census parcel. More recently 

constructed metropolitan zones, are characterized by bigger open spaces and therefore more 

spaces in between the built structures, allowing the circulation of natural ventilation. 

In fact, these comparative simulated outcomes can help in the identification of the most ideal range 

of the analyzed input data allowing the recognition of the most energy efficient scenario regarding 

the studied buildings. 

 

Table. VI.   This table, shows the Input data at four different neighborhood scales, in relation to their 
respective Studied buildings along with their periods of construction. 
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5- RESULTS 

 

The conducted results of this thesis were observed on a macro and micro scales. In fact, different 

building variables according to several urban scale data, were studied and examined to understand 

their impact on the energy consumption of residential buildings in four chosen homogeneous zones 

or neighborhoods in the city of Turin Italy. Five factors for both scales were analyzed taking into 

consideration the period of construction as well as the urban pattern’s density affecting the built 

structure’s surroundings such as open spaces or gaps in between the buildings as well as their solar 

exposure. In fact, Crocetta and Sacchi districts, are characterized by a dense urban fabric with 

limited outdoor areas and construction periods ranging between 1919 and 1980s. whereas the 

other two zone: Arquata and Olympic Village, illustrate a much recent urban configuration with 

more gaps in between structures and therefore more outdoor spaces and green areas. Each district 

is studied separately by inserting different ranges of building variable on two chosen residential 

structure characterized by opposite orientations and approximately similar Surface to Volume 

values. Different heating and cooling Energy consumption results were analyzed separately in order 

to understand the impact of the inserted input data with several ranges on the yearly energy 

utilization. The results of the energy simulations related to the chosen residential buildings, was 

conducted using the engineering Software CitySim pro, by changing the values of the studied 

building variables: Infiltration rate (ranges equivalent to 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6 h-1), Glazing ratio (ranges 

equivalent to 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6), Thermal transmittances of walls (ranges equivalent to 2.15, 4.40 and 

4.90 W/(m2.k)), Thermal transmittances of roof (ranges equivalent to 0.53, 1.27 and 1.60W/(m2.k)), 

and finally, Thermal transmittances of floor (equivalent to 1.16 and 1.25 W/(m2.k)). 

This examination will help in the comparative and sensitivity analysis conducted, to understand the 

impact of the different input data studied on the yearly energy consumption of Residential buildings 

in these four cited neighborhoods and understand which of these parameters had the most impact 

of the structure according to different periods of construction. 

In fact, Fig. 13., illustrates the two studied buildings for each of the four neighberhoods: Sacchi, 

Crocetta, Arquata and Olympic Village. In Sacchi district, building IDs of S27 and S22 were studied 

constructed before 1919, in Crocetta C110 and C189 characterized by a built period between 1919 

and 1945, in Arquata residential structures A1 and A9 were analyzed with a more recent 
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construction date (1961-1970), and finally O11 and O8 in Olympic Village with the newest 

constructed structures (2001-2005). Each two chosen buildings for the different urban zones, are 

characterized by respective opposite orientations of {NE-SW} and {NW-SE}.  

 

 

 

Fig. 13.      Three dimensional representations of the four analyzed neighborhoods: Sacchi, Crocetta, Arquata 
and Olympic Village, indicating the two studied buildings for each district. 
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5.1-- Sacchi district: Impact of energy-related building variables 

 

Sacchi neighborhood, is located in the city of Turin, Italy. This urban zone is characterized by a big 

number of buildings constructed before 1919. In fact, it has the highest Building coverage ratio (0.4), 

that reflects the gross built area of the neighborhood over the census parcel area, with a building 

density equivalent to 7.72 m3/m2, that represents the proportion between the overall volume of the 

buildings and the census parcel zone. And a Height to Width urban ratio of 0.6 m/m. Two buildings 

were analyzed (S27 and S22), were their respective heating and cooling demands were compared 

and analyzed following different ranges of urban variable inserted in the engineering software 

CitySim Pro. The analyzed residential building parameters are: Infiltration rate (ranges equivalent to 

0.2, 0.4 and 0.6 h-1), Glazing ratio (ranges equivalent to 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6), Thermal transmittances of 

walls (ranges equivalent to 2.15, 4.40 and 4.90 W/(m2.k)), Thermal transmittances of roof (ranges 

equivalent to 0.53, 1.27 and 1.60W/(m2.k)), and finally, Thermal transmittances of floor (equivalent 

to 1.16 and 1.25 W/(m2.k)). In fact, for each variable, results were separated into monthly heating 

and cooling energy data, Hourly results for three heating and cooling season (5th of February, 7th of 

November, 15th of December, 5th of June, 7th of July and finally 15th of August), as well as the hourly 

heating and cooling Energy consumptions over the course of one year (equivalent to 8761 hours).  

 

5.1.1- Building’s Surface to Volume ratio 

 

In fact, the Surface to Volume {S/V} proportion is a ratio indicating the compactness of a certain 

structure or building.  It is frequently communicated as the 'heat misfortune structure factor', which 

is the proportion the building’s envelope area (walls, roofs, terraces…etc.) to the treated floor area 

of the designated structure. This ratio will help in the identification of the building’s typology, 

weather it is a small condominium house or a tower for example. In this case, building S27 has a S/V 

ratio equal to 0.39 while S22 has a bigger value of 0.45. the two structures are characterized by 

opposite orientations of {NE-SW} and {NW-SE} respectively.  S27 is characterized by a bigger heated 

Volume (7810 m3), compared to S22 (6857 m3) shown in Table. VII.. Building S27 has an energy 

heating consumption equal to 25.55 kWh/m3/y, with a cooling demand of -4.14 kWh/m3/y. 

However, S22 is characterized by a lower energy utilization with 23.51 kWh/m3/y warmth 

consumption, and -3.43 kWh/m3/y for its yearly cooling consumption (Fig. 14). 
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Table. VII.   This table, shows the heated volume, building orientation, Surface to Volume ratio and Energy 
heating and cooling of buildings S27 and S22. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 14.     Three-dimensional representation of Sacchi neighborhood indicating the two analyzed buildings. 
And Yearly Heating demand of Sacchi district calculated by CitySim Pro. 

 

 

  5.1.2- Building’s infiltration rate (h-1) 

 

Infiltration is the unintentional or coincidental presentation of outdoor air into a building, ordinarily 

through cracks in the structure envelope and through utilization of entryways such as doors. The 

higher the infiltration rate, the more outdoor air is penetrating inside the building and therefore 

affecting the building’s internal temperature. In this analysis, three different infiltration rates were 

studied: 0.2 h-1 (indicated in green), 0.4 h-1 (indicated in blue), and 0.6 h-1 (indicated in orange), in 

order to compare and analyse the impact of this changed variable of the heating and cooling 

consumption of the two chosen residential buildings (S27 and S22). The first warmth Energy 

utilization results are shown in Fig. 15. In fact, the monthly heating demand of both structures S27 

and S22, increased when the infiltration rate was higher, mainly due to the penetration of the cold   
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Fig. 15.     Monthly heating consumption of buildings S27 and S22 according to three infiltration rates. 

Fig. 16.     Hourly heating consumption of buildings S27 and S22 according to three infiltration rates during three days. 

Fig. 17.     Hourly heating consumption of buildings S27 and S22 according to three infiltration rates during a year. 
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outdoor air inside of the building. Adding to that, Fig. 16., represents the hourly heating data of 

buildings S27 and S22 in regard to three chosen days during the heating season: 5th of February, 7th 

of November and the 15th of December. The graphs show that for the two selected residential 

structures, infiltration rate equal to 0.6 h-1, had constantly the highest warmth utilization, while the 

lowest rate (0.2 h-1), consumed the least heating demand. Adding to that, the 5th of February 

showed the most energy need, however, on the 7th of November, it was considerably lower 

compared to the other analyzed days. As for the hourly warmth consumption over the course of a 

year (with 8761 resulted hours), buildings S27 and S22, both regularly consumed more heating 

Energy with the highest infiltration rate of 0.6 h-1 (represented in orange), compared to rates 

equivalent to 0.4 h-1 (represented in green), and 0.2 h-1 (represented in blue) (Fig. 17.).  

Adding to that, the cooling Energy consumptions of building S27 and S22 were analyzed as well. In 

fact, Fig. 18., reflects the yearly Cooling demand of Sacchi neighborhood expressed in kWh/m3 

calculated by the engineering software CitySim pro during its normal state. As mentioned before, 

the residential structure S27 consumed more cooling energy compared to S22 with equivalent 

values of -4.14 kWh/m3/y and -3.43 kWh/m3/y respectively. In fact, the first deducted monthly 

results represented in Fig. 19., show that, when the infiltration rate of the building increased, on the 

opposite of the heating consumption, the cooling Energy demand decreased for both the structures 

S27 and S22. Adding to that, the residential building characterized by a {NW-SE} orientation, had a  

 

 

Fig. 18.     Three-dimensional representation of Sacchi neighborhood indicating the two analyzed buildings. 
And Yearly Cooling demand of Sacchi district calculated by CitySim Pro. 
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Fig. 19.     Monthly cooling consumption of buildings S27 and S22 according to three infiltration rates. 

Fig. 21.     Hourly cooling consumption of buildings S27 and S22 according to three infiltration rates during a year. 

Fig. 20.     Hourly cooling consumption of buildings S27 and S22 according to three infiltration rates during three days. 
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much higher energy impact with an infiltration rate equal to 0.2 h-1 (represented in green), 

compared to higher rates (0.4 and 0.6 h-1), while the structure with a {NE-SW} building orientation 

was less impacted by this rate, by approximately keeping the same percentage of energy changed 

for the three different ranges. Adding to that, an hourly Energy data was conducted for S27 and S22 

for three days during the cooling season: 5th of June, 7th of July and 15th of August (Fig. 20.). Results 

show that, for both buildings, the highest Energy Utilization was on the 15th of August, while the 

lowest one is represented on the 5th of June. In fact, in August, for both residential structures, with 

an infiltration rate equal to 0.6 h-1, the energy consumption was higher compared to rates equal to 

0.2 and 0.4, even though the yearly energy cooling consumption of this range was the lowest with -

3.64 kWh/m3/y for S27 and -3.07 kWh/m3/y for S22 (Fig. 21). However, during the months June and 

July, the lowest infiltration rate (0.2 h-1) had the highest Energy cooling utilization.  

 

Table. VIII.      Buildings S27 and S22 Heating and Cooling Energy consumptions depending on infiltration 
rates equal to 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6 h-1. 

 

 

Table. VIII. Shows the variations in the heating and cooling energy consumptions of buildings S27 

and S22 depending on three changed infiltration rates equivalent to 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6 h-1. In fact, S27 

characterized by a {NE-SW} building orientation, had an increase of 26% in its highest value (with 

infiltration rate equal to 0.6) in regard to its lowest consumption of 27.34 kWh/m3/y (with an 

infiltration rate equal to 0.2). while S22 with a (NW-SE) had a lower warmth energy impact with 23% 

between the lowest and highest reached value. Fig. 22., shows the Energy space heating and cooling 

utilizations of both buildings. When compared, the cooling demand of S27 {NE-SW} was more 

impacted compared to a building orientation of {NW-SE}, with a higher linear equational value 

(presented in blue). Therefore, we can conclude that when the infiltration rate increased, the energy 

heating demand is higher, while the energy cooling consumption is lower. Adding to that, buildings 
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with a NE-SW orientation, have a higher Energy consumption impact, in comparison to structures 

with NW-SE orientations.  

                                      Heating consumption                                                                            Cooling consumption 

 

Fig. 22.     Energy space heating and cooling demands of buildings S27 and S22 depending on the infiltration 
rate. 

 

5.1.3- Building’s Glazing ratio 

 

Glazing ratio also known as Window to Wall Ratio, is the proportion of the transparent envelope in 

relation to the façade’s surface. The smaller the glazing ratio, the smaller the proportion of the 

window compared to the wall.  In this analysis, three main ratios were studied: 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6. 

These different ranges will help in the understanding of the impact of the glazing ratio on the yearly 

heating and cooling demands of the residential buildings. In this analysis, three different Glazing 

ratio values were studied: 0.2 (indicated in green), 0.4 (indicated in blue), and 0.6 (indicated in 

orange), in order to compare and analyze the impact of this changed variable of the heating and 

cooling consumption of the two chosen residential buildings (S27 and S22). The first warmth Energy 

utilization results are shown in Fig. 23. In fact, the monthly heating demand of both structures S27 

and S22, increased when the Glazing ratio value was higher (where the structure consumed more 

heating energy with a glazing ratio equal to 0.6, compared to a smaller window to wall ratio of 0.2). 

Adding to that, Fig. 24., represents the hourly heating data of buildings S27 and S22 in regard to 

three chosen days during the heating season: 5th of February, 7th of November and the 15th of 

December. The graphs show that for the two selected residential structures, with a glazing ratio 

equivalent to 0.6, had constantly the highest warmth utilization, while the lowest ratio (equal to 

0.2), consumed the least heating demand. Adding to that, the 5th of February showed the most  

Infiltration rate Infiltration rate 
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Fig. 23.     Monthly heating consumption of buildings S27 and S22 according to three Glazing ratio values. 

Fig. 24.     Hourly heating consumption of buildings S27 and S22 according to three Glazing ratio value during three days. 

Fig. 25.     Hourly heating consumption of buildings S27 and S22 according to three Glazing ratio values during a year. 
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energy need, however, on the 7th of November, it was considerably lower compared to the other 

analyzed days. As for the hourly warmth consumption over the course of a year (with 8761 resulted 

hours), buildings S27 and S22, both regularly consumed more heating Energy with the highest 

Window to Wall ratio of 0.6 (represented in orange), compared to ratios equivalent to 0.4 

(represented in green), and 0.2 (represented in blue), shown in Fig. 25. 

Adding to that, the cooling Energy consumptions of building S27 and S22 were analyzed as well. In 

fact, Fig. 18. (previously analyzed), reflects the yearly Cooling demand of Sacchi neighborhood 

expressed in kWh/m3 calculated by the engineering software CitySim pro during its normal state. As 

mentioned before, the residential structure S27 consumed more cooling energy compared to S22 

with equivalent values of -4.14 kWh/m3/y and -3.43 kWh/m3/y respectively. In fact, the first 

deducted monthly results represented in Fig. 26., show that, when the Glazing ratio of the building 

increased, similarly to the heating consumption (previously analyzed), the cooling Energy demand 

increases as well for both structures S27 and S22. Adding to that, an hourly Energy data was 

conducted for S27 and S22 for three days during the cooling season: 5th of June, 7th of July and 15th 

of August (Fig. 27.). Results show that, for both buildings, the highest Energy Utilization was on the 

15th of August, while the lowest one is represented on the 7th of July. In fact, for both analyzed 

residential buildings (S27 and S22), during the whole yearly cooling season, Structure with the 

highest window to wall ratio (equal to 0.6) constantly had the highest cooling Energy consumption 

(represented in orange), followed by the simulated results of ratio equivalent to 0.4 (represented in 

blue), and finally the lowest hourly and yearly cooling Energy utilization is represented by the lowest 

studied glazing ratio, that is equal to 0.2 (represented in green) in accordance to Fig. 28.

 

Fig. 26.     Monthly cooling consumption of buildings S27 and S22 according to three Glazing ratio values. 
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Table. IX. Shows the variations in the heating and cooling energy consumptions of buildings S27 and 

S22 depending on three changed Window to Wall ratios equivalent to 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6. In fact, S27 

characterized by a {NE-SW} building orientation, had an increase of 55% in its highest value (with a 

glazing ratio equal to 0.6) in regard to its lowest consumption of 26.26 kWh/m3/y (with a glazing 

ratio equal to 0.2). while S22 with a (NW-SE) had a lower warmth energy impact with 52% between 

the lowest (24.13 kWh/m3/y) and highest reached value (36.79 kWh/m3/y). Fig. 29., shows the 

Energy space heating and cooling utilizations of both buildings. When compared, the cooling 

demand of S27 {NE-SW} and building S22 characterized by a {NW-SE} orientation, had approximately 

the same amount of impact of the cooling energy consumption, with a similarly linear equational 

Fig. 27.     Hourly cooling consumption of buildings S27 and S22 according to three Glazing ratio value during three days. 

Fig. 28.     Hourly cooling consumption of buildings S27 and S22 according to three Glazing ratio values during a year. 
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value (presented in blue for building S27 and in orange for building S22). Therefore, we can conclude 

that when the glazing ratio of the building increases, the energy heating, and cooling demands of 

the structures, increases as well simultaneously. Adding to that, buildings with a NE-SW orientation, 

have a higher heating Energy consumption impact, in comparison to structures with NW-SE 

orientations. While the impact on the cooling demand is approximately the same for both buildings’ 

orientations.   

 

 

Table. IX.      Buildings S27 and S22 Heating and Cooling Energy consumptions depending on Glazing ratios 
equal to 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6. 

 

 

                                      Heating consumption                                                                            Cooling consumption 

 

Fig. 29.     Energy space heating and cooling demands of buildings S27 and S22 depending on the building’s 
glazing ratio. 

 

 

 

 

 

Glazing ratio Glazing ratio 
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5.1.4- Thermal properties of building envelope 

 

The thermal propertied of a building, are subdivided in this analysis into four main categories: 

Thermal transmittance of the opaque envelope of the building (Windows U-value), and thermal 

transmittances of walls, roof, and floor in regard to the building composites and materials. In fact, 

the opening properties’ U-values, are retrieved from UNI/TS 11300-1 according to building’s periods 

of construction. The lower the U-value the more the window is insulated from the outdoor factors 

of the building. In this variable, three main values were analyzed: 2.15, 4.40 and 4.90 expressed in 

{W/m2. K}. Adding to that, Building’s Materials and composites retrieved from UNI/TR 11552 varying 

according to the building’s-built period. In this variable, walls, roofs, and floors composites were 

taken into consideration by specifying their thermal transmittance, resistance, materials densities 

as well as their thermal capacity. Ranges of 0.67, 0.9 and 1.10 {W/m2. K} were examined for the 

walls’ U-values, while for the roof composites, values varied between 0.53, 1.27 and 1.60{W/m2. K}. 

and finally, the last studied building variable is the floor’s composites and materials with values 

equivalent to 1.16 {W/m2. K} for construction periods ranging between 1919 and 1960, and 1.25 

{W/m2. K} for residential structure building between 1961 and 2005. 

 

5.1.4.1- Window’s U-value (Uwindows, W/m²/K) 

 

In fact, the building’s windows U-values, are assigned to each residential building, according to its 

respective period of construction. The lower the U-value the more the window is insulated from the 

outdoor factors. Table. III. (previously shown), indicates that structures that are characterized by 

older construction dates, have a higher window U-value compared to more recently built structures 

with values ranging between 2.15 and 0.9, (according to Mutani G., and Todeschi V., 2020).  In this 

analysis, three different windows thermal transmittances were studied: 2.15 {W/m2. K} (indicated 

in green), 4.40 {W/m2. K} (indicated in blue), and 4.90{W/m2. K} (indicated in orange), in order to 

sensitively compare and analyze the impact of this changed variable on the heating and cooling 

consumption of the two chosen residential buildings (S27 and S22) in Sacchi neighborhood that are 

characterized with a construction period before 1919. The first warmth Energy utilization results are 

shown in Fig. 30. In fact, the monthly heating demand of both structures S27 and S22, increased 

when the windows’ U-value was higher, mainly due to the penetration of the cold outdoor air inside    
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Fig. 30.     Monthly heating consumption of buildings S27 and S22 according to three Window U-values. 

Fig. 31.     Hourly heating consumption of buildings S27 and S22 according to three Window U-values during three days. 

Fig. 32.     Hourly heating consumption of buildings S27 and S22 according to three Window U-values during a year. 
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of the building during the heating season, because of the lower window insulation. Adding to that, 

Fig. 31., represents the hourly heating data of buildings S27 and S22 in regard to three chosen days 

during the heating season: 5th of February, 7th of November and the 15th of December. The graphs 

show that for the two selected residential structures, the opaque envelope’s thermal transmittance 

that is equal to 4.90 {W/m2. K}, had constantly the highest warmth utilization, while the lowest 

window’s U-value (2.15 {W/m2. K}), consumed the least heating demand. Adding to that, the 5th of 

February showed the most energy need, however, on the 7th of November, it was considerably 

lower compared to the other analyzed days. As for the hourly warmth consumption over the course 

of a year (with 8761 resulted hours), buildings S27 and S22, both regularly consumed more heating 

Energy with the highest window U-value equivalent to 4.90 {W/m2. K} (represented in orange), 

compared to lower values of 4.40 {W/m2. K} (represented in green), and 2.15 {W/m2. K} 

(represented in blue) (Fig. 32.).  

Adding to that, the cooling Energy consumptions of building S27 and S22 were analyzed as well. In 

fact, Fig. 18. (previously analyzed), reflects the yearly Cooling demand of Sacchi neighborhood 

expressed in kWh/m3 calculated by the engineering software CitySim pro during its normal state. As 

mentioned before, the residential structure S27 consumed more cooling energy compared to S22 

with equivalent values of -4.14 kWh/m3/y and -3.43 kWh/m3/y respectively. In fact, the first 

deducted monthly results represented in Fig. 33., show that, when the window’s U-value of the 

building increased, on the opposite of the heating consumption results (previously discussed), the 

cooling Energy demand decreased for both buildings S27 and S22. Adding to that, an hourly Energy 

 

Fig. 33.     Monthly cooling consumption of buildings S27 and S22 according to three Window U-values. 
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was conducted for S27 and S22 for three days during the cooling season: 5th of June, 7th of July and 

15th of August (Fig. 34.). Results show that, for both buildings, the highest Energy Utilization was on 

the 15th of August, while the lowest one is represented on the 5th of June. In fact, in August, for both 

residential structures, with a window U-value equivalent to 4.90 {W/m2. K} represented in orange, 

the energy consumption was higher compared to values equal to 4.40 and 2.15 {W/m2. K}, even 

though the yearly energy cooling consumption of this range was the lowest with -4.06 kWh/m3/y 

for S27 and -3.34 kWh/m3/y for S22 (Fig. 35). However, during the months June and July, the lowest 

thermal transmittance of the opaque envelope (2.15 {W/m2. K}) had the highest Energy cooling 

utilization during the months of June and July for both buildings S27 and S22. 

Fig. 34.     Hourly cooling consumption of buildings S27 and S22 according to three Window U-values during three days. 

Fig. 35.     Hourly cooling consumption of buildings S27 and S22 according to three Window U-values during a year. 
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Table. X.      Buildings S27 and S22 Heating and Cooling Energy consumptions depending on window U-
values equal to 2.15, 4.40, and 4.90 W/m2. K. 

 

 

Table. X. Shows the variations in the heating and cooling energy consumptions of buildings S27 and 

S22 depending on three changed window’s thermal transmittances values equivalent to 2.14, 4.40 

and 4.90 {W/m2. K}. In fact, S27 characterized by a {NE-SW} building orientation, had an increase of 

29% in its highest value (with a window U-value equal to 4.90 {W/m2. K}), in regard to its lowest 

consumption of 20.95 kWh/m3/y (with a window U-value equal to 2.15 {W/m2. K}), while S22 with 

a (NW-SE) had a lower warmth energy impact with 27% between the lowest and highest reached 

value respectively equal to 19.74 kWh/m3/y and 24.90 kWh/m3/y. Fig. 36., shows the Energy space 

heating and cooling utilizations of both buildings. When compared, the cooling demand of S27 {NE-

SW} was more impacted compared to a building orientation of {NW-SE}, with a higher linear 

equational value (presented in blue). Therefore, we can conclude that when the window’s U-value 

increased, the energy heating demand is higher, while the energy cooling consumption is lower. 

Adding to that, buildings with a NE-SW orientation, have a higher Energy consumption impact, in 

comparison to structures with NW-SE orientations. 

                                     Heating consumption                                                                            Cooling consumption  

 

Fig. 36.     Energy space heating and cooling demands of buildings S27 and S22 depending on the building’s 
Window’s U-value. 

Window U-value Window U-value 
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5.1.4.2- Wall’s U-value (Uwall, W/m²/K) 

 

Building’s Materials and composites are retrieved from UNI/TR 11552 with walls U-values varying 

according to the building’s construction period. In fact, the lower the wall’s U-value the more the 

building is insulated from the outdoor factors. In this variable, three main values were analyzed: 

1.10, 0.9 and 0.67 expressed in {W/m2. K}. Table. XI. Shows the three examined walls composites 

along with their respective thermal transmittances and periods of construction. The highest 

analyzed U-value is equal to 1.10 {W/m2. K} characterized by the oldest built period ranging between 

1919 and 1945 with a wall code of MLP02. The second studied value is 0.9 {W/m2. K}, with a wall 

code of MLP03 (constructed between 1961 and 1970). And the most recent wall composite is MPF03 

(1990-2005), with a thermal transmittance value equivalent to 0.67 {W/m2. K}.  these different 

ranges were inserted in the engineering software CitySim Pro, where simulated results were 

compared and analyzed in order to understand the impact of this changed variable on the heating 

and cooling consumptions of the two chosen residential buildings (S27 and S22) in Sacchi 

neighborhood characterized by a period of construction before 1919.  

 

 

 

Table. XII. to. XIV., shows the three walls composites: MLP02, MLPO3 and MPF03 retrieved from 

UNI/TR 11552, the Italian residential buildings standard. These table, shows the material’s different 

composite’s thickness, conductivity, and density as well as their respective thermal transmittances 

expressed in {W/m2. K}. According to this collected information, the input data of each wall 

composite was inserted the xml. Sheet of the engineering software CitySim Pro allowing the change 

of the selected buildings walls materials in order to examine their impact on the heating and cooling 

energy consumptions by comparing the results.  

Table. XI.  Walls codes along with their respective U-values. 

And periods of construction. 
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Table. XII.  Wall MLP02 composites and materials input data along with the inserted input 

data in the xml. Sheet of CitySim software. 

Table. XIII.  Wall MLP03 composites and materials input data along with the inserted input data in the xml. Sheet of 

CitySim software. 
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In fact, the first heating Energy utilization results are shown in Fig. 37. The monthly warmth demand 

of both structures S27 and S22 had the highest energy utilization with a wall U-value equivalent to 

0.9 {W/m2. K} (indicated in blue), and the lowest one represented with the most recent wall 

composite MPF03 with a thermal transmittance of 0.67 {W/m2. K}. We can visualize a huge gap in 

between the structure with the highest and the lowest consumption. Adding to that, Fig. 38., 

represents the hourly heating data of buildings S27 and S22 in regard to three chosen days during 

the heating season: 5th of February, 7th of November and the 15th of December. The graphs show 

that for the two selected residential structures, the wall’s thermal transmittance that is equal to 0.9 

{W/m2. K} (MLP03), had constantly the highest warmth utilization, while the lowest wall’s U-value 

(0.67 {W/m2. K}), consumed the least heating demand. Adding to that, the 5th of February showed 

the most energy need, however, on the 7th of November, it was considerably lower compared to 

the other analyzed days. As for the hourly warmth consumption over the course of a year (with 8761 

resulted hours), buildings S27 and S22, both regularly consumed more heating Energy with a 

window U-value equivalent to 0.9 {W/m2. K} (represented in blue, MLP03), compared to values of 

Table. XIV.  Wall MPF03 composites and materials input data along with the inserted input data in the xml. Sheet of 

CitySim software. 
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Fig. 37.     Monthly heating consumption of buildings S27 and S22 according to three walls U-values. 

Fig. 38.     Hourly heating consumption of buildings S27 and S22 according to three Walls U-values during three days. 

Fig. 39.     Hourly heating consumption of buildings S27 and S22 according to three Walls U-values during a year. 
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1.10 {W/m2. K} (represented in green, MLP03), and 0.67 {W/m2. K} (represented in blue, MPF03) 

(Fig. 39.). 

 

Adding to that, the cooling Energy consumptions of building S27 and S22 were analyzed as well. In 

fact, Fig. 18. (previously analyzed), reflects the yearly Cooling demand of Sacchi neighborhood 

expressed in kWh/m3 calculated by the engineering software CitySim pro during its normal state. As 

mentioned before, the residential structure S27 consumed more cooling energy compared to S22 

with equivalent values of -4.14 kWh/m3/y and -3.43 kWh/m3/y respectively. In fact, the first 

deducted monthly results represented in Fig. 40., show that, when the wall’s thermal transmittance 

of the building was equal to 0.9 {W/m2. K} (MLP03), similarly to the heating consumption (previously 

analyzed), the monthly cooling Energy demands of both structures S27 and S22 were the highest 

compared to the two other wall composites (MLP02 and MPF03). However, the most recent wall 

configuration, MPF03, with a U-value equivalent to 0.67 {W/m2. K} (represented in orange), 

consumed more cooling energy compared to the oldest wall code, MLP02 (1919-1945), represented 

on the graph in green. Adding to that, an hourly Energy data was conducted for S27 and S22 for 

three days during the cooling season: 5th of June, 7th of July and 15th of August (Fig. 41.). Results 

show that, for both buildings, the highest Energy Utilization was on the 15th of August, while the 

lowest one is represented on the 7th of July. In fact, for building S27 characterized by a NE-SW 

orientation, during the whole yearly cooling season, the structure with the wall’s thermal 

transmittance equal to 0.9 {W/m2. K} (MLP03), constantly had the highest cooling Energy 

consumption (represented in blue), followed by the simulated results wall MPF03 (represented in 

blue), and finally the lowest hourly and yearly cooling Energy utilization is represented by the 

highest wall U-value, that is equal to 1.10 (wall composite MLP02: represented in green) in 

accordance with Fig. 42. However, for building S22 with an orientation of NW-SE, wall composite 

MPF03, consumed the highest cooling Energy during months with a lower outdoor temperature 

during the cooling season (Month of July for example, represented in orange in Fig. 41.), even 

though it yearly energy consumption was lower compared to the wall composite MLP03 with 

respective values equivalent to -6.04 {kWh/m3/y} (represented in orange), and -6.14 {kWh/m3/y} 

(represented in blue).  
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Fig. 41.     Hourly cooling consumption of buildings S27 and S22 according to three Walls U-values during three days. 

Fig. 42.     Hourly cooling consumption of buildings S27 and S22 according to three Walls U-values during a year. 

Fig. 40.     Monthly cooling consumption of buildings S27 and S22 according to three Walls U-values. 
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Table. XV.      Buildings S27 and S22 Heating and Cooling Energy consumptions depending on walls U-values 

equal to 1.10, 0.9, and 0.67 W/m2. K. 

 

Table. XV. Shows the variations in the heating and cooling energy consumptions of buildings S27 

and S22 depending on three changed walls thermal transmittances values equivalent to 1.10, 0.9, 

and 0.67 W/m2. K. In fact, S27 characterized by a {NE-SW} building orientation, had an increase of 

51%, with a wall U-value equal to 0.9 {W/m2. K}, in regard to its lowest consumption of 24.15 

kWh/m3/y (with a wall U-value equal to 0.67 {W/m2. K}). while S22 with a (NW-SE) had a 

approximately the same warmth energy impact with 52% between the lowest and highest reached 

value respectively equal to 23.89 kWh/m3/y and 36.47 kWh/m3/y. Fig. 43., shows the Energy space 

heating and cooling utilizations of both buildings. When compared, the cooling demand of S27 {NE-

SW} was more impacted compared to a building orientation of {NW-SE}, with a higher linear 

equational value (presented in blue). Therefore, we can conclude that MPF03 walls composites 

consumed the least heating energy demand, while the oldest composite MLPO2 has the lowest 

cooling energy consumption. MLP03 showed the highest energy consumption for both heating and 

cooling seasons. Adding to that, buildings with a NE-SW orientation, have a higher Energy 

consumption impact, in comparison to structures with NW-SE orientations. 

                                      Heating consumption                                                                            Cooling consumption 

 

Fig. 43.     Energy space heating and cooling demands of buildings S27 and S22 depending on the building’s 
walls U-value. 

Wall U-value Wall U-value 
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5.1.4.3- Roof’s U-value (Uroof, W/m²/K) 

 

Building’s Materials and composites are retrieved from UNI/TR 11552 with walls U-values varying 

according to the building’s construction period. In fact, the lower the roof’s U-value the more the 

building is insulated from the outdoor factors. In this variable, three main values were analyzed: 

1.60, 1.27 and 0.53 expressed in {W/m2. K}. Table. XVI. Shows the three examined roof composites 

along with their respective thermal transmittances and periods of construction. The highest 

analyzed U-value is equal to 1.60 {W/m2. K} characterized by the oldest built period ranging between 

1919 and 1945 with a roof code of COP01. The second studied value is 1.27 {W/m2. K}, with a roof 

code of COP04 (constructed between 1961 and 1970). And the most recent roof composite is COP03 

(1990-2005), with the lowest thermal transmittance value equivalent to 0.53 {W/m2. K}.  These 

different ranges, were inserted in the engineering software CitySim Pro, were simulated results 

were compared and analyzed in order to understand the impact of this changed variable on the 

heating and cooling consumptions of the two chosen residential buildings (S27 and S22) in Sacchi 

neighborhood characterized by a period of construction before 1919. 

 Table. XVI.  Roofs codes along with their respective U-values 

 

 

Tables. XVII. And . XVIII., show the three roofs composites: COP01, COPO4 and COP03 retrieved from 

UNI/TR 11552, the Italian residential buildings standard. These tables show the material’s different 

composite’s thickness, conductivity, and density as well as their respective thermal transmittances 

expressed in {W/m2. K}. According to this collected information, the input data of each roof 

composite was inserted the xml. Sheet of the engineering software CitySim Pro allowing the change 

of the selected buildings walls materials in order to examine their impact on the heating and cooling 

energy consumptions by comparing the results.  
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Table. XVII.  Roof COP04 composites and materials input data along with the inserted input data in 

the xml. Sheet of CitySim software. 

Table. XVIII.  Roof COP03  composites and materials input data along with the inserted input data in 

the xml. Sheet of CitySim software. 
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In fact, the first heating Energy utilization results are shown in Fig. 44. The monthly warmth demand 

of both structures S27 and S22 had the highest energy utilization with a roof U-value equivalent to 

1.27 {W/m2. K} (indicated in blue), and the lowest one represented with the oldest roof composite 

COP03 with a thermal transmittance of 1.60 {W/m2. K}. We can visualize a big gap in between the 

structure with the highest and the lowest consumption. Adding to that, Fig. 45., represents the 

hourly heating data of buildings S27 and S22 in regard to three chosen days during the heating 

season: 5th of February, 7th of November and the 15th of December. The graphs show that for the 

two selected residential structures, the roof’s thermal transmittance that is equal to 1.27 {W/m2. K} 

(COP04), had constantly the highest warmth utilization. However, for the residential structure S27 

characterized by a NE-SW orientation, roof composite COP03 consumed the least heating demand, 

while for the building S22 with a NW-SE orientation, during the three analyzed days, roof composite 

with the highest U-value had the lowest warmth Energy consumption (Fig. 45.). As for the hourly 

warmth consumption over the course of a year (with 8761 resulted hours), buildings S27 and S22, 

both regularly consumed more heating Energy with a wall U-value equivalent to 1.27 {W/m2. K} 

(represented in blue, COP04, according to Fig.46. 

Adding to that, the cooling Energy consumptions of building S27 and S22 were analyzed as well. In 

fact, Fig. 18. (previously analyzed), reflects the yearly Cooling demand of Sacchi neighborhood 

expressed in kWh/m3 calculated by the engineering software CitySim pro during its normal state. As 

mentioned before, the residential structure S27 consumed more cooling energy compared to S22 

with equivalent values of -4.14 kWh/m3/y and -3.43 kWh/m3/y respectively. In fact, the first monthly 

 

 
Fig. 44.     Monthly heating consumption of buildings S27 and S22 according to three roof U-values. 
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results represented in Fig. 47., show that, when the roof’s thermal transmittance of the building was 

equal to 1.27 {W/m2. K} (COP04), similarly to the heating consumption (previously analyzed), the 

monthly cooling Energy demands of both structures S27 and S22 were the highest compared to the 

two other roof composites (COP01 and COP04). However, the most recent roof configuration, 

COP03, with a U-value equivalent to 0.53 {W/m2. K} (represented in orange), consumed more 

cooling energy compared to the oldest roof code, COP01 (1919-1945), represented on the graph in 

green. Adding to that, an hourly Energy data was conducted for S27 and S22 for three days during 

the cooling season: 5th of June, 7th of July and 15th of August (Fig. 48.). Results show that, for both 

buildings, the highest Energy Utilization was on the 15th of August, while the lowest one is 

Fig. 45.     Hourly heating consumption of buildings S27 and S22 according to three roof U-values during three days. 

Fig. 46.     Hourly heating consumption of buildings S27 and S22 according to three roof U-values during a year. 
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represented on the 7th of July. In fact, for building S27 characterized by a NE-SW orientation, and 

S22 with a NW-SE orientation, during the whole yearly cooling season (equivalent to 8761 simulated 

hours), both structures with the roof thermal transmittance equal to 1.27 {W/m2. K} (COP04), 

constantly had the highest cooling Energy consumption (represented in blue), followed by the 

simulated results of roof COP03 (represented in orange), and finally the lowest hourly and yearly 

cooling Energy utilization is represented by the highest wall U-value, that is equal to 1.60 (wall 

composite COP01: represented in green and characterized by the oldest period of construction 

{1919-1945}) in accordance with Fig. 49.  

 

 

 

 
Fig. 48.     Hourly cooling consumption of buildings S27 and S22 according to three roof  U-values during three days. 

Fig. 47.     Monthly cooling consumption of buildings S27 and S22 according to three Roof U-values. 
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Table. XIX.      Buildings S27 and S22 Heating and Cooling Energy consumptions depending on roof U-values 
equal to 1.60, 1.27, and 0.53 W/m2. K. 

 

 

Table. XIX. Shows the variations in the heating and cooling energy consumptions of buildings S27 

and S22 depending on three changed roof thermal transmittances values equivalent to 1.60 {1919-

1945}, 1.27 {1961-1970}, and 0.53 W/m2. K with residential buildings constructed with the most 

recent period ranging between 2001 and 2005. In fact, S27 characterized by a {NE-SW} building 

orientation, had an increase of 7%, with a roof U-value equal to 1.27 {W/m2. K}, in regard to its 

lowest consumption of 25.55 kWh/m3/y (with the oldest roof composite with a U-value equal to 

1.60 {W/m2. K}). while S22 with a (NW-SE) had a higher energy, impact compared to S27, with 16% 

between the lowest and highest reached value respectively equal to 23.51 kWh/m3/y and 27.25 

kWh/m3/y. Fig. 50., shows the Energy space heating and cooling utilizations of both buildings. When 

compared, the cooling demand of S27 {NE-SW} was more impacted compared to a building 

Fig. 49.     Hourly cooling consumption of buildings S27 and S22 according to three roof U-values during three days. 
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orientation of {NW-SE}, with a higher linear equational value (presented in blue). Therefore, we can 

conclude that COP04 roof composite consumed the highest heating and cooling energy demand, 

while the oldest composite COP01, had the lowest yearly energy Utilization. Adding to that, 

buildings with a NE-SW orientation, have a higher cooling Energy consumption impact, in 

comparison to structures with NW-SE orientations. While S22 {NW-SE} was more impacted 

regarding the heating demand in comparison to S27 {NE-SW}. 

 

                                      Heating consumption                                                                            Cooling consumption 

 

Fig. 50.     Energy space heating and cooling demands of buildings S27 and S22 depending on the building’s 
roof U-value. 

 

 

5.1.4.4- Floor’s U-value (Ufloor, W/m²/K) 

 

Building’s Materials and composites are retrieved from UNI/TR 11552 with floor U-values varying 

according to the building’s construction period. In fact, the lower the floor’s U-value the more the 

building is insulated from the ground factors. In this variable, two main values were analyzed: 1.16, 

and 1.25 expressed in {W/m2. K}. Table. XX. Shows the two examined floor composites along with 

their respective thermal transmittances and periods of construction. The highest analyzed U-value 

is equal to 1.25 {W/m2. K} characterized by the newest built period ranging between 1961 and 2005 

with a floor code of SOL04. The second studied value is 1.16 {W/m2. K}, with a floor code of SOL03 

(characterized by a constructed period varying between 1919 and 1960). These different ranges 

were inserted in the engineering software CitySim Pro, where simulated results were compared and 

analyzed in order to understand the impact of this changed variable on the heating and cooling 

Roof U-value Roof U-value 
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consumptions of the two chosen residential buildings (S27 and S22) in Sacchi neighborhood 

characterized by a period of construction before 1919. 

 

Table. XX.  Floor codes along with their respective U-values 

 

 

Tables. XXI. And . XXII., show the two floor composites: SOL03 and SOL04 retrieved from UNI/TR 

11552, the Italian residential buildings standard. These tables show the material’s different 

composite’s thickness, conductivity, and density as well as their respective thermal transmittances 

expressed in {W/m2. K}. According to this collected information, the input data of each roof 

composite was inserted the xml. Sheet of the engineering software CitySim Pro allowing the change 

of the selected buildings walls materials in order to examine their impact on the heating and cooling 

energy consumptions by comparing the results.  

 

In fact, the first heating Energy utilization results are shown in Fig. 51. The monthly warmth demand 

of both structures S27 and S22 had the highest energy utilization with a floor U-value equivalent to 

1.25 {W/m2. K} (indicated in orange), and the lowest one represented with the oldest floor 

composite SOL04 with a thermal transmittance of 1.16 {W/m2. K}. We can visualize a big gap in 

between the structure with the highest and the lowest consumption. Adding to that, Fig. 52., 

represents the hourly heating data of buildings S27 and S22 in regard to three chosen days during 

the heating season: 5th of February, 7th of November and the 15th of December. The graphs show 

that for the two selected residential structures, the floor’s thermal transmittance that is equal to 

1.25 {W/m2. K} (SOL04), had constantly the highest warmth utilization. While SOL04 that is 

characterized by the most recent period of construction {1961-2005}, consumed more heating 

demand. As for the hourly warmth consumption over the course of a year (with 8761 resulted hours) 
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Table. XXI.  Floor SOL03 composites and materials input data along with the inserted input data in the 

xml. Sheet of CitySim software. 

Table. XXII.  Floor SOL04 composites and materials input data along with the inserted input data in 

the xml. Sheet of CitySim software. 
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Fig. 51.     Monthly heating consumption of buildings S27 and S22 according to two roof U-values. 

Fig. 52.     Hourly heating consumption of buildings S27 and S22 according to two roof U-values during three days. 

Fig. 53.     Hourly heating consumption of buildings S27 and S22 according to two roof U-values during a year. 
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buildings S27 and S22, both regularly consumed more heating Energy with a floor U-value equivalent 

to 1.25 {W/m2. K} (represented in orange, SOL04) in accordance with the hourly results shown in 

Fig.53.  

Adding to that, the cooling Energy consumptions of building S27 and S22 were analyzed as well. In 

fact, Fig. 18. (previously analyzed), reflects the yearly Cooling demand of Sacchi neighborhood 

expressed in kWh/m3 calculated by the engineering software CitySim pro during its normal state. As 

mentioned before, the residential structure S27 consumed more cooling energy compared to S22 

with equivalent values of -4.14 kWh/m3/y and -3.43 kWh/m3/y respectively. In fact, the first monthly 

results represented in Fig. 54., show that, when the roof’s thermal transmittance of the building was 

equal to 1.25 {W/m2. K} (SOL04 represented in orange), similarly to the heating consumption 

(previously analyzed), the monthly cooling Energy demands of both structures S27 and S22 were 

the highest compared to the other roof composite (SOL03, represented in blue). Adding to that, an 

hourly Energy data was conducted for S27 and S22 for three days during the cooling season: 5th of 

June, 7th of July and 15th of August (Fig. 55.). Results show that, for both buildings, the highest Energy 

Utilization was on the 15th of August, while the lowest one is represented on the 7th of July. In fact, 

for building S27 characterized by a NE-SW orientation, and S22 with a NW-SE orientation, during 

the whole yearly cooling season (equivalent to 8761 simulated hours), both structures with the floor 

thermal transmittance equal to 1.25 {W/m2. K}, constantly had the highest cooling Energy demand, 

 

 

 
Fig. 54.     Monthly cooling consumption of buildings S27 and S22 according to two floor U-values. 
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(represented in orange), compared to the floor material SOL03 that is characterized by an older 

period of construction (represented in blue), in accordance with the cooing simulated energy results 

shown in Fig. 56. 

 

Table. XXIII.      Buildings S27 and S22 Heating and Cooling Energy consumptions depending on floor U-
values equal to 1.16, and 1.25 W/m2. K. 

 

Fig. 55.     Hourly cooling consumption of buildings S27 and S22 according to  two floor U-values during three days. 

Fig. 56.     Hourly cooling consumption of buildings S27 and S22 according to two floor U-values during a year. 
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Table. XXIII. Shows the variations in the heating and cooling energy consumptions of buildings S27 

and S22 depending on two changed floor thermal transmittances values equivalent to 1.16 {1919-

196}, and 1.25 {1961-2005}, expressed in {W/m2. K}. In fact, S27 characterized by a {NE-SW} building 

orientation, had an increase of 15%, with a floor U-value equal to 1.16 {W/m2. K}, in regard to its 

lowest consumption of 25.55 kWh/m3/y. while S22 with a (NW-SE) had a higher energy, impact 

compared to S27, with 25% between the lowest and highest reached value respectively equal to 

23.51 kWh/m3/y and 29.35 kWh/m3/y. Fig. 57., shows the Energy space heating and cooling 

utilizations of both buildings. When compared, the cooling demand of S27 {NE-SW} was more 

impacted compared to a building orientation of {NW-SE}, with a higher linear equational value 

(presented in blue). Therefore, we can conclude that SOL04 floor composite consumed the highest 

heating and cooling energy demand, while the oldest composite SOL03, had the lowest yearly 

energy Utilization. Adding to that, buildings with a NE-SW orientation, have a higher cooling Energy 

consumption impact, in comparison to structures with NW-SE orientations. While S22 {NW-SE} was 

more impacted regarding the heating demand in comparison to S27 {NE-SW}. 

 

                                      Heating consumption                                                                            Cooling consumption 

 

Fig. 57.     Energy space heating and cooling demands of buildings S27 and S22 depending on the building’s 
floor U-value. 

 

 

 

 

 

Floor U-value Floor U-value 
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5.2- Crocetta district: Impact of energy-related building variables 

 

Crocetta neighborhood, is located in the city of Turin, Italy. This urban zone is characterized by a big 

number of buildings constructed between 1919 and 1945. In fact, it has a moderate Building 

coverage ratio equivalent to 0.28, that reflects the gross built area of the neighborhood over the 

census parcel area, with a building density equivalent to 5.86 m3/m2, that represents the proportion 

between the overall volume of the buildings and the census parcel zone. And a Height to Width 

urban ratio of 0.52 m/m. Two buildings were analyzed (C110 and C189), where their respective 

heating and cooling demands were compared and analyzed following different ranges of urban 

variable inserted in the engineering software CitySim Pro. The analyzed residential building 

parameters are: Infiltration rate (ranges equivalent to 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6 h-1), Glazing ratio (ranges 

equivalent to 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6), Thermal transmittances of walls (ranges equivalent to 2.15, 4.40 and 

4.90 W/(m2.k)), Thermal transmittances of roof (ranges equivalent to 0.53, 1.27 and 1.60W/(m2.k)), 

and finally, Thermal transmittances of floor (equivalent to 1.16 and 1.25 W/(m2.k)). In fact, for each 

variable, results were separated into monthly heating and cooling energy data, Hourly results for 

three heating and cooling season (5th of February, 7th of November, 15th of December, 5th of June, 

7th of July and finally 15th of August), as well as the hourly heating and cooling Energy consumptions 

over the course of one year (equivalent to 8761 hours).  

 

5.2.1- Building’s Surface to Volume ratio 

 

In fact, the Surface to Volume {S/V} proportion is a ratio indicating the compactness of a certain 

structure or building.  It is frequently communicated as the 'heat misfortune structure factor', which 

is the proportion the building’s envelope area (walls, roofs, terraces…etc.) to the treated floor area 

of the designated structure. This ratio will help in the identification of the building’s typology, 

weather it is a small condominium house or a tower for example. In this case, building C110 has a 

S/V ratio equal to 0.37 while C189 has a bigger value of 0.55. the two structures are characterized 

by opposite orientations of {NE-SW} and {NW-SE} respectively.  C110 is characterized by a bigger 

heated Volume (5735 m3), compared to C189 (4753 m3) shown in Table. XXIV. Building C110 has an 

energy heating consumption equal to 15.70 kWh/m3/y, with a cooling demand of -2.52 kWh/m3/y. 
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However, C189, is characterized by a higher energy utilization with 16.14 kWh/m3/y in warmth 

consumption, and -2.85 kWh/m3/y for its yearly cooling consumption (Fig. 58). 

 

Table. XXIV.   This table, shows the heated volume, building orientation, Surface to Volume ratio and Energy 
heating and cooling of buildings C110 and C189. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 58.     Three-dimensional representation of Crocetta neighborhood indicating the two analyzed buildings. 
And Yearly Heating demand of Crocetta district calculated by CitySim Pro. 

 

 

 

 5.2.2- Building’s infiltration rate (h-1) 

 

Infiltration is the unintentional or coincidental presentation of outdoor air into a building, ordinarily 

through cracks in the structure envelope and through utilization of entryways such as doors. The 

higher the infiltration rate, the more outdoor air is penetrating inside the building and therefore 
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affecting the building’s internal temperature. In this analysis, three different infiltration rates were 

studied: 0.2 h-1 (indicated in green), 0.4 h-1 (indicated in blue), and 0.6 h-1 (indicated in orange), in 

order to compare and analyze the impact of this changed variable of the heating and cooling 

consumption of the two chosen residential buildings (C110 and C189). The first warmth Energy 

utilization results are shown in Fig. 59. In fact, the monthly heating demand of both structures C110 

and C189, increased when the infiltration rate was higher, mainly due to the penetration of the cold 

outdoor air inside of the building. Adding to that, Fig. 60., represents the hourly heating data of 

buildings S27 and S22 in regard to three chosen days during the heating season: 5th of February, 7th 

of November and the 15th of December.  

The graphs show that for the two selected residential structures, infiltration rate equal to 0.6 h-1, 

had constantly the highest warmth utilization, while the lowest rate (0.2 h-1), consumed the least 

heating demand. Adding to that, the 5th of February showed the most energy need, however, on 

the 7th of November (mainly due to a higher outdoor air temperature in this month), it was 

considerably lower compared to the other analyzed days. As for the hourly warmth consumption 

over the course of a year (with 8761 resulted hours), buildings S27 and S22, both regularly consumed 

more heating Energy with the highest infiltration rate of 0.6 h-1 (represented in orange), compared 

to rates equivalent to 0.4 h-1 (represented in green), and 0.2 h-1 (represented in blue) (Fig. 61.).  

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 59.     Monthly heating consumption of buildings C110 and C189 according to three infiltration rates. 
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Adding to that, the cooling Energy consumptions of buildings C110 and C189, were analyzed as well. 

In fact, Fig. 62., reflects the yearly Cooling demand of Crocetta neighborhood expressed in kWh/m3 

calculated by the engineering software CitySim pro during its normal state. As mentioned before, 

the residential structure C189 consumed more cooling energy compared to C110 with equivalent 

values of -2.85 kWh/m3/y and -2.52 kWh/m3/y respectively. In fact, the first deducted monthly 

results represented in Fig. 63., show that, when the infiltration rate of the building increased, on the 

opposite of the heating consumption, the cooling Energy demand decreased for both the structures 

C110 and C189.  

 

Fig. 60.     Hourly heating consumption of buildings C110 and C189 according to three infiltration rates during three 

days. 

Fig. 61.     Hourly heating consumption of buildings C110 and C189 according to three infiltration rates during a year. 
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Fig. 62.     Three-dimensional representation of Crocetta neighborhood indicating the two analyzed buildings. 
And Yearly cooling demand of Crocetta district calculated by CitySim Pro. 

 

Adding to that, an hourly Energy data was conducted for C110 and C189, for three days during the 

cooling season: 5th of June, 7th of July and 15th of August (Fig. 64.). Results show that, for both 

buildings, the highest Energy Utilization was on the 15th of August, while the lowest one is 

represented on the 5th of June. In fact, in August, for both residential structures, with an infiltration 

rate equal to 0.6 h-1, the energy consumption was higher compared to rates equal to 0.2 and 0.4, 

even though the yearly energy cooling consumption of this range was the lowest with -2.43 

kWh/m3/y for C110 and -2.73 kWh/m3/y for C189 (Fig. 21). However, during the months June and 

July, the lowest infiltration rate (0.2 h-1) had the highest Energy cooling utilization. 

 
Fig. 63.     Monthly cooling consumption of buildings C110 and C189 according to three infiltration rates. 
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Table. XXV.      Buildings C110 and C189 Heating and Cooling Energy consumptions depending on infiltration 
rates equal to 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6 h-1. 

 

 

Table. XXV. Shows the variations in the heating and cooling energy consumptions of buildings C110 

and C189 depending on three changed infiltration rates equivalent to 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6 h-1. In fact, 

Fig. 64.     Hourly cooling consumption of buildings C110 and C189 according to three infiltration rates during three days. 

Fig. 65.     Hourly cooling consumption of buildings C110 and C189 according to three infiltration rates during a year. 
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C110 characterized by a {NE-SW} building orientation, had an increase of 54% in its highest value 

(with infiltration rate equal to 0.6) in regard to its lowest consumption of 11.45 kWh/m3/y (with an 

infiltration rate equal to 0.2). while C189 with a (NW-SE) had a lower warmth energy impact with 

35% between the lowest and highest reached value. Fig. 66., shows the Energy space heating and 

cooling utilizations of both buildings. When compared, the cooling demand of C110 {NE-SW} was 

less impacted compared to a building orientation of {NW-SE}, with a higher linear equational value 

(presented in orange). Therefore, we can conclude that when the infiltration rate increased, the 

energy heating demand is higher, while the energy cooling consumption is lower. Adding to that, 

buildings with a NE-SW orientation, have a higher Energy consumption impact, in comparison to 

structures with NW-SE orientations. 

  

                                      Heating consumption                                                                            Cooling consumption 

 

Fig. 66.     Energy space heating and cooling demands of buildings C110 and C189 depending on the infiltration 
rate. 

 

 

 

5.2.3- Building’s Glazing ratio 

 

Glazing ratio also known as Window to Wall Ratio, is the proportion of the transparent envelope in 

relation to the façade’s surface. The smaller the glazing ratio, the smaller the proportion of the 

window compared to the wall.  In this analysis, three main ratios were studied: 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6. 

These different ranges will help in the understanding of the impact of the glazing ratio on the yearly 

heating and cooling demands of the residential buildings. In this analysis, three different Glazing 

Infiltration rate Infiltration rate 
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ratio values were studied: 0.2 (indicated in green), 0.4 (indicated in blue), and 0.6 (indicated in 

orange), in order to compare and analyze the impact of this changed variable of the heating and 

cooling consumption of the two chosen residential buildings (C110 and 189). The first warmth 

Energy utilization results are shown in Fig. 67. In fact, the monthly heating demand of both 

structures C110 and C189, increased when the Glazing ratio value was higher (where the structure 

consumed more heating energy with a glazing ratio equal to 0.6, compared to a smaller window to 

wall ratio of 0.2). Adding to that, Fig. 68., represents the hourly heating data of buildings C110 and 

C189, in regard to three chosen days during the heating season: 5th of February, 7th of November 

and the 15th of December. The graphs show that for the two selected residential structures, with a 

glazing ratio equivalent to 0.6 (represented in orange), had constantly the highest warmth 

utilization, while the lowest ratio (equal to 0.2, represented in green), consumed the least heating 

demand. Adding to that, the 5th of February showed the most energy need, however, on the 7th of 

November, it was considerably lower compared to the other analyzed days. As for the hourly 

warmth consumption over the course of a year (with 8761 resulted hours), buildings C110 and C189, 

both regularly consumed more heating Energy with the highest Window to Wall ratio of 0.6 

(represented in orange), compared to smaller ratios equivalent to 0.4 (represented in blue), and 0.2 

(represented in green), shown in Fig. 69. 

Adding to that, the cooling Energy consumptions of building C110 and C189 were analyzed as well. 

In fact, Fig. 62. (previously analyzed), reflects the yearly Cooling demand of Crocetta neighborhood 

expressed in kWh/m3 calculated by the engineering software CitySim pro during its normal state. As  

 

 
Fig. 67.     Monthly heating consumption of buildings C110 and C189 according to three Glazing ratio values. 
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mentioned before, the residential structure C189 consumed more cooling energy compared to C110 

with equivalent values of -2.85 kWh/m3/y and -2.52 kWh/m3/y respectively. In fact, the first 

deducted monthly results represented in Fig. 70., show that, when the Glazing ratio of the building 

increased, similarly to the heating consumption (previously analyzed), the cooling Energy demand 

increases as well for both structures C110 and C189. Adding to that, an hourly Energy data was 

conducted for these residential buildings for three days during the cooling season: 5th of June, 7th of 

July and 15th of August (Fig. 71.). Results show that, for both buildings, the highest Energy Utilization 

was on the 15th of August, while the lowest one is represented on the 7th of July. In fact, for both 

structures, during the whole yearly cooling season, the highest window to wall ratio (equal to 0.6) 

constantly had the highest cooling Energy consumption (represented in orange), followed by the  

Fig. 68.     Hourly heating consumption of buildings C110 and C189 according to three Glazing ratio value during three 

days. 

Fig. 69.     Hourly heating consumption of buildings C110 and C189 according to three Glazing ratio values during a year. 
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Fig. 70.     Monthly cooling consumption of buildings C110 and C189 according to three Glazing ratio values. 

Fig. 71.     Hourly cooling consumption of buildings C110 and C189 according to three Glazing ratio during three days. 

Fig. 72.     Hourly cooling consumption of buildings C110 and C189 according to three Glazing ratio values during a year. 
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simulated results of ratio equivalent to 0.4 (represented in blue), and finally the lowest hourly and 

yearly cooling Energy utilization is represented by the lowest studied glazing ratio, that is equal to 

0.2 (represented in green) in accordance with Fig. 72. 

 

 

Table. XXVI.      Buildings C110 and C189 Heating and Cooling Energy consumptions depending on Glazing 
ratios equal to 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6. 

 

 

                                      Heating consumption                                                                            Cooling consumption 

 

Fig. 73.     Energy space heating and cooling demands of buildings C110 and C189 depending on the Glazing 
ratio 

 

Table. XXI. Shows the variations in the heating and cooling energy consumptions of buildings C110 

and C189, depending on three changed Window to Wall ratios equivalent to 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6. In fact, 

C110 characterized by a {NE-SW} building orientation, had an increase of 75% in its highest value 

(with a glazing ratio equal to 0.6) in regard to its lowest consumption of 15.54 kWh/m3/y (with a 

glazing ratio equal to 0.2). while C189 with a (NW-SE) had a higher warmth energy impact with 86% 

between the lowest (16.48 kWh/m3/y) and highest reached value (30.75 kWh/m3/y). Fig. 73., shows 

the Energy space heating and cooling utilizations of both buildings. When compared, the cooling 

Glazing ratio 
Glazing ratio 
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demand of C110 {NE-SW} and building C189 characterized by a {NW-SE} orientation, had 

approximately the same amount of impact of the cooling energy consumption, with a similarly linear 

equational value (presented in blue for building C110, and in orange for building C189).  

Therefore, we can conclude that when the glazing ratio of the building increases, the energy heating, 

and cooling demands of the structures, increases as well simultaneously. Adding to that, buildings 

with a NW-SE orientation, have a higher heating Energy consumption impact, in comparison to 

structures with NE-SW orientations. While the impact on the cooling demand is approximately the 

same for both buildings’ orientations.   

 

5.2.4- Thermal properties of building envelope 

 

The thermal propertied of a building, are subdivided in this analysis into four main categories: 

Thermal transmittance of the opaque envelope of the building (Windows U-value), and thermal 

transmittances of walls, roof, and floor in regard to the building composites and materials. In fact, 

the opening properties’ U-values, are retrieved from UNI/TS 11300-1 according to building’s periods 

of construction. The lower the U-value the more the window is insulated from the outdoor factors 

of the building. In this variable, three main values were analyzed: 2.15, 4.40 and 4.90 expressed in 

{W/m2. K}. Adding to that, Building’s Materials and composites retrieved from UNI/TR 11552 varying 

according to the building’s-built period. In this variable, walls, roofs, and floors composites were 

taken into consideration by specifying their thermal transmittance, resistance, materials densities 

as well as their thermal capacity. Ranges of 0.67, 0.9 and 1.10 {W/m2. K} were examined for the 

walls’ U-values, while for the roof composites, values varied between 0.53, 1.27 and 1.60{W/m2. K}. 

and finally, the last studied building variable is the floor’s composites and materials with values 

equivalent to 1.16 {W/m2. K} for construction periods ranging between 1919 and 1960, and 1.25 

{W/m2. K} for residential structure building between 1961 and 2005. 

 

5.2.4.1- Window’s U-value (Uwindows, W/m²/K) 

 

In fact, the building’s windows U-values, are assigned to each residential building, according to its 

respective period of construction. The lower the U-value the more the window is insulated from the 
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outdoor factors. Table. III. (previously shown), indicates that structures that are characterized by 

older construction dates, have a higher window U-value compared to more recently built structures 

with values ranging between 2.15 and 0.9, (according to Mutani G., and Todeschi V., 2020).  In this 

analysis, three different windows thermal transmittances were studied: 2.15 {W/m2. K} (indicated 

in green), 4.40 {W/m2. K} (indicated in blue), and 4.90{W/m2. K} (indicated in orange), in order to 

sensitively compare and analyze the impact of this changed variable on the heating and cooling 

consumption of the two chosen residential buildings (C110 and C189) in Crocetta neighborhood that 

are characterized with a construction period between 1919 and 1945. The first warmth Energy 

utilization results are shown in Fig. 74. In fact, the monthly heating demand of both structures C110 

and C189, increased when the windows’ U-value was higher, mainly due to the penetration of the 

cold outdoor air inside of the building during the heating season, because of the lower window 

insulation. Adding to that, Fig. 75., represents the hourly heating data of buildings S27 and S22 

regarding three chosen days during the heating season: 5th of February, 7th of November and the 

15th of December. The graphs show that for the two selected residential structures, the opaque 

envelope’s thermal transmittance that is equal to 4.90 {W/m2. K}, represented in orange, had 

constantly the highest warmth utilization, while the lowest window’s U-value (2.15 {W/m2. K}), 

represented in green, consumed the least heating demand. Adding to that, the 5th of February 

showed the most energy need, however, on the 7th of November, it was considerably lower 

compared to the other analyzed days. As for the hourly warmth consumption over the course of a 

year (with 8761 resulted hours), buildings S27 and S22, both regularly consumed more heating 

Energy with the highest window U-value equivalent to 4.90 {W/m2. K} (represented in orange), 

compared to lower values of 4.40 {W/m2. K} (represented in blue), and 2.15 {W/m2. K} (represented 

in green) (Fig. 76.). 

Adding to that, the cooling Energy consumptions of building C110 and C189 were analyzed as well. 

In fact, Fig. 62. (previously analyzed), reflects the yearly Cooling demand of Crocetta neighborhood 

expressed in kWh/m3 calculated by the engineering software CitySim pro during its normal state. As 

mentioned before, the residential structure C189 consumed more cooling energy compared to C110 

with equivalent values of -2.85 kWh/m3/y and -2.52 kWh/m3/y respectively. In fact, the first 

deducted monthly results represented in Fig. 77., show that, when the window’s U-value of the 

building increased, on the opposite of the heating consumption results (previously discussed), the 

cooling Energy demand decreased for both buildings C110 and C189. Adding to that, an hourly  
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Fig. 74.     Monthly heating consumption of buildings C110 and C189 according to three windows U-values. 

Fig. 75.     Hourly heating consumption of buildings C110 and C189 according to three windows U-values during three 

days. 

Fig. 76.     Hourly heating consumption of buildings C110 and C189 according to three windows U-values during a year. 
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Energy consumption was conducted for C110 and C189 for three days during the cooling season: 5th 

of June, 7th of July and 15th of August (Fig. 78.). Results show that, for both buildings, the highest 

Energy Utilization was on the 15th of August, while the lowest one is represented on the 5th of June. 

In fact, in August, for both residential structures, with a window U-value equivalent to 4.90 {W/m2. 

K} represented in orange, the energy consumption was higher compared to values equal to 4.40 and 

2.15 {W/m2. K}, even though the yearly energy cooling consumption of this range was the lowest 

with -2.60 kWh/m3/y for C110 and -2.96 kWh/m3/y for C189 (Fig. 79). However, during the months 

June and July, the lowest thermal transmittance of the opaque envelope (2.15 {W/m2. K}) had the 

highest Energy cooling utilization during the months of June and July for both buildings C110 and 

C189. 

 

 

 

Fig. 77.     Monthly cooling consumption of buildings C110 and C189 according to three windows U-values. 

Fig. 78.     Hourly cooling consumption of buildings C110 and C189 according to three windows U-values during three 

days. 
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Table. XXVII.      Buildings C110 and C189 Heating and Cooling Energy consumptions depending on window 
U-values equal to 2.15, 4.40, and 4.90 W/m2. K. 

 

 

Table. XXVII. Shows the variations in the heating and cooling energy consumptions of buildings C110 

and C189, depending on three changed window’s thermal transmittances values equivalent to 2.14, 

4.40 and 4.90 {W/m2.K}. In fact, C110 characterized by a {NE-SW} building orientation, had an 

increase of 37% in its highest value (with a window U-value equal to 4.90 {W/m2. K}), regarding its 

lowest consumption of 10.75 kWh/m3/y (with a window U-value equal to 2.15 {W/m2. K}), while 

C189 with a (NW-SE) had a higher warmth energy impact with 43% between the lowest and highest 

reached value respectively equal to 10.88 kWh/m3/y and 15.63 kWh/m3/y. Fig. 80., shows the 

Energy space heating and cooling utilizations of both buildings. When compared, the cooling 

demand of C189 {NW-SE} was more impacted compared to a building orientation of {NE-SW}, with 

a higher linear equational value (presented in blue). Therefore, we can conclude that when the 

window’s U-value increased, the energy heating demand is higher, while the energy cooling 

Fig. 79.     Hourly cooling consumption of buildings C110 and C189 according to three windows U-values during a year. 
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consumption is lower. Adding to that, buildings characterized by a NW-SE orientation, had a higher 

impact in the heating and cooling consumptions depending on the window’s U-values.  

 

                                      Heating consumption                                                                            Cooling consumption 

 

Fig. 80.     Energy space heating and cooling demands of buildings C110 and C189 depending on Windows U-
values. 

 

 

 

5.2.4.2- Wall’s U-value (Uwall, W/m²/K) 

 

Building’s Materials and composites are retrieved from UNI/TR 11552 with walls U-values varying 

according to the building’s construction period. In fact, the lower the wall’s U-value the more the 

building is insulated from the outdoor factors. In this variable, three main values were analyzed: 

1.10, 0.9 and 0.67 expressed in {W/m2. K}. Table. XI. (previously shown) reflects the three examined 

walls composites along with their respective thermal transmittances and periods of construction. 

The highest analyzed U-value is equal to 1.10 {W/m2. K} characterized by the oldest built period 

ranging between 1919 and 1945 with a wall code of MLP02. The second studied value is 0.9 {W/m2. 

K}, with a wall code of MLP03 (constructed between 1961 and 1970). And the most recent wall 

composite is MPF03 (1990-2005), with a thermal transmittance value equivalent to 0.67 {W/m2. K}. 

According to the detailed information about each wall composite, the input data of each material, 

was inserted the xml. Sheet of the engineering software CitySim Pro allowing the change of the 

selected buildings walls input data to examine their impact on the heating and cooling energy 

Window U-value Window U-value 
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consumptions by comparing the results. Simulated results were compared and analyzed in order to 

understand the impact of this changed variable on the heating and cooling consumptions of the two 

chosen residential buildings (C110 and C189) in Crocetta neighborhood characterized by a period of 

construction between 1919 and 1945.  

 

 

 

 

In fact, the first heating Energy utilization results are shown in Fig. 81. The monthly warmth demand 

of both structures C110 and C189, had the highest energy utilization with a wall U-value equivalent 

to 0.9 {W/m2. K} (indicated in blue), and the lowest one represented with the most recent wall 

composite MPF03 with a thermal transmittance of 0.67 {W/m2. K}. We can visualize a huge gap in 

between the structure with the highest and the lowest consumption. Adding to that, Fig. 82., 

represents the hourly heating data of buildings C110 and C189, in regard to three chosen days during 

the heating season: 5th of February, 7th of November and the 15th of December. The graphs show 

that for the two selected residential structures, the wall’s thermal transmittance that is equal to 0.9 

{W/m2. K} (MLP03), had constantly the highest warmth utilization, while the lowest wall’s U-value 

(0.67 {W/m2. K}), consumed the least heating demand. Adding to that, the 5th of February showed 

the most energy need, however, on the 7th of November, it was considerably lower compared to 

the other analyzed days. As for the hourly warmth consumption over the course of a year (with 8761 

resulted hours), buildings C110 and C189, both regularly consumed more heating Energy with a wall 

U-value equivalent to 0.9 {W/m2. K} (represented in blue, MLP03), compared to values of 1.10 

{W/m2. K} (represented in green, MLP03), and 0.67 {W/m2. K} (represented in orange, MPF03) (Fig. 

83.). 

 

Table. XI.  Walls codes along with their respective U-values. 

And periods of construction. 
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Fig. 81.     Monthly heating consumption of buildings C110 and C189 according to three walls U-values. 

Fig. 82.     Hourly heating consumption of buildings C110 and C189 according to three Walls U-values during three days. 

Fig. 83.     Hourly heating consumption of buildings C110 and C189 according to three Walls U-values during a year. 
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Adding to that, the first deducted monthly results represented in Fig. 84., show that, when the wall’s 

thermal transmittance of the building was equal to 0.9 {W/m2. K} (MLP03), similarly to the heating 

consumption (previously analyzed), the monthly cooling Energy demands of both structures S27 and 

S22 were the highest compared to the two other wall composites (MLP02 and MPF03). However, 

the most recent wall configuration, MPF03, with a U-value equivalent to 0.67 {W/m2. K} 

(represented in orange), consumed more cooling energy compared to the oldest wall code, MLP02 

(1919-1945), represented on the graph in green. Adding to that, an hourly Energy data was 

conducted for S27 and S22 for three days during the cooling season: 5th of June, 7th of July and 15th 

of August (Fig. 85.). Results show that, for both buildings, the highest Energy Utilization was on the 

15th of August, while the lowest one is represented on the 7th of July. In fact, for building C110 

characterized by a NE-SW orientation, during the whole yearly cooling season, the structure with 

the wall’s thermal transmittance equal to 0.9 {W/m2. K} (MLP03), constantly had the highest cooling 

Energy consumption (represented in blue), followed by the simulated results wall MPF03 

(represented in blue), and finally the lowest hourly and yearly cooling Energy utilization is 

represented by the highest window U-value, that is equal to 1.10 (wall composite MLP02: 

represented in green) in accordance with Fig. 85. However, for building C189, with an orientation of 

NW-SE, wall composite MPF03, consumed the highest cooling Energy during months with a lower 

outdoor temperature during the cooling season (Month of July for example, represented in orange), 

even though its yearly energy consumption was lower compared to the wall composite MLP03 with 

respective values equivalent to -3 {kWh/m3/y} (represented in orange), and -3.18 {kWh/m3/y} 

(represented in blue).  

 

 
Fig. 84.     Monthly cooling consumption of buildings C110 and C189 according to three walls U-values. 
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Table. XXVIII.      Buildings C110 and C189 Heating and Cooling Energy consumptions depending on walls U-
values equal to 1.10, 0.9, and 0.67 W/m2. K. 

 

 

Table. XXVIII. Shows the variations in the heating and cooling energy consumptions of buildings C110 

and C189, depending on three changed walls thermal transmittances values equivalent to 1.10, 0.9, 

Fig. 85.     Hourly cooling consumption of buildings C110 and C189 according to three Walls U-values during three days. 

Fig. 86.     Hourly cooling consumption of buildings C110 and C189 according to three Walls U-values during a year. 
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and 0.67 W/m2. K. In fact, C110 characterized by a {NE-SW} building orientation, had an increase of 

64%, with a wall U-value equal to 0.9 {W/m2. K}, in regard to its lowest consumption of 13.39 

kWh/m3/y (with a wall U-value equal to 0.67 {W/m2. K}). while C189, with a (NW-SE) had 

approximately the same warmth energy impact with 63% between the lowest and highest reached 

value respectively equal to 14.46 kWh/m3/y and 23.70 kWh/m3/y. Fig. 87., shows the Energy space 

heating and cooling utilizations of both buildings. When compared, the cooling demand of C110 

{NE-SW} was less impacted compared to a building orientation of {NW-SE}, with a lower linear 

equational value (presented in blue). Therefore, we can conclude that MPF03 walls composites 

consumed the least heating energy demand, while the oldest composite MLPO2 has the lowest 

cooling energy consumption. MLP03 showed the highest energy consumption for both heating and 

cooling seasons.  

 

                                      Heating consumption                                                                            Cooling consumption 

 

Fig. 87.     Energy space heating and cooling demands of buildings C110 and C189 depending on the walls U-
values. 

 

 

5.2.4.3- Roof’s U-value (Uroof, W/m²/K) 

 

Building’s Materials and composites are retrieved from UNI/TR 11552 with walls U-values varying 

according to the building’s construction period. In fact, the lower the roof’s U-value the more the 

building is insulated from the outdoor factors. In this variable, three main values were analyzed: 

1.60, 1.27 and 0.53 expressed in {W/m2. K}. Table. XVI. (previously shown), reflects the three 

examined roof composites along with their respective thermal transmittances and periods of 

Wall U-value Wall U-value 
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construction. The highest analyzed U-value is equal to 1.60 {W/m2. K} characterized by the oldest 

built period ranging between 1919 and 1945 with a roof code of COP01. The second studied value 

is 1.27 {W/m2. K}, with a roof code of COP04 (constructed between 1961 and 1970). And the most 

recent roof composite is COP03 (1990-2005), with the lowest thermal transmittance value 

equivalent to 0.53 {W/m2. K}.  These different ranges, were inserted in the engineering software 

CitySim Pro, were simulated results were compared and analyzed in order to understand the impact 

of this changed variable on the heating and cooling consumptions of the two chosen residential 

buildings (C110 and C189) in Crocetta neighborhood characterized by a period of construction 

ranging between 1919 and 1945. 

 

 Table. XVI.  Roofs codes along with their respective U-values 

 

 

In fact, the first heating Energy utilization results are shown in Fig. 88. The monthly warmth demand 

of both structures C110 and C189, had the highest energy utilization with a roof U-value equivalent 

to 1.27 {W/m2. K} (indicated in blue), and the lowest one represented with the newest roof 

composite COP03 with a thermal transmittance of 0.53 {W/m2. K} (indicated in orange). Adding to 

that, Fig. 89., represents the hourly heating data of buildings C110 and C189, in regard to three 

chosen days during the heating season: 5th of February, 7th of November and the 15th of December. 

The graphs show that for the two selected residential structures, the roof’s thermal transmittance 

that is equal to 1.27 {W/m2. K} (COP04), had constantly the highest warmth utilization. However, for 

the residential structure C110 characterized by a NE-SW orientation, and building C189 with a NW-

SE orientation, the newest roof composite {COP03} consumed the least heating demand. As for the 

hourly warmth consumption over the course of a year (with 8761 resulted hours), buildings C110  
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Fig. 88.     Monthly heating consumption of buildings C110 and C189 according to three Roof U-values. 

Fig. 89.     Hourly heating consumption of buildings C110 and C189 according to three Roof U-values during three days. 

Fig. 90.     Hourly heating consumption of buildings C110 and C189 according to three Roof U-values during a year. 
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and C189, both regularly consumed more heating Energy with a wall U-value equivalent to 1.27 

{W/m2. K} (represented in blue, COP04, according to Fig.90.). 

Adding to that, the cooling Energy consumptions of building C110 and C189 were analyzed as well. 

In fact, the first monthly results represented in Fig. 91., show that, when the roof’s thermal 

transmittance of the building was equal to 1.27 {W/m2. K} (COP04), similarly to the heating 

consumption (previously analyzed), the monthly cooling Energy demands of both structures C110 

and C189 were the highest compared to the two other roof composites (COP01 and COP04). 

However, the most recent roof configuration, COP03, with a U-value equivalent to 0.53 {W/m2. K} 

(represented in orange), consumed the least cooling energy compared to the oldest roofs’ 

composites. Adding to that, an hourly Energy data was conducted for both analyzed buildings for 

three days during the cooling season: 5th of June, 7th of July and 15th of August (Fig. 92.). Results 

show that, for both constructions, the highest Energy Utilization was on the 15th of August, while 

the lowest one is represented on the 7th of July. In fact, for building C110 characterized by a NE-SW 

orientation, and C189 with a NW-SE orientation, during the whole yearly cooling season (equivalent 

to 8761 simulated hours), both structures with the roof thermal transmittance equal to 1.27 {W/m2. 

K} (COP04), constantly had the highest cooling Energy consumption (represented in blue), while the 

lowest hourly and yearly cooling Energy utilization is represented by the lowest wall U-value, that is 

equal to 0.53 (wall composite COP03: represented in orange and characterized by the newest period 

of construction {2001-2005} in accordance with Fig. 93.  

 

 
Fig. 91.     Monthly cooling consumption of buildings C110 and C189 according to three Roof U-values. 
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Table. XXIX.      Buildings C110 and C189 Heating and Cooling Energy consumptions depending on roof U-
values equal to 1.60, 1.27, and 0.53 W/m2. K. 

 

 

Table. XXIX. Shows the variations in the heating and cooling energy consumptions of buildings C110 

and C189, depending on three changed roof thermal transmittances values equivalent to 1.60 

Fig. 92.     Hourly cooling consumption of buildings C110 and C189 according to three Roof U-values during three days. 

Fig. 93.     Hourly cooling consumption of buildings C110 and C189 according to three Roof U-values during a year. 
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{1919-1945}, 1.27 {1961-1970}, and 0.53 W/m2.K, with residential buildings constructed with the 

most recent period ranging between 2001 and 2005. In fact, C110 characterized by a {NE-SW} 

building orientation, had an increase of 5%, with a roof U-value equal to 1.27 {W/m2. K}, regarding 

its lowest consumption of 15.28 kWh/m3/y (with the newest roof composite with a U-value equal 

to 0.53 {W/m2. K}). while C189, with a (NW-SE) had a higher energy, impact compared to C110, with 

7% between the lowest and highest reached value respectively equal to 16.70 kWh/m3/y and 17.99 

kWh/m3/y. Fig. 94., shows the Energy space heating and cooling utilizations of both buildings. When 

compared, the cooling demand of C110 {NE-SW} was less impacted compared to a building 

orientation of {NW-SE}, with a higher linear equational value (presented in blue). Therefore, we can 

conclude that COP04 roof composite consumed the highest heating and cooling energy demand, 

while the newest roof composite COP03, had the lowest yearly energy Utilization.  

 

                                      Heating consumption                                                                            Cooling consumption 

 

Fig. 94.     Energy space heating and cooling demands of buildings C110 and C189 depending on roof U-values. 

 

 

5.2.4.4- Floor’s U-value (Ufloor, W/m²/K) 

 

Building’s Materials and composites are retrieved from UNI/TR 11552 with floor U-values varying 

according to the building’s construction period. In fact, the lower the floor’s U-value the more the 

building is insulated from the ground factors. In this variable, two main values were analyzed: 1.16, 

and 1.25 expressed in {W/m2. K}. Table. XX. (previously shown), represents the two examined floor 

composites along with their respective thermal transmittances and periods of construction. The 

highest analyzed U-value is equal to 1.25 {W/m2. K} characterized by the newest built period ranging 

Roof U-value Roof U-value 
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between 1961 and 2005 with a floor code of SOL04. The second studied value is 1.16 {W/m2. K}, 

with a floor code of SOL03 (characterized by a constructed period varying between 1919 and 1960). 

These different ranges were inserted in the engineering software CitySim Pro, where simulated 

results were compared and analyzed to understand the impact of this changed variable on the 

heating and cooling consumptions of the two chosen residential buildings (C110 and C189) in 

Crocetta neighborhood characterized by a period of construction ranging between 1919 and 1945. 

 

Table. XX.  Floor codes along with their respective U-values 

 

 

 

 

In fact, the first heating Energy utilization results are shown in Fig. 95. The monthly warmth demand 

of both structures C110 and C189, had the highest energy utilization with a floor U-value equivalent 

to 1.25 {W/m2. K} (indicated in orange), and the lowest one represented with the oldest floor 

composite SOL04 with a thermal transmittance of 1.16 {W/m2. K}. We can visualize a big gap in 

between the structure with the highest and the lowest consumption. Adding to that, Fig. 96., 

represents the hourly heating data of buildings C110 and C189, regarding three chosen days during 

the heating season: 5th of February, 7th of November and the 15th of December. The graphs show 

that for the two selected residential structures, the floor’s thermal transmittance that is equal to 

1.25 {W/m2. K} (SOL04), had constantly the highest warmth utilization. While SOL04 that is 

characterized by the most recent period of construction {1961-2005}, consumed more heating 

demand. As for the hourly warmth consumption over the course of a year (with 8761 resulted hours) 

buildings S27 and S22, both regularly consumed more heating Energy with a floor U-value equivalent 

to 1.25 {W/m2. K} (represented in orange, SOL04) in accordance with the hourly results shown in 

Fig.97.  
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Fig. 95.     Monthly heating consumption of buildings C110 and C189 according to three Floor U-values. 

Fig. 96.     Hourly heating consumption of buildings C110 and C189 according to three Floor U-values during three days. 

Fig. 97.     Hourly heating consumption of buildings C110 and C189 according to three Floor U-values during a year. 
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Adding to that, the cooling Energy consumptions of buildings C110 and C189 were analyzed as well. 

In fact, the first monthly results represented in Fig. 98., show that, when the roof’s thermal 

transmittance of the building was equal to 1.25 {W/m2. K} (SOL04 represented in orange), similarly 

to the heating consumption (previously analyzed), the monthly cooling Energy demands of both 

structures were the highest compared to the other roof composite (SOL03, represented in blue). 

Adding to that, an hourly Energy data was conducted C110 and C189, for three days during the 

cooling season: 5th of June, 7th of July and 15th of August (Fig. 99.). Results show that, for both 

analyzed residential buildings, the highest Energy Utilization was on the 15th of August, while the 

lowest one is represented on the 7th of July. In fact, for building C110 characterized by a {NE-SW} 

orientation, and C189 with a {NW-SE} orientation, during the whole yearly cooling season 

(equivalent to 8761 simulated hours), both structures with the most recent floor composite (1961-

2005), characterized by a thermal transmittance equal to 1.25 {W/m2. K}, (represented in orange), 

constantly had the highest cooling Energy demand.  

 

Fig. 98.     Monthly cooling consumption of buildings C110 and C189 according to three Floor U-values. 

Fig. 99.     Hourly cooling consumption of buildings C110 and C189 according to three Floor U-values during three days. 
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Table. XXVIII.      Buildings C110 and C189 Heating and Cooling Energy consumptions depending on floor U-
values equal to 1.16, and 1.25 W/m2. K. 

 

 

 

Table. XXVIII. Shows the variations in the heating and cooling energy consumptions of buildings C110 

and C189, depending on two changed floor thermal transmittances values equivalent to 1.16 {1919-

196}, and 1.25 {1961-2005}, expressed in {W/m2. K}. In fact, C110 characterized by a {NE-SW} 

building orientation, had an increase of 6%, with a floor U-value equal to 1.16 {W/m2. K}, in regard 

to its lowest consumption of 16.82 kWh/m3/y. while C189, with a (NW-SE) building orientation, had 

a higher energy, impact compared to C110, with 9% between the lowest and highest reached value 

respectively equal to 19.27 kWh/m3/y and 20.98 kWh/m3/y. Fig. 101., shows the Energy space 

heating and cooling utilizations of both buildings. When compared, the cooling demand of C110 

{NE-SW} was less impacted compared to a building orientation of {NW-SE}, with a higher linear 

equational value (presented in blue). Therefore, we can conclude that SOL04 floor composite 

Fig. 100.     Hourly cooling consumption of buildings C110 and C189 according to three Floor U-values during a year. 
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consumed the highest heating and cooling energy demand, while the oldest composite SOL03, had 

the lowest yearly energy Utilization. Adding to that, buildings with a NW-SE orientation, have a 

higher cooling and heating Energy consumption impact, in comparison to structures with NW-SE 

orientations.  

 

                                      Heating consumption                                                                            Cooling consumption 

 

Fig. 101.     Energy space heating and cooling demands of buildings C110 and C189 depending on floor U-
values. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Floor U-value Floor U-value 
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5.3- Arquata district: Impact of energy-related building variables 

 

Arquata neighborhood, is located in the city of Turin, Italy. This urban zone is characterized by 

buildings constructed between 1961 and 1970. In fact, it has one of the lowest Building coverage 

ratio equal to 0.18, that reflects the gross built area of the neighborhood over the census parcel 

area, with a building density equivalent to 3.56 m3/m2, that represents the proportion between the 

overall volume of the buildings and the census parcel zone. And a Height to Width urban ratio of 

0.27 m/m. Two buildings were analyzed (A1 and A9), where their respective heating and cooling 

demands were compared and analyzed following different ranges of urban variable inserted in the 

engineering software CitySim Pro. The analyzed residential building parameters are: Infiltration rate 

(ranges equivalent to 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6 h-1), Glazing ratio (ranges equivalent to 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6), 

Thermal transmittances of walls (ranges equivalent to 2.15, 4.40 and 4.90 W/(m2.k)), Thermal 

transmittances of roof (ranges equivalent to 0.53, 1.27 and 1.60W/(m2.k)), and finally, Thermal 

transmittances of floor (equivalent to 1.16 and 1.25 W/(m2.k)). In fact, for each variable, results 

were separated into monthly heating and cooling energy data, Hourly results for three heating and 

cooling seasons (5th of February, 7th of November, 15th of December, 5th of June, 7th of July and finally 

15th of August), as well as the hourly heating and cooling Energy consumptions over the course of 

one year (equivalent to 8761 hours).  

 

5.3.1- Building’s Surface to Volume ratio 

 

In fact, the Surface to Volume {S/V} proportion is a ratio indicating the compactness of a certain 

structure or building.  It is frequently communicated as the 'heat misfortune structure factor', which 

is the proportion the building’s envelope area (walls, roofs, terraces…etc.) to the treated floor area 

of the designated structure. This ratio will help in the identification of the building’s typology, 

weather it is a small condominium house or a tower for example. In this case, buildings A1 and A9 

have the same Surface to Volume ratio that is equal to 0.45. the two structures are characterized 

by opposite orientations of {NE-SW} and {NW-SE} respectively.  A9 is characterized by a bigger 

heated Volume (2610 m3), compared to A1 (2435 m3) shown in Table. XXIX. Building A1 has an 

energy heating consumption equal to 18.90 kWh/m3/y, with a cooling demand of -5.26 kWh/m3/y. 
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However, A9, is characterized by a higher energy utilization with 19.12 kWh/m3/y in warmth 

consumption, and -5.27 kWh/m3/y for its yearly cooling consumption (Fig. 102). 

 

Table. XXIX.   This table, shows the heated volume, building orientation, Surface to Volume ratio and Energy 
heating and cooling of buildings A1 and A9. 

 

 

 

Fig. 102.     Three-dimensional representation of Arquata neighborhood indicating the two analyzed buildings. 
And Yearly Heating demand of Arquata district calculated by CitySim Pro. 

 

 

 

 5.3.2- Building’s infiltration rate (h-1) 

 

Infiltration is the unintentional or coincidental presentation of outdoor air into a building, ordinarily 

through cracks in the structure envelope and through utilization of entryways such as doors. The 

higher the infiltration rate, the more outdoor air is penetrating inside the building and therefore 

affecting the building’s internal temperature. In this analysis, three different infiltration rates were 

studied: 0.2 h-1 (indicated in green), 0.4 h-1 (indicated in blue), and 0.6 h-1 (indicated in orange), in 

order to compare and analyze the impact of this changed variable of the heating and cooling 
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consumption of the two chosen residential buildings (A1 and A9). The first warmth Energy utilization 

results are shown in Fig. 103. In fact, the monthly heating demand of both structures A1 and A9, 

increased when the infiltration rate was higher, mainly due to the penetration of the cold outdoor 

air inside of the building. Adding to that, Fig. 104., represents the hourly heating data of buildings 

A1 and A9, in regard to three chosen days during the heating season: 5th of February, 7th of 

November and the 15th of December. The graphs show that for the two selected residential 

structures, infiltration rate equal to 0.6 h-1, had constantly the highest warmth utilization, while the 

lowest rate (0.2 h-1), consumed the least heating demand. Adding to that, the 5th of February 

showed the most energy need, however, on the 7th of November (mainly due to a higher outdoor 

air temperature in this month), it was considerably lower compared to the other analyzed days. As 

for the hourly warmth consumption over the course of a year (with 8761 resulted hours), buildings 

A1 and A9, both regularly consumed more heating Energy with the highest infiltration rate of 0.6 h1  

 

Fig. 103.     Monthly heating consumption of buildings A1 and A9 according to three infiltration rates. 

Fig. 104.     Hourly heating consumption of buildings A1 and A9 according to three infiltration rates during three days. 
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represented in orange), compared to rates equivalent to 0.4 h-1 (represented in green), and 0.2 h-1 
(represented in blue) (Fig. 105.). 

Adding to that, the cooling Energy consumptions of buildings A1 and A9, were analyzed as well. In 

fact, Fig. 106., reflects the yearly Cooling demand of Arquata neighborhood expressed in kWh/m3 

calculated by the engineering software CitySim pro during its normal state. In fact, the first deducted 

monthly results represented in Fig. 107., show that, when the infiltration rate of the building 

increased, on the opposite of the heating consumption, the cooling Energy demand decreased for  

 

Fig. 106.     Three-dimensional representation of Arquata neighborhood indicating the two analyzed buildings. 
And Yearly cooling demand of Arquata district calculated by CitySim Pro. 

Fig. 105.     Hourly heating consumption of buildings A1 and A9 according to three infiltration rates during a year. 
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both analyzed residential structures. Adding to that, an hourly Energy data was conducted for A1 

and A9, for three days during the cooling season: 5th of June, 7th of July and 15th of August (Fig. 108.). 

Results show that, for both buildings, the highest Energy Utilization was on the 15th of August, while 

the lowest one is represented on the 5th of June. In fact, in August, for both residential structures, 

with an infiltration rate equal to 0.6 h-1 (represented in orange), the energy consumption was higher 

compared to rates equal to 0.2 and 0.4, even though the yearly energy cooling consumption of this 

range was the lowest with -4.99 kWh/m3/y for building A1, and -5 kWh/m3/y for A9 (Fig. 109). 

However, during the months June and July, the lowest infiltration rate (0.2 h-1) had the highest 

Energy cooling utilization (represented in green). 

 

 

Fig. 107.     Monthly cooling consumption of buildings A1 and A9 according to three infiltration rates. 

Fig. 108.     Hourly cooling consumption of buildings A1 and A9 according to three infiltration rates during three days. 
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Table. XXX.      Buildings A1 and A9 Heating and Cooling Energy consumptions depending on infiltration 
rates equal to 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6 h-1. 

 

 

Table. XXX. Shows the variations in the heating and cooling energy consumptions of buildings A1 

and A9 depending on three changed infiltration rates equivalent to 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6 h-1. In fact, A1 

characterized by a {NE-SW} building orientation, had an increase of 11% in its highest value (with 

infiltration rate equal to 0.6) in regard to its lowest consumption of 18.35 kWh/m3/y (with an 

infiltration rate equal to 0.2). while A9 with a (NW-SE) had a higher warmth energy impact with 13% 

between the lowest and highest reached value. Fig. 110., shows the Energy space heating and 

cooling utilizations of both buildings. When compared, the cooling demand of A1 {NE-SW} and A9 

with a building orientation of {NW-SE}, had approximately the same amount of impact on the energy 

cooling consumption according to their respective linear equational values. Therefore, we can 

conclude that when the infiltration rate increased, the energy heating demand is higher, while the 

Fig. 109.     Hourly cooling consumption of buildings A1 and A9 according to three infiltration rates during a year. 
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energy cooling consumption is lower. Adding to that, buildings with a NW-SE orientation, have a 

higher Energy consumption impact, in comparison to structures with NE-SE orientations. 

                                      Heating consumption                                                                            Cooling consumption 

 

Fig. 110.     Energy space heating and cooling demands of buildings A1 and A9 depending on the infiltration 
rate.  

 

 

 

5.3.3- Building’s Glazing ratio 

 

Glazing ratio also known as Window to Wall Ratio, is the proportion of the transparent envelope in 

relation to the façade’s surface. The smaller the glazing ratio, the smaller the proportion of the 

window compared to the wall.  In this analysis, three main ratios were studied: 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6. 

These different ranges will help in the understanding of the impact of the glazing ratio on the yearly 

heating and cooling demands of the residential buildings. In this analysis, three different Glazing 

ratio values were studied: 0.2 (indicated in green), 0.4 (indicated in blue), and 0.6 (indicated in 

orange), to compare and analyze the impact of this changed variable of the heating and cooling 

consumption of the two chosen residential buildings (A1 and A9). The first warmth Energy utilization 

results are shown in Fig. 111. In fact, the monthly heating demand of both structures, increased 

when the Glazing ratio value was higher (where the structure consumed more heating energy with 

a glazing ratio equal to 0.6, compared to a smaller window to wall ratio of 0.2). Adding to that, Fig. 

112., represents the hourly heating data of buildings A1 and A9, in regard to three chosen days 

during the heating season: 5th of February, 7th of November and the 15th of December. The graphs 

show that, with a glazing ratio equivalent to 0.6 (represented in orange), had constantly the highest  

Infiltration rate Infiltration rate 
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Fig. 111.     Monthly heating consumption of buildings A1 and A9 according to three Glazing ratios. 

Fig. 112.     Hourly heating consumption of buildings A1 and A9 according to three Glazing ratios during three days. 

Fig. 113.     Hourly heating consumption of buildings A1 and A9 according to three Glazing ratios during a year. 
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warmth utilization, during February and December, while the lowest ratio (equal to 0.2, represented 

in green), consumed the least heating demand. However, the results were completely opposite in 

the month of November for both residential buildings, where: the glazing ratio equal to 0.6 had the 

lowest consumption, while the highest achieved energy utilization was represented with a Window 

to wall ratio of 0.2 (represented in green). As for the hourly warmth consumption over the course 

of a year (with 8761 resulted hours), buildings A1 and A9, both regularly consumed more heating 

Energy with the highest Window to Wall ratio of 0.6 (represented in orange), compared to smaller 

ratios equivalent to 0.4 (represented in blue), and 0.2 (represented in green), in accordance with 

Fig. 113.  

Adding to that, the cooling Energy consumptions of building A1 and A9, were analyzed as well. In 

fact, the first deducted monthly results represented in Fig. 114., show that, when the Glazing ratio 

of the building increased, similarly to the heating consumption (previously analyzed), the cooling 

Energy demand increases as well for both structures A1 and A9. Adding to that, an hourly Energy 

data was conducted for these residential buildings for three days during the cooling season: 5th of 

June, 7th of July and 15th of August (Fig. 115.). Results show that, for both buildings, the highest 

Energy Utilization was on the 15th of August, while the lowest one is represented on the 7th of July. 

In fact, for both structures, during the whole yearly cooling season, the highest window to wall ratio 

(equal to 0.6) constantly had the highest cooling Energy consumption (represented in orange), 

followed by the simulated results of ratio equivalent to 0.4 (represented in blue), and finally the 

lowest hourly and yearly cooling Energy utilization is represented by the lowest studied glazing ratio, 

that is equal to 0.2 (represented in green) in accordance with Fig. 116. 

 
Fig. 114.     Monthly cooling consumption of buildings A1 and A9 according to three Glazing ratios. 
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Table. XXXI.      Buildings A1 and A9 Heating and Cooling Energy consumptions depending on Glazing ratios 
equal to 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6. 

 

Table. XXXI. Shows the variations in the heating and cooling energy consumptions of buildings A1 

and A9, depending on three changed Window to Wall ratios equivalent to 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6. In fact, 

Fig. 115.     Hourly cooling consumption of buildings A1 and A9 according to three Glazing ratios during three days. 

Fig. 116.     Hourly cooling consumption of buildings A1 and A9 according to three Glazing ratios during a year. 
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A1 characterized by a {NE-SW} building orientation, had an increase of 8% in its highest value (with 

a glazing ratio equal to 0.6) regarding its lowest consumption of 18.90 kWh/m3/y (with a glazing 

ratio equal to 0.2). while A9 with a (NW-SE) had a higher warmth energy impact with 10% between 

the lowest (19.12 kWh/m3/y) and highest reached value (21.06 kWh/m3/y). Fig. 117., shows the 

Energy space heating and cooling utilizations of both buildings. When compared, the cooling 

demand of A1 {NE-SW} had a lower impact regarding the glazing ratio changes, compared to building 

A9 characterized by a {NW-SE} orientation. Therefore, we can conclude that when the glazing ratio 

of the building increases, the energy heating, and cooling demands of the structures, increases as 

well simultaneously. Adding to that, buildings with a NW-SE orientation, have a higher Energy 

consumption impact, in comparison to structures with NE-SE orientations. 

                                      Heating consumption                                                                            Cooling consumption 

 

Fig. 117.     Energy space heating and cooling demands of buildings A1 and A9 depending on the infiltration 
rate.  

 

 

 

 

5.3.4- Thermal properties of building envelope 

 

The thermal propertied of a building, are subdivided in this analysis into four main categories: 

Thermal transmittance of the opaque envelope of the building (Windows U-value), and thermal 

transmittances of walls, roof, and floor in regard to the building composites and materials. In fact, 

the opening properties’ U-values, are retrieved from UNI/TS 11300-1 according to building’s periods 

of construction. The lower the U-value the more the window is insulated from the outdoor factors 

Glazing ratio Glazing ratio 
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of the building. In this variable, three main values were analyzed: 2.15, 4.40 and 4.90 expressed in 

{W/m2. K}. Adding to that, Building’s Materials and composites retrieved from UNI/TR 11552 varying 

according to the building’s-built period. In this variable, walls, roofs, and floors composites were 

taken into consideration by specifying their thermal transmittance, resistance, materials densities 

as well as their thermal capacity. Ranges of 0.67, 0.9 and 1.10 {W/m2. K} were examined for the 

walls’ U-values, while for the roof composites, values varied between 0.53, 1.27 and 1.60{W/m2. K}. 

and finally, the last studied building variable is the floor’s composites and materials with values 

equivalent to 1.16 {W/m2. K} for construction periods ranging between 1919 and 1960, and 1.25 

{W/m2. K} for residential structure building between 1961 and 2005. 

 

5.3.4.1- Window’s U-value (Uwindows, W/m²/K) 

 

In fact, the building’s windows U-values, are assigned to each residential building, according to its 

respective period of construction. The lower the U-value the more the window is insulated from the 

outdoor factors. In this analysis, three different windows thermal transmittances were studied: 2.15 

{W/m2. K} (indicated in green), 4.40 {W/m2. K} (indicated in blue), and 4.90{W/m2. K} (indicated in 

orange), to sensitively compare and analyze the impact of this changed variable on the heating and 

cooling consumption of the two chosen residential buildings (A1 and A9) in Arquata neighborhood 

that are characterized with a construction period between 1961 and 1970. The first warmth Energy 

utilization results are shown in Fig. 118. In fact, the monthly heating demand of both analyzed, 

increased when the windows’ U-value was higher, mainly due to the penetration of the cold outdoor 

air inside of the building during the heating season, because of the lower window insulation. Adding 

to that, Fig. 119., represents the hourly heating data of buildings A1 and A9 regarding three chosen 

days during the heating season: 5th of February, 7th of November and the 15th of December. The 

graphs show that for the two selected residential structures, the opaque envelope’s thermal 

transmittance that is equal to 4.90 {W/m2. K}, represented in orange, had constantly the highest 

warmth utilization, while the lowest window’s U-value (2.15 {W/m2. K}), represented in green, 

consumed the least heating demand. Adding to that, the 5th of February showed the most energy 

need, however, on the 7th of November, it was considerably lower compared to the other analyzed 

days. As for the hourly warmth consumption over the course of a year (with 8761 resulted hours), 

both structures, regularly consumed more heating Energy with the highest window U-value  
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Fig. 118.     Monthly heating consumption of buildings A1 and A9 according to three window U-values. 

Fig. 119.     Hourly heating consumption of buildings A1 and A9 according to three window U-values during three days. 

Fig. 120.     Hourly heating consumption of buildings A1 and A9 according to three window U-values during a year. 
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equivalent to 4.90 {W/m2. K} (represented in orange), compared to lower values of 4.40 {W/m2. K} 

(represented in blue), and 2.15 {W/m2. K} (represented in green) (Fig. 120.). 

Adding to that, the cooling Energy consumptions of building A1 and A9, were analyzed as well. In 

fact, the first deducted monthly results represented in Fig. 121., show that, when the window’s U-

value of the building increased, on the opposite of the heating consumption results (previously 

discussed), the cooling Energy demand decreased for structures. Adding to that, an hourly Energy 

consumption was conducted for A1 and A9 for three days during the cooling season: 5th of June, 7th 

of July and 15th of August (Fig. 122.). Results show that, for both buildings, the highest Energy 

Utilization was on the 15th of August, while the lowest one is represented on the 5th of June. In fact, 

in August, for both residential structures, with a window U-value equivalent to 4.90 {W/m2. K} 

represented in orange, the energy consumption was higher compared to values equal to 4.40 and  

 

Fig. 121.     Monthly cooling consumption of buildings A1 and A9 according to three window U-values. 

Fig. 122.     Hourly cooling consumption of buildings A1 and A9 according to three window U-values during three days. 
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2.15 {W/m2. K}, even though the yearly energy cooling consumption of this range was the lowest 

with -4.52 kWh/m3/y for A1 and -4.54 kWh/m3/y for A9 (Fig. 123). However, during the months June 

and July, the lowest thermal transmittance of the opaque envelope (2.15 {W/m2. K}) had the highest 

Energy cooling utilization during the months of June and July for both buildings A1 and A9. 

 

Table. XXXII.      Buildings A1 and A9 Heating and Cooling Energy consumptions depending on window U-
values equal to 2.15, 4.40, and 4.90 W/m2. K. 

 

Table. XXXII. Shows the variations in the heating and cooling energy consumptions of buildings A1 

and A9, depending on three changed window’s thermal transmittances values equivalent to 2.14, 

4.40 and 4.90 {W/m2.K}. In fact, A1 characterized by a {NE-SW} building orientation, had an increase 

of 26% in its highest value (with a window U-value equal to 4.90 {W/m2. K}), regarding its lowest 

consumption of 19.86 kWh/m3/y (with a window U-value equal to 2.15 {W/m2. K}), while A9 with a 

(NW-SE) had a higher warmth energy impact with 28% between the lowest and highest reached 

value respectively equal to 20.18 kWh/m3/y and 25.82 kWh/m3/y. Fig. 124., shows the Energy space 

Fig. 123.     Hourly cooling consumption of buildings A1 and A9 according to three window U-values during a year. 
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heating and cooling utilizations of both buildings. When compared, the cooling demand of A1 {NE-

SW} and A9 with a building orientation of {NW-SE}, had approximately the same amount of impact 

on the energy cooling consumption according to their respective linear equational values. 

Therefore, we can conclude that when the window’s U-value increased, the energy heating demand 

is higher, while the energy cooling consumption is lower. Adding to that, buildings with a NW-SE 

orientation, have a higher Energy consumption impact, in comparison to structures with NE-SW 

orientations. 

 

                                       Heating consumption                                                                            Cooling consumption 

 

Fig. 124.     Energy space heating and cooling demands of buildings A1 and A9 depending on window U-values. 

 

 

 

5.3.4.2- Wall’s U-value (Uwall, W/m²/K) 

 

Building’s Materials and composites are retrieved from UNI/TR 11552 with walls U-values varying 

according to the building’s construction period. In fact, the lower the wall’s U-value the more the 

building is insulated from the outdoor factors. In this variable, three main values were analyzed: 

1.10, 0.9 and 0.67 expressed in {W/m2. K}. Table. XI. (previously shown) reflects the three examined 

walls composites along with their respective thermal transmittances and periods of construction. 

The highest analyzed U-value is equal to 1.10 {W/m2. K} characterized by the oldest built period 

ranging between 1919 and 1945 with a wall code of MLP02. The second studied value is 0.9 {W/m2. 

K}, with a wall code of MLP03 (constructed between 1961 and 1970). And the most recent wall 

Window U-value Window U-value 
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composite is MPF03 (1990-2005), with a thermal transmittance value equivalent to 0.67 {W/m2. K}. 

According to the detailed information about each wall composite, the input data of each material, 

was inserted the xml. Sheet of the engineering software CitySim Pro allowing the change of the 

selected buildings walls input data to examine their impact on the heating and cooling energy 

consumptions by comparing the results. Simulated results were compared and analyzed in order to 

understand the impact of this changed variable on the heating and cooling consumptions of the two 

chosen residential buildings (A1 and A9) in Arquata neighborhood characterized by a period of 

construction between 1961 and 1970. 

In fact, the first heating Energy utilization results are shown in Fig. 125. The monthly warmth 

demand of both structures A1 and A9, had the highest energy utilization with a wall U-value 

equivalent to 0.9 {W/m2. K} (indicated in blue), and the lowest one represented with the most recent 

wall composite MPF03 with a thermal transmittance of 0.67 {W/m2. K}. We can visualize a huge gap 

in between the structure with the highest and the lowest consumption. Adding to that, Fig. 126., 

represents the hourly heating data of the two analyzed residential buildings, in regard to three 

chosen days during the heating season: 5th of February, 7th of November and the 15th of December. 

The graphs show that for the two selected residential structures, the wall’s thermal transmittance 

that is equal to 0.9 {W/m2. K} (MLP03, represented in blue), had constantly the highest warmth 

utilization, while the lowest wall’s U-value (0.67 {W/m2. K}, represented in orange), consumed the 

least heating demand. Adding to that, the 5th of February showed the most energy need, however, 

on the 7th of November, it was considerably lower compared to the other analyzed days. As for the 

hourly warmth consumption over the course of a year (with 8761 resulted hours), buildings A9 and 

A1, both regularly consumed more heating Energy with a wall U-value equivalent to 0.9 {W/m2. K} 

(represented in blue, MLP03), compared to values of 1.10 {W/m2. K} (represented in green, MLP03), 

and 0.67 {W/m2. K} (represented in orange, MPF03) (Fig. 127.). 

Adding to that, the first deducted monthly results represented in Fig. 128., show that, when the 

wall’s thermal transmittance of the building was equal to 0.9 {W/m2. K} (MLP03), similarly to the 

heating consumption (previously analyzed), the monthly cooling Energy demands of both structures 

A1 and A9 were the highest compared to the two other wall composites (MLP02 and MPF03). 

However, the most recent wall configuration, MPF03, with a U-value equivalent to 0.67 {W/m2. K} 

(represented in orange), consumed more cooling energy compared to the oldest wall code, MLP02  
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Fig. 125.     Monthly heating consumption of buildings A1 and A9 according to three walls U-values. 

Fig. 126.     Hourly heating consumption of buildings A1 and A9 according to three walls U-values during three days. 

Fig. 127.     Hourly heating consumption of buildings A1 and A9 according to three walls U-values during a year. 
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(1919-1945), represented on the graph in green. Adding to that, an hourly Energy data was 

conducted for A1 and A9 for three days during the cooling season: 5th of June, 7th of July and 15th of 

August (Fig. 130.). Results show that, for both buildings, the highest Energy Utilization was on the 

15th of August, while the lowest one is represented on the 7th of July. In fact, for both analyzed 

residential structures, during the whole yearly cooling season, the buildings with the wall’s thermal 

transmittance equal to 0.9 {W/m2. K} (MLP03), constantly had the highest cooling Energy 

consumption (represented in blue). 

Table. XXXII. Shows the variations in the heating and cooling energy consumptions of buildings A1 

and A9, depending on three changed walls thermal transmittances values equivalent to 1.10, 0.9, 

and 0.67 W/m2. K. In fact, A1, characterized by a {NE-SW} building orientation, had an increase of 

51%, with a wall U-value equal to 0.9 {W/m2. K}, in regard to its lowest heating energy Consumption  

 

Fig. 128.     Monthly cooling consumption of buildings A1 and A9 according to three walls U-values. 

Fig. 129.     Hourly cooling consumption of buildings A1 and A9 according to three walls U-values during three days. 
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of 16.08 kWh/m3/y (with a wall U-value equal to 0.67 {W/m2. K}). while A9, with a (NW-SE) had 

approximately the same warmth energy impact with 50% between the lowest and highest reached 

value respectively equal to 16.33 kWh/m3/y and 24.51 kWh/m3/y. Fig. 131., shows the Energy space 

heating and cooling utilizations of both buildings. When compared, the cooling demand of A1 {NE-

SW} was more impacted compared to a building orientation of {NW-SE}, with a higher linear 

equational value (presented in blue). Therefore, we can conclude that the most recently used walls 

composite (MPF03, 2001-2005), consumed the least yearly energy demand, while composite MLP03 

showed the highest one for both heating and cooling energy utilization during both seasons.  

 

                                       Heating consumption                                                                            Cooling consumption 

Fig. 131.     Energy space heating and cooling demands of buildings A1 and A9 depending on walls U-values. 

Fig. 130.     Hourly cooling consumption of buildings A1 and A9 according to three walls U-values during a year. 

Walls U-value Walls U-value 
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5.3.4.3- Roof’s U-value (Uroof, W/m²/K) 

 

Building’s Materials and composites are retrieved from UNI/TR 11552 with walls U-values varying 

according to the building’s construction period. In fact, the lower the roof’s U-value the more the 

building is insulated from the outdoor factors. In this variable, three main values were analyzed: 

1.60, 1.27 and 0.53 expressed in {W/m2. K}. Table. XVI. (previously shown), reflects the three 

examined roof composites along with their respective thermal transmittances and periods of 

construction. The highest analyzed U-value is equal to 1.60 {W/m2. K} characterized by the oldest 

built period ranging between 1919 and 1945 with a roof code of COP01. The second studied value 

is 1.27 {W/m2. K}, with a roof code of COP04 (constructed between 1961 and 1970). And the most 

recent roof composite is COP03 (1990-2005), with the lowest thermal transmittance value 

equivalent to 0.53 {W/m2. K}.  These different ranges, were inserted in the engineering software 

CitySim Pro, were simulated results were compared and analyzed to understand the impact of this 

changed variable on the heating and cooling consumptions of the two chosen residential buildings 

(A1 and A9) in Arquata neighborhood characterized by a period of construction ranging between 

1961 and 1970. 

 

In fact, the first heating Energy utilization results are shown in Fig. 132. The monthly warmth 

demand of both structures A1 and A9, had the highest energy utilization with a roof U-value 

equivalent to 1.27 {W/m2. K} (indicated in blue), and the lowest one represented with the newest 

roof composite COP03 with a thermal transmittance of 0.53 {W/m2. K} (indicated in orange). Adding 

to that, Fig. 133., represents the hourly heating data of the two analyzed residential buildings, 

regarding three chosen days during the heating season: 5th of February, 7th of November and the 

15th of December. The graphs show that for buildings A1 and A9, the roof’s thermal transmittance 

that is equal to 1.27 {W/m2. K} (COP04), had constantly the highest warmth utilization. While, for 

the residential structure A1 characterized by a NE-SW orientation, and building A9, with a NW-SE 

orientation, the newest roof composite {COP03} consumed the least heating demand. As for the 

hourly warmth consumption over the course of a year (with 8761 resulted hours), buildings A1 and 

A9, both regularly consumed more heating Energy with a wall U-value equivalent to 1.27 {W/m2. K} 

(represented in blue, COP04, according to Fig.134.). 
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Fig. 132.     Monthly heating consumption of buildings A1 and A9 according to three roof U-values. 

Fig. 133.     Hourly heating consumption of buildings A1 and A9 according to three roof  U-values during three days. 

Fig. 134.     Hourly heating consumption of buildings A1 and A9 according to three roof  U-values during a year. 
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Adding to that, the cooling Energy consumptions of building A1 and A9 were analyzed as well. In 

fact, the first monthly results represented in Fig. 135., show that, when the roof’s thermal 

transmittance of the building was equal to 1.27 {W/m2. K} (COP04), similarly to the heating 

consumption (previously analyzed), the monthly cooling Energy demands of both structures had the 

highest simulated results, compared to the two other roof composites (COP01 and COP04). while 

the most recent roof configuration, COP03, with a U-value equivalent to 0.53 {W/m2. K} 

(represented in orange), consumed the least cooling energy compared to the oldest roofs’ 

composites. Adding to that, an hourly Energy data was conducted for both analyzed buildings for 

three days during the cooling season: 5th of June, 7th of July and 15th of August (Fig. 136.). Results 

show that, for both constructions, the highest Energy Utilization was on the 15th of August, while 

the lowest one is represented on the 7th of July. In fact, for building A1 characterized by a NE-SW 

orientation, and A9 with a NW-SE orientation, during the whole yearly cooling season (equivalent  

 

Fig. 135.     Monthly cooling consumption of buildings A1 and A9 according to three roof U-values. 

Fig. 136.     Hourly cooling consumption of buildings A1 and A9 according to three roof  U-values during three days. 
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to 8761 simulated hours), both structures with the roof thermal transmittance equal to 1.27 {W/m2. 

K} (COP04), constantly had the highest cooling Energy consumption (represented in blue, Fig. 137).  

 

Table. XXXIII.      Buildings A1 and A9 Heating and Cooling Energy consumptions depending on roof U-values 
equal to 1.60, 1.27, and 0.53 W/m2. K. 

 

Table. XXXIII. Shows the variations in the heating and cooling energy consumptions of buildings A1 

and A9, depending on three changed roof thermal transmittances values equivalent to 1.60 {1919-

1945}, 1.27 {1961-1970}, and 0.53 W/m2.K, with residential buildings constructed with the most 

recent period ranging between 2001 and 2005. In fact, A1 characterized by a {NE-SW} building 

orientation, had an increase of 6%, with a roof U-value equal to 1.27 {W/m2. K}, regarding its lowest 

consumption of 16.84 kWh/m3/y (with the newest roof composite with a U-value equal to 0.53 

{W/m2. K}). while A9, with a (NW-SE) had the same energy, impact compared to A1, with 6% 

between the lowest and highest reached value respectively equal to 17.02 kWh/m3/y and 18.04 

kWh/m3/y. Fig. 138., shows the Energy space heating and cooling utilizations of both buildings. 

When compared, the cooling demand of A1 {NE-SW} , and A9 {NW-SE}, had approximately the same 

Fig. 137.     Hourly cooling consumption of buildings A1 and A9 according to three roof  U-values during a year. 
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consumption impact, with similar linear equational values . Therefore, we can conclude that COP04 

roof composite consumed the highest heating and cooling energy demand, while the newest roof 

composite COP03, had the lowest yearly energy Utilization.  

 

                                       Heating consumption                                                                            Cooling consumption 

 

Fig. 138.     Energy space heating and cooling demands of buildings A1 and A9 depending on roof U-values. 

 

 

5.3.4.4- Floor’s U-value (Ufloor, W/m²/K) 

 

Building’s Materials and composites are retrieved from UNI/TR 11552 with floor U-values varying 

according to the building’s construction period. In fact, the lower the floor’s U-value the more the 

building is insulated from the ground factors. In this variable, two main values were analyzed: 1.16, 

and 1.25 expressed in {W/m2. K}. Table. XX. (previously shown), represents the two examined floor 

composites along with their respective thermal transmittances and periods of construction. The 

highest analyzed U-value is equal to 1.25 {W/m2. K} characterized by the newest built period ranging 

between 1961 and 2005 with a floor code of SOL04. The second studied value is 1.16 {W/m2. K}, 

with a floor code of SOL03 (characterized by a constructed period varying between 1919 and 1960). 

These different ranges were inserted in the engineering software CitySim Pro, where simulated 

results were compared and analyzed to understand the impact of this changed variable on the 

heating and cooling consumptions of the two chosen residential buildings (A1 and A9) in Arquata 

neighborhood characterized by a period of construction ranging between 1961 and 1970. 

Roof U-value Roof U-value 
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Fig. 139.     Monthly heating consumption of buildings A1 and A9 according to two Floor U-values. 

Fig. 140.     Hourly heating consumption of buildings A1 and A9 according to two Floor U-values during three days. 

Fig. 141.     Hourly heating consumption of buildings A1 and A9 according to two Floor U-values during a year. 
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In fact, the first heating Energy utilization results are shown in Fig. 139. The monthly warmth 

demand of both structures A1 and A9, had the highest energy utilization with a floor U-value 

equivalent to 1.25 {W/m2. K} (indicated in orange), and the lowest one represented with the oldest 

floor composite SOL04 with a thermal transmittance of 1.16 {W/m2. K}. We can visualize a small gap 

in between the structure with the highest and the lowest consumption. Adding to that, Fig. 140., 

represents the hourly heating data of buildings A1 and A9, regarding three chosen days during the 

heating season: 5th of February, 7th of November and the 15th of December. The graphs show that 

for the two selected residential structures, the floor’s thermal transmittance that is equal to 1.25 

{W/m2. K} (SOL04), had constantly the highest warmth utilization. While SOL04 that is characterized 

by the most recent period of construction {1961-2005}, consumed more heating demand. As for the 

hourly warmth consumption over the course of a year (with 8761 resulted hours) buildings A1 and 

A2, both regularly consumed more heating Energy with a floor U-value equivalent to 1.25 {W/m2. 

K} (represented in orange, SOL04) in accordance with the hourly results shown in Fig. 141.  

Adding to that, the cooling Energy consumptions of buildings A1 and A9 were analyzed as well. In 

fact, the first monthly results represented in Fig. 142., show that, when the roof’s thermal 

transmittance of the building was equal to 1.25 {W/m2. K} (SOL04 represented in orange), similarly 

to the heating consumption (previously analyzed), the monthly cooling Energy demands of both 

structures were the highest compared to the other roof composite (SOL03, represented in blue). 

Adding to that, an hourly Energy data was conducted A1 and A9, for three days during the cooling  

 

 
Fig. 142.     Monthly cooling consumption of buildings A1 and A9 according to three floor U-values. 
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season: 5th of June, 7th of July and 15th of August (Fig. 99.). Results show that, for both analyzed 

residential buildings, the highest Energy Utilization was on the 15th of August, while the lowest one 

is represented on the 7th of July. In fact, for building A1 characterized by a {NE-SW} orientation, and 

A9 with a {NW-SE} orientation, during the whole yearly cooling season (equivalent to 8761 simulated 

hours), both structures with the most recent floor composite (1961-2005), characterized by a 

thermal transmittance equal to 1.25 {W/m2. K}, (represented in orange), constantly had the highest 

cooling Energy demand. 

Table. XXXIV. Shows the variations in the heating and cooling energy consumptions of buildings A1 

and A9, depending on two changed floor thermal transmittances values equivalent to 1.16 {1919-

196}, and 1.25 {1961-2005}, expressed in {W/m2. K}. In fact, A1 characterized by a {NE-SW} building  

Fig. 143.     Hourly cooling consumption of buildings A1 and A9 according to three floor  U-values during three days. 

Fig. 144.     Hourly cooling consumption of buildings A1 and A9 according to three floor U-values during a year. 
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Table. XXXIV.      Buildings A1 and A9 Heating and Cooling Energy consumptions depending on floor U-
values equal to 1.16, and 1.25 W/m2. K. 

 

 

orientation had an increase of 8%, with a floor U-value equal to 1.16 {W/m2. K}, in regard to its 

lowest consumption of 17.35 kWh/m3/y. while A9, with a (NW-SE) building orientation, had the 

same amount of impact compared to A1, with 8% between the lowest and highest reached value 

respectively equal to 17.55 kWh/m3/y and 18.97 kWh/m3/y. Fig. 145., shows the Energy space 

heating and cooling utilizations of both buildings. Therefore, we can conclude that SOL04 floor 

composite consumed the highest heating and cooling energy demand, while the oldest composite 

SOL03, had the lowest yearly energy Utilization.  

 

                                       Heating consumption                                                                            Cooling consumption 

 

Fig. 145.     Energy space heating and cooling demands of buildings A1 and A9 depending on roof U-values. 

 

 

 

 

 

Floor U-value 
Floor U-value 
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5.4- Olympic Village district: Impact of energy-related building variables 

 

Olympic Village neighborhood is located in the city of Turin, Italy. This urban zone is characterized 

by buildings constructed between 2001 and 2005. In fact, it has the lowest Building coverage ratio 

equal to 0.16, that reflects the gross built area of the neighborhood over the census parcel area, 

with a building density equivalent to 4.13 m3/m2, that represents the proportion between the 

overall volume of the buildings and the census parcel zone. And a Height to Width urban ratio of 

0.34 m/m. Two buildings were analyzed (O11 and O8), where their respective heating and cooling 

demands were compared and analyzed following different ranges of urban variable inserted in the 

engineering software CitySim Pro. The analyzed residential building parameters are: Infiltration rate 

(ranges equivalent to 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6 h-1), Glazing ratio (ranges equivalent to 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6), 

Thermal transmittances of walls (ranges equivalent to 2.15, 4.40 and 4.90 W/(m2.k)), Thermal 

transmittances of roof (ranges equivalent to 0.53, 1.27 and 1.60W/(m2.k)), and finally, Thermal 

transmittances of floor (equivalent to 1.16 and 1.25 W/(m2.k)). In fact, for each variable, results 

were separated into monthly heating and cooling energy data, Hourly results for three heating and 

cooling seasons (5th of February, 7th of November, 15th of December, 5th of June, 7th of July and finally 

15th of August), as well as the hourly heating and cooling Energy consumptions over the course of 

one year (equivalent to 8761 hours).  

 

5.4.1- Building’s Surface to Volume ratio 

 

In fact, the Surface to Volume {S/V} proportion is a ratio indicating the compactness of a certain 

structure or building.  It is frequently communicated as the 'heat misfortune structure factor', which 

is the proportion the building’s envelope area (walls, roofs, terraces…etc.) to the treated floor area 

of the designated structure. This ratio will help in the identification of the building’s typology, 

weather it is a small condominium house or a tower for example. In this case, buildings O11 and O8 

have the same Surface to Volume ratio that is equal to 0.30. the two structures are characterized 

by opposite orientations of {NE-SW} and {NW-SE} respectively.  O11 is characterized by a bigger 

heated Volume (6164 m3), compared to O8 (5496 m3) shown in Table. XXXV. Building O11 has an 

energy heating consumption equal to 16.62 kWh/m3/y, with a cooling demand of -19.95 kWh/m3/y. 
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However, O8, is characterized by a lower energy utilization with 12.23 kWh/m3/y in warmth 

consumption, and -22.58 kWh/m3/y for its yearly cooling consumption (Fig. 146). 

 

Table. XXXV.   This table, shows the heated volume, building orientation, Surface to Volume ratio and Energy 
heating and cooling of buildings O11 and O8. 

 

 

 

Fig. 146.     Three-dimensional representation of Olympic Village neighborhood indicating the two analyzed 
buildings. And Yearly Heating demand of this district calculated by CitySim Pro. 

 

 

5.4.2- Building’s infiltration rate (h-1) 

 

Infiltration is the unintentional or coincidental presentation of outdoor air into a building, ordinarily 

through cracks in the structure envelope and through utilization of entryways such as doors. The 

higher the infiltration rate, the more outdoor air is penetrating inside the building and therefore 

affecting the building’s internal temperature. In this analysis, three different infiltration rates were 

studied: 0.2 h-1 (indicated in green), 0.4 h-1 (indicated in blue), and 0.6 h-1 (indicated in orange), to 

compare and analyze the impact of this changed variable of the heating and cooling consumption 

of the two chosen residential buildings (O11 and O9). The first warmth Energy utilization results are  
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Fig. 147.     Monthly heating consumption of buildings O11 and O8 according to three infilration rates. 

Fig. 148.     Hourly heating consumption of buildings O11 and O8 according to three infilration rates during three days. 

Fig. 149.     Hourly heating consumption of buildings O11 and O8 according to three infilration rates during a year. 
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shown in Fig. 147. In fact, the monthly heating demand of both structures O11 and O8, increased 

when the infiltration rate changed from 0.2 to 0.4, mainly due to the penetration of the cold outdoor 

air inside of the building. With the highest rate (0.6 h-1) both building’s cooling consumption 

decreased remarkably. Adding to that, Fig. 148., represents the hourly heating data of buildings O11 

and O8, in regard to three chosen days during the heating season: 5th of February, 7th of November 

and the 15th of December. The graphs show that for the two selected residential structures, 

infiltration rate equal to 0.6 h-1, had constantly the lowest warmth utilization, while the rate that is 

equal to (0.4 h-1), consumed the most heating demand. Adding to that, the 5th of February showed 

the most energy need, however, on the 7th of November (mainly due to a higher outdoor air 

temperature in this month), it was considerably lower compared to the other analyzed days.  

Adding to that, the cooling Energy consumptions of buildings O11 and O8, were analyzed as well. In 

fact, Fig. 150., reflects the yearly Cooling demand of Olympic Village neighborhood expressed in 

kWh/m3 calculated by the engineering software CitySim pro during its normal state. In fact, the first 

deducted monthly results represented in Fig. 151., show that, when the infiltration rate of the 

building increased, on the opposite of the heating consumption, the cooling Energy demand  

 

 

Fig. 150.     Three-dimensional representation of Olympic Village neighborhood indicating the two analyzed 
buildings. And Yearly Cooling demand of this district calculated by CitySim Pro. 

 

decreased for infiltration rates equal to 0.2 and 0.4 and increased with the highest rate 0.6. Adding 

to that, an hourly Energy data was conducted for O11 and O8, for three days during the cooling 

season: 5th of June, 7th of July and 15th of August (Fig. 152.). Results show that, for both buildings,  
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Fig. 151.     Monthly cooling consumption of buildings O11 and O8 according to three infilration rates. 

Fig. 152.     Hourly cooling consumption of buildings O11 and O8 according to three infilration rates during three days. 

Fig. 153.     Hourly cooling consumption of buildings O11 and O8 according to three infilration rates during a year. 
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the highest Energy Utilization was on the 15th of August, while the lowest one is represented on the 

5th of June. In fact, for the two selected residential structures, with an infiltration rate equal to 0.6 

h-1, the buildings had constantly the highest cooling energy utilization, while the rate that is equal 

to (0.4 h-1), consumed the least energy during the cooling season. 

 

Table. XXXVI.      Buildings O11 and O8 Heating and Cooling Energy consumptions depending on infiltration 
rates equal to 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6 h-1. 

 

 

Table. XXXVI. Shows the variations in the heating and cooling energy consumptions of buildings O11 

and O8 depending on three changed infiltration rates equivalent to 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6 h-1. In fact, O11 

characterized by a {NE-SW} building orientation, had an increase of 120% in its highest value (with 

infiltration rate equal to 0.4) in regard to its lowest consumption of 8.11 kWh/m3/y (with an 

infiltration rate equal to 0.6). while O8 with a (NW-SE) had a lower warmth energy impact with 114% 

between the lowest and highest reached value. Fig. 154., shows the Energy space heating and 

cooling utilizations of both buildings. When compared, the cooling demand of O11 {NE-SW} had a 

higher Energy cooling impact compared to O8 with a building orientation of {NW-SE}. 

                                       Heating consumption                                                                            Cooling consumption 

Fig. 154.     Energy space heating and cooling demands of buildings O11 and O8 depending on the infiltration 

rate.

Infiltration rate Infiltration rate 
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5.4.3- Building’s Glazing ratio 

 

Glazing ratio also known as Window to Wall Ratio, is the proportion of the transparent envelope in 

relation to the façade’s surface. The smaller the glazing ratio, the smaller the proportion of the 

window compared to the wall.  In this analysis, three main ratios were studied: 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6. 

These different ranges will help in the understanding of the impact of the glazing ratio on the yearly 

heating and cooling demands of the residential buildings. In this analysis, three different Glazing 

ratio values were studied: 0.2 (indicated in green), 0.4 (indicated in blue), and 0.6 (indicated in 

orange), to compare and analyze the impact of this changed variable of the heating and cooling 

consumption of the two chosen residential buildings (O11 and O8). The first warmth Energy 

utilization results are shown in Fig. 155. In fact, the monthly heating demand of both structures, 

increased when the Glazing ratio value was higher (where the structure consumed more heating 

energy with a glazing ratio equal to 0.6, compared to a smaller window to wall ratio of 0.2). Adding 

to that, Fig. 156., represents the hourly heating data of buildings O11 and O8, in regard to three 

chosen days during the heating season: 5th of February, 7th of November and the 15th of December. 

The graphs show that, with a glazing ratio equivalent to 0.6 (represented in orange), had constantly 

the highest warmth utilization, during February and December, while the lowest ratio (equal to 0.2, 

represented in green), consumed the least heating demand.  

 

 

Fig. 155.     Monthly heating consumption of buildings O11 and O8 according to three Glazing ratios. 
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Adding to that, the cooling Energy consumptions of building O11 and O9, were analyzed as well. In 

fact, the first deducted monthly results represented in Fig. 158., show that, when the Glazing ratio 

of the building increased, similarly to the heating consumption (previously analyzed), the cooling 

Energy demand increases as well for both structures. Adding to that, an hourly Energy data was 

conducted for these residential buildings for three days during the cooling season: 5th of June, 7th of 

July and 15th of August (Fig. 158.). Results show that, for both buildings, the highest Energy 

Utilization was on the 15th of August, while the lowest one is represented on the 7th of July. In fact, 

for both structures, during the whole yearly cooling season, the highest window to wall ratio (equal 

to 0.6) constantly had the highest cooling Energy consumption (represented in orange), while the  

 

Fig. 156.     Hourly heating consumption of buildings O11 and O8 according to three Glazing ratios during three days. 

Fig. 157.     Hourly heating consumption of buildings O11 and O8 according to three Glazing ratios during a year. 
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Fig. 158.     Monthly cooling consumption of buildings O11 and O8 according to three Glazing ratios. 

Fig. 159.     Hourly cooling consumption of buildings O11 and O8 according to three Glazing ratios during three days. 

Fig. 160.     Hourly cooling consumption of buildings O11 and O8 according to three Glazing ratios during a year. 
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lowest yearly cooling Energy utilization is represented a glazing ratio, that is equal to 0.2 

(represented in green) in accordance with Fig. 160. 

Table. XXXVII.      Buildings O11 and O8 Heating and Cooling Energy consumptions depending on Glazing 

ratios equal to 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6. 

 

 

Table. XXXVII. Shows the variations in the heating and cooling energy consumptions of buildings O11 

and O8, depending on three changed Window to Wall ratios equivalent to 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6. In fact, 

O11 characterized by a {NE-SW} building orientation, had an increase of 43% in its highest value 

(with a glazing ratio equal to 0.6) in regard to its lowest consumption of 12.49 kWh/m3/y (with a 

glazing ratio equal to 0.2). while O8 with a (NW-SE) had a lower warmth energy impact with 41% 

between the lowest (9.22 kWh/m3/y) and highest reached value (13.02 kWh/m3/y). Fig. 161., shows 

the Energy space heating and cooling utilizations of both buildings. When compared, the cooling 

demand of O11 {NE-SW} and building O9, characterized by a {NW-SE} orientation, had 

approximately the same amount of impact of the cooling energy consumption, with a similarly linear 

equational value (presented in blue for building O11, and in orange for building O8).  

Therefore, we can conclude that when the glazing ratio of the building increases, the energy heating, 

and cooling demands of the structures, increases as well simultaneously. Adding to that, buildings 

with a NW-SE orientation, have a higher heating Energy consumption impact, in comparison to 

structures with NE-SW orientations. 

                                       

Fig. 161.     Energy space heating and cooling demands of buildings O11 and O8 depending on Glazing ratio. 
Glazing ratio Glazing ratio 
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5.4.4- Thermal properties of building envelope 

 

The thermal propertied of a building, are subdivided in this analysis into four main categories: 

Thermal transmittance of the opaque envelope of the building (Windows U-value), and thermal 

transmittances of walls, roof, and floor in regard to the building composites and materials. In fact, 

the opening properties’ U-values, are retrieved from UNI/TS 11300-1 according to building’s periods 

of construction. The lower the U-value the more the window is insulated from the outdoor factors 

of the building. In this variable, three main values were analyzed: 2.15, 4.40 and 4.90 expressed in 

{W/m2. K}. Adding to that, Building’s Materials and composites retrieved from UNI/TR 11552 varying 

according to the building’s-built period. In this variable, walls, roofs, and floors composites were 

taken into consideration by specifying their thermal transmittance, resistance, materials densities 

as well as their thermal capacity. Ranges of 0.67, 0.9 and 1.10 {W/m2. K} were examined for the 

walls’ U-values, while for the roof composites, values varied between 0.53, 1.27 and 1.60{W/m2. K}. 

and finally, the last studied building variable is the floor’s composites and materials with values 

equivalent to 1.16 {W/m2. K} for construction periods ranging between 1919 and 1960, and 1.25 

{W/m2. K} for residential structure building between 1961 and 2005. 

 

5.4.4.1- Window’s U-value (Uwindows, W/m²/K) 

 

In fact, the building’s windows U-values, are assigned to each residential building, according to its 

respective period of construction. The lower the U-value the more the window is insulated from the 

outdoor factors. In this analysis, three different windows thermal transmittances were studied: 2.15 

{W/m2. K} (indicated in green), 4.40 {W/m2. K} (indicated in blue), and 4.90{W/m2. K} (indicated in 

orange), to sensitively compare and analyze the impact of this changed variable on the heating and 

cooling consumption of the two chosen residential buildings (O11 and O8) in Olympic Village 

neighborhood that are characterized with a construction period between 2001 and 2005. The first 

warmth Energy utilization results are shown in Fig. 162. In fact, the monthly heating demand of both 

analyzed, increased when the windows’ U-value was higher, mainly due to the penetration of the 

cold outdoor air inside of the building during the heating season, because of the lower window 

insulation. Adding to that, Fig. 163., represents the hourly heating data of buildings O11 and O8 

regarding three chosen days during the heating season: 5th of February, 7th of November and the  
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Fig. 162.     Monthly heating consumption of buildings O11 and O8 according to three window U-values. 

Fig. 163.     Hourly heating consumption of buildings O11 and O8 according to three window U-values during three days. 

Fig. 164.     Hourly heating consumption of buildings O11 and O8 according to three window U-values during a year. 
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15th of December. The graphs show that for the two selected residential structures, the opaque 

envelope’s thermal transmittance that is equal to 4.90 {W/m2. K}, represented in orange, had 

constantly the highest warmth utilization, while the lowest window’s U-value (2.15 {W/m2. K}), 

represented in green, consumed the least heating demand. Adding to that, the 5th of February 

showed the most energy need, however, on the 7th of November, it was considerably lower 

compared to the other analyzed days. As for the hourly warmth consumption over the course of a 

year (with 8761 resulted hours), both structures, regularly consumed more heating Energy with the 

highest window U-value equivalent to 4.90 {W/m2. K} (represented in orange), compared to lower 

values of 4.40 {W/m2. K} (represented in blue), and 2.15 {W/m2. K} (represented in green) (Fig. 164.). 

Adding to that, the cooling Energy consumptions of building O11 and O8, were analyzed as well. In 

fact, the first deducted monthly results represented in Fig. 165., show that, when the window’s U-

value of the building increased, on the opposite of the heating consumption results (previously 

discussed), the cooling Energy demand decreased for structures. Adding to that, an hourly Energy 

consumption was conducted for O11 and O8 for three days during the cooling season: 5th of June, 

7th of July and 15th of August (Fig. 166.). Results show that, for both buildings, the highest Energy 

Utilization was on the 15th of August, while the lowest one is represented on the 5th of June. In fact, 

in August, for both residential structures, with a window U-value equivalent to 4.90 {W/m2. K} 

represented in orange, the energy consumption was higher compared to values equal to 4.40 and 

2.15 {W/m2. K}, even though the yearly energy cooling consumption of this range was the lowest 

with -16.35 kWh/m3/y for O11 and -20.07 kWh/m3/y for O8 (Fig. 167). However, during the months  

  
Fig. 165.     Monthly cooling consumption of buildings O11 and O8 according to three Window U-values. 
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June and July, the lowest thermal transmittance of the opaque envelope (2.15 {W/m2. K}) had the 

highest Energy cooling utilization for both buildings O11 and O8. 

Table. XXXVIII.      Buildings O11 and O8 Heating and Cooling Energy consumptions depending on window U-
values equal to 2.15, 4.40, and 4.90 W/m2. K. 

 

Fig. 166.     Hourly cooling consumption of buildings O11 and O8 according to three Window U-values during three days. 

Fig. 167.     Hourly cooling consumption of buildings O11 and O8 according to three Window U-values during a year. 
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Table. XXXVIII. Shows the variations in the heating and cooling energy consumptions of buildings 

O11 and O8, depending on three changed window’s thermal transmittances values equivalent to 

2.14, 4.40 and 4.90 {W/m2.K}. In fact, O11 characterized by a {NE-SW} building orientation, had an 

increase of 105% in its highest value (with a window U-value equal to 4.90 {W/m2. K}), regarding its 

lowest consumption of 15.57 kWh/m3/y (with a window U-value equal to 2.15 {W/m2. K}), while O8 

with a (NW-SE) had a lower warmth energy impact with 102% between the lowest and highest 

reached value respectively equal to 11.41 kWh/m3/y and 23.11 kWh/m3/y. Fig. 168., shows the 

Energy space heating and cooling utilizations of both buildings. When compared, the cooling 

demand of O11 {NE-SW} had a higher Energy cooling impact compared to O8 with a building 

orientation of {NW-SE}. Therefore, we can conclude that when the window’s U-value increased, the 

energy heating demand is higher, while the energy cooling consumption is lower.  

                                     Heating consumption                                                   Cooling consumption  

 

Fig. 168.     Energy space heating and cooling demands of buildings O11 and O8 depending on window U-
values. 

 

 

5.4.4.2- Wall’s U-value (Uwall, W/m²/K) 

Building’s Materials and composites are retrieved from UNI/TR 11552 with walls U-values varying 

according to the building’s construction period. In fact, the lower the wall’s U-value the more the 

building is insulated from the outdoor factors. In this variable, three main values were analyzed: 

1.10, 0.9 and 0.67 expressed in {W/m2. K}. Table. XI. (previously shown) reflects the three examined 

walls composites along with their respective thermal transmittances and periods of construction. 

The highest analyzed U-value is equal to 1.10 {W/m2. K} characterized by the oldest built period 

ranging between 1919 and 1945 with a wall code of MLP02. The second studied value is  

Window U-value Window U-value 
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Fig. 169.     Monthly heating consumption of buildings O11 and O8 according to three wall U-values. 

Fig. 170.     Hourly heating consumption of buildings O11 and O8 according to three wall U-values during three days. 

Fig. 171.     Hourly heating consumption of buildings O11 and O8 according to three wall U-values during a year. 
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0.9 {W/m2. K}, with a wall code of MLP03 (constructed between 1961 and 1970). And the most 

recent wall composite is MPF03 (1990-2005), with a thermal transmittance value equivalent to 0.67 

{W/m2. K}. In fact, the first heating Energy utilization results are shown in Fig. 169. The monthly 

warmth demand of both structures O11 and O9, had the highest energy utilization with a wall U-

value equivalent to 0.9 {W/m2. K} (indicated in blue), and the lowest one represented with the most 

recent wall composite MPF03 with a thermal transmittance of 0.67 {W/m2. K}. We can visualize a 

huge gap in between the structure with the highest and the lowest consumption. Adding to that, 

Fig. 170., represents the hourly heating data of the two analyzed residential buildings, in regard to 

three chosen days during the heating season: 5th of February, 7th of November and the 15th of 

December. The graphs show that for the two selected residential structures, the wall’s thermal 

transmittance that is equal to 0.9 {W/m2. K} (MLP03, represented in blue), had constantly the 

highest warmth utilization, while the lowest wall’s U-value (0.67 {W/m2. K}, represented in orange), 

consumed the least heating demand. Adding to that, the 5th of February showed the most energy 

need, however, on the 7th of November, it was considerably lower compared to the other analyzed 

days. As for the hourly warmth consumption over the course of a year (with 8761 resulted hours), 

buildings O11 and O8, both regularly consumed more heating Energy with a wall U-value equivalent 

to 0.9 {W/m2. K} (represented in blue, MLP03), compared to values of 1.10 {W/m2. K} (represented 

in green, MLP03), and 0.67 {W/m2. K} (represented in orange, MPF03) (Fig. 171.). 

Adding to that, the first deducted monthly results represented in Fig. 172., show that, when the 

wall’s thermal transmittance of the building was equal to 0.9 {W/m2. K} (MLP03), similarly to the 

heating consumption (previously analyzed), the monthly cooling Energy demands of both structures 

O11 and O8 were the highest compared to the two other wall composites (MLP02 and MPF03). 

However, the most recent wall configuration, MPF03, with a U-value equivalent to 0.67 {W/m2. K} 

(represented in orange), consumed more cooling energy compared to the oldest wall code, MLP02 

(1919-1945), represented on the graph in green. Adding to that, an hourly Energy data was 

conducted for O11 and O8 for three days during the cooling season: 5th of June, 7th of July and 15th 

of August (Fig. 173.). Results show that, for both buildings, the highest Energy Utilization was on the 

15th of August, while the lowest one is represented on the 7th of July. In fact, for both analyzed 

residential structures, during the whole yearly cooling season, the buildings with the wall’s thermal 

transmittance equal to 0.9 {W/m2. K} (MLP03), constantly had the highest cooling Energy 

consumption (represented in blue). 
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Fig. 172.     Monthly cooling consumption of buildings O11 and O8 according to three wall U-values. 

Fig. 173.     Hourly cooling consumption of buildings O11 and O8 according to three wall U-values during three days. 

Fig. 174.     Hourly cooling consumption of buildings O11 and O8 according to three wall U-values during a year. 
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Table. XXXIX.      Buildings O11 and O9 Heating and Cooling Energy consumptions depending on walls U-
values equal to 1.10, 0.9, and 0.67 W/m2. K. 

 

Table. XXXIX. Shows the variations in the heating and cooling energy consumptions of buildings O11 

and O8, depending on three changed walls thermal transmittances values equivalent to 1.10, 0.9, 

and 0.67 W/m2. K. In fact, O11, characterized by a {NE-SW} building orientation, had an increase of 

36,5%, with a wall U-value equal to 0.9 {W/m2. K}, in regard to its lowest heating energy 

Consumption of 17.04 kWh/m3/y (with a wall U-value equal to 0.67 {W/m2. K}). while O8, with a 

(NW-SE) had approximately the same warmth energy impact with 30% between the lowest and 

highest reached value respectively equal to 12.47 kWh/m3/y and 16.99 kWh/m3/y. Fig. 175., shows 

the Energy space heating and cooling utilizations of both buildings. When compared, the cooling 

demand of O11 {NE-SW} was more impacted compared to a building orientation of {NW-SE}, with a 

higher linear equational value (presented in blue). Therefore, we can conclude that the most 

recently used walls composite (MPF03, 2001-2005), consumed the least yearly energy demand, 

while composite MLP03 showed the highest one for both heating and cooling energy utilization 

during both seasons.  

                                       Heating consumption                                                                            Cooling consumption 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 175.     Energy space heating and cooling demands of buildings O11 and O8 depending on wall U-values. 

 

 

Walls U-value Walls U-value 
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5.4.4.3- Roof’s U-value (Uroof, W/m²/K) 

 

Building’s Materials and composites are retrieved from UNI/TR 11552 with walls U-values varying 

according to the building’s construction period. In fact, the lower the roof’s U-value the more the 

building is insulated from the outdoor factors. In this variable, three main values were analyzed: 

1.60, 1.27 and 0.53 expressed in {W/m2. K}. Table. XVI. (previously shown), reflects the three 

examined roof composites along with their respective thermal transmittances and periods of 

construction. The highest analyzed U-value is equal to 1.60 {W/m2. K} characterized by the oldest 

built period ranging between 1919 and 1945 with a roof code of COP01. The second studied value 

is 1.27 {W/m2. K}, with a roof code of COP04 (constructed between 1961 and 1970). And the most 

recent roof composite is COP03 (1990-2005), with the lowest thermal transmittance value 

equivalent to 0.53 {W/m2. K}.  These different ranges, were inserted in the engineering software 

CitySim Pro, were simulated results were compared and analyzed to understand the impact of this 

changed variable on the heating and cooling consumptions of the two chosen residential buildings 

(O11 and O9) in Olympic Village neighborhood characterized by a period of construction ranging 

between 2001 and 2005. 

In fact, the first heating Energy utilization results are shown in Fig. 176. The monthly warmth 

demand of both structures O11 and O8, had the highest energy utilization with a roof U-value 

equivalent to 1.27 {W/m2. K} (indicated in blue), and the lowest one represented with the newest 

roof composite COP03 with a thermal transmittance of 0.53 {W/m2. K} (indicated in orange). Adding 

to that, Fig. 177., represents the hourly heating data of the two analyzed residential buildings, 

regarding three chosen days during the heating season: 5th of February, 7th of November and the 

15th of December. The graphs show that for buildings O11 and O8, the roof’s thermal transmittance 

that is equal to 1.27 {W/m2. K} (COP04), had constantly the highest warmth utilization. While, for 

the residential structure O11 characterized by a NE-SW orientation, and building O9, with a NW-SE 

orientation, the newest roof composite {COP03} consumed the least heating demand. As for the 

hourly warmth consumption over the course of a year (with 8761 resulted hours), buildings O11 and 

O8, both regularly consumed more heating Energy with a wall U-value equivalent to 1.27 {W/m2. K} 

(represented in blue, COP04, according to Fig.178.). 
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Fig. 176.     Monthly heating consumption of buildings O11 and O8 according to three Roof U-values. 

Fig. 177.     Hourly heating consumption of buildings O11 and O8 according to three Roof U-values during three days. 

Fig. 178.     Hourly heating consumption of buildings O11 and O8 according to three Roof U-values during a year. 
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Adding to that, the cooling Energy consumptions of building O11 and O8 were analyzed as well. In 

fact, the first monthly results represented in Fig. 179., show that, when the roof’s thermal 

transmittance of the building was equal to 1.27 {W/m2. K} (COP04), similarly to the heating 

consumption (previously analyzed), the monthly cooling Energy demands of both structures had the 

highest simulated results, compared to the two other roof composites (COP01 and COP04). while 

the most recent roof configuration, COP03, with a U-value equivalent to 0.53 {W/m2. K} 

(represented in orange), consumed the least cooling energy compared to the oldest roofs’ 

composites. Adding to that, an hourly Energy data was conducted for both analyzed buildings for 

three days during the cooling season: 5th of June, 7th of July and 15th of August (Fig. 180.). Results 

show that, for both constructions, the highest Energy Utilization was on the 15th of August, while 

the lowest one is represented on the 7th of July. In fact, for building O11 characterized by a NE-SW 

orientation, and O8 with a NW-SE orientation, during the whole yearly cooling season (equivalent  

 

Fig. 179.     Monthly cooling consumption of buildings O11 and O8 according to three Roof U-values. 

Fig. 180.     Hourly cooling consumption of buildings O11 and O8 according to three Roof U-values during three days. 
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to 8761 simulated hours), both structures with the roof thermal transmittance equal to 1.27 {W/m2. 

K} (COP04), constantly had the highest cooling Energy consumption (represented in blue, Fig. 181). 

Fig. 182., shows the Energy space heating and cooling utilizations of both buildings. Therefore, we 

can conclude that COP04 roof composite consumed the highest heating and cooling energy demand, 

while the newest roof composite COP03, had the lowest yearly energy Utilization.  

 

                                       Heating consumption                                                                            Cooling consumption 

 

Fig. 138.     Energy space heating and cooling demands of buildings A1 and A9 depending on roof U-values. 

 

 

Fig. 181.     Hourly cooling consumption of buildings O11 and O8 according to three Roof U-values during a year. 

Roof U-value Roof U-value 
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5.4.4.4- Floor’s U-value (Ufloor, W/m²/K) 

 

Building’s Materials and composites are retrieved from UNI/TR 11552 with floor U-values varying 

according to the building’s construction period. In fact, the lower the floor’s U-value the more the 

building is insulated from the ground factors. In this variable, two main values were analyzed: 1.16, 

and 1.25 expressed in {W/m2. K}. Table. XX. (previously shown), represents the two examined floor 

composites along with their respective thermal transmittances and periods of construction. The 

highest analyzed U-value is equal to 1.25 {W/m2. K} characterized by the newest built period ranging 

between 1961 and 2005 with a floor code of SOL04. The second studied value is 1.16 {W/m2. K}, 

with a floor code of SOL03 (characterized by a constructed period varying between 1919 and 1960). 

These different ranges were inserted in the engineering software CitySim Pro, where simulated 

results were compared and analyzed to understand the impact of this changed variable on the 

heating and cooling consumptions of the two chosen residential buildings (O11 and O8) in Arquata 

neighborhood characterized by a period of construction ranging between 2001 and 2005. 

In fact, the first heating Energy utilization results are shown in Fig. 183. The monthly warmth 

demand of both structures O11 and O8, had the highest energy utilization with a floor U-value 

equivalent to 1.25 {W/m2. K} (indicated in orange), and the lowest one represented with the oldest 

floor composite SOL03 with a thermal transmittance of 1.16 {W/m2. K}. We can visualize a small gap 

in between the structure with the highest and the lowest consumption. Adding to that, Fig. 184., 

represents the hourly heating data of buildings O11 and O9, regarding three chosen days during the 

heating season: 5th of February, 7th of November and the 15th of December. The graphs show that 

for the two selected residential structures, the floor’s thermal transmittance that is equal to 1.25 

{W/m2. K} (SOL04), had constantly the highest warmth utilization. While SOL04 that is characterized 

by the most recent period of construction {1961-2005}, consumed more heating demand. As for the 

hourly warmth consumption over the course of a year (with 8761 resulted hours) buildings O11 and 

O8, both regularly consumed more heating Energy with a floor U-value equivalent to 1.25 {W/m2. 

K} (represented in orange, SOL04) in accordance with the hourly results shown in Fig. 185.  

Adding to that, the cooling Energy consumptions of buildings O11 and O9 were analyzed as well. In 

fact, the first monthly results represented in Fig. 186., show that, when the roof’s thermal 

transmittance of the building was equal to 1.25 {W/m2. K} (SOL04 represented in orange), similarly  
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Fig. 183.     Monthly heating consumption of buildings O11 and O8 according to two floor U-values. 

Fig. 184.     Hourly heating consumption of buildings O11 and O8 according to two floor U-values during three days. 

Fig. 185.     Hourly heating consumption of buildings O11 and O8 according to two floor U-values during a year. 
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Fig. 186.     Monthly cooling consumption of buildings O11 and O8 according to two floor U-values. 

Fig. 187.     Hourly cooling consumption of buildings O11 and O8 according to two floor U-values during three days. 

Fig. 188.     Hourly cooling consumption of buildings O11 and O8 according to two floor U-values during a year. 
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to the heating consumption (previously analyzed), the monthly cooling Energy demands of both 

structures were the highest compared to the other roof composite (SOL03, represented in blue). 

Adding to that, an hourly Energy data was conducted O11 and O9, for three days during the cooling 

season: 5th of June, 7th of July and 15th of August (Fig. 187.). Results show that, for both analyzed 

residential buildings, the highest Energy Utilization was on the 15th of August, while the lowest one 

is represented on the 7th of July. In fact, for building A1 characterized by a {NE-SW} orientation, and 

A9 with a {NW-SE} orientation, during the whole yearly cooling season (equivalent to 8761 simulated 

hours), both structures with the most recent floor composite (1961-2005), characterized by a 

thermal transmittance equal to 1.25 {W/m2. K}, (represented in orange), constantly had the highest 

cooling Energy demand. 

 

 

6-DISCUSSION 

 

In this conducted sensitivity analysis, different results were visible regarding six studied building 

variables. In fact, the simulated chosen building results, are separated into several categories: 

Infiltration rate, Glazing ration and composite and materials thermal transmittances. Fig.  189. 

Reflects the heating and cooling energy consumptions results of the simulated residential structures  

   

Fig. 189.     Combined heating and cooling energies of the analyzed building with different periods of 

construction, depending on the infiltration rate. 

Infiltration rate Infiltration rate 
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in Sacchi {illustrated in yellow}, Crocetta {illustrated in blue}, Arquata {illustrated in green}, and 

Olympic Village neighborhood {illustrated in orange}.  In fact, when the infiltration rate increased, 

mostly all the results show a higher energy utilization. Therefore, having the smallest infiltration 

rate (0.2 in this case), is the ideal range to have regarding the energy consumption. Adding to that, 

the buildings characterized by the oldest period of construction {before 1919}, had the highest 

impact in the heating and cooling demand compared to periods ranging from 1919 until 1970. 

However, when this rate was equal to 0.6h-1, the newest built constructions, {2001-2005} in Olympic 

village district, the heating Energy utilization of the residential structures, considerably decreased 

compared to infiltration rates equal to 0.2 and 0.4. 

 

 

Fig. 190.     Combined heating and cooling energies of the analyzed building with different periods of 

construction, depending on the glazing ratio. 

 

Fig. 190. Represents the combined heating and cooling energies of the analyzed building with 

different periods of construction, depending on the glazing ratio, in the four respectively studied 

neighborhoods. In fact, results show, that whenever the window to wall ratio increases, all the 

residential structures’ energy consumption increased simultaneously. Therefore, the best range in 

this study for the glazing ration in relation to energy utilization, is equal to 0.2. Adding to that, 

buildings that are characterized by an older period of construction, (before 1919, and 1919-1945), 

had a higher impact in heating energy demands, compared to newer residential buildings (1961-

2005). However, for the cooling Energy demand, results completely differed. In fact, newly 

constructed structure {2001-2005} had a much higher impact compared to older ones such as 

structures that are located in Sacchi and Crocetta districts. 

Glazing ratio Glazing ratio 
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Fig. 191.     Combined heating and cooling energies of the analyzed building with different periods of 

construction, depending on windows U-values. 

 

Fig. 191. Represents the combined heating and cooling energies of the analyzed building with 

different periods of construction, depending on the windows U-value, in the four respectively 

studied neighborhoods. In fact, results show, that whenever the window’s U-value increased, all the 

examined residential buildings’ heating energy consumption simultaneously increased as well, while 

the cooling energy demand decreased. This is mainly due to the lower windows insulation, and thus 

the unwanted penetration of the outdoor air into the building during the heating and cooling 

seasons. Therefore, the best range in this study of the windows U-value, in relation to energy 

utilization, is equal to the lowest studied value of 2.15 {W/m2. K}, generally used in recent 

constructions {2001-2005}, due to the much higher impact in heating demand, compared to the 

cooling energy utilization. Adding to that, in this variable, the heating and cooling energy 

consumptions, when the windows U-values increased, had the highest impact in the most recently 

constructed residential building {2001-2005, in this case}, found in Olympic Village neighborhood. 

Fig. 192. Represents the combined heating and cooling energies of the analyzed building with 

different periods of construction, depending on the walls U-value, in the four respectively studied 

neighborhoods. In fact, results show, that aal of the studied residential buildings, had the highest 

increase in heating and cooling demands, with a wall thermal transmittance equal to 0.9 {W/m2. K}, 

that represents a wall composite of MLP03, generally used in constructions periods ranging between 

1961 and 1970, in comparison to MLP02 (with U-value equal to 1.1 {W/m2. K}, used in construction 

periods between 1919-1945), and MPF03 (with U-value equal to 0.67 {W/m2. K}, used in 

construction periods between 2001-2005) walls composites. While with a wall thermal 

transmittance of 0.67 {W/ (m2. K)}, buildings consumed the least energy heating demands. 

Window U-value Window U-value 
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Therefore, the best range in this study of the walls U-value, in relation to energy utilization, is equal 

to the lowest studied value of 0.67 {W/m2. K}, generally used in recent constructions {2001-2005}, 

due to the much higher impact in heating demand, compared to the cooling energy utilization. 

Adding to that, the buildings characterized by the oldest period of construction {before 1919 and 

1919-1945}, had the highest impact in the heating and cooling demand compared to more recent 

periods of constructions, ranging from 1961-1970 and 2001-2005, according to this case study. 

 

 

Fig. 192.     Combined heating and cooling energies of the analyzed building with different periods of 

construction, depending on walls U-values. 

 

Fig. 193. Represents the combined heating and cooling energies of the analyzed building with 

different periods of construction, depending on the roof U-value, in the four respectively studied 

neighborhoods. In fact, results show, that all the studied residential buildings, had the highest 

increase in both heating and cooling demands, with a roof thermal transmittance equal to 1.27 

{W/m2. K}, that represents a roof composite of COP04, generally used in constructions periods 

ranging between 1961 and 1970, in comparison to COP01 (with U-value equal to 1.60 {W/m2. K}, 

used in construction periods between 1919-1945), and COPO03 (with U-value equal to 0.53 {W/m2. 

K}, used in construction periods between 2001-2005) walls composites. While with a wall thermal 

transmittance of 0.53 {W/ (m2. K)}, buildings consumed the least energy heating demands. 

Therefore, the best range in this study of the walls U-value, in relation to energy utilization, is equal 

to the lowest studied value of 0.53 {W/m2. K}, generally used in recent constructions {2001-2005}. 

Adding to that, the buildings characterized by the oldest periods of construction {before 1919 and 

Wall U-value Wall U-value 
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1919-1945}, had the highest impact in the heating and cooling demand compared to more recent 

periods of constructions, ranging from 1961-1970 and 2001-2005, according to this case study.  

 

 

Fig. 193.     Combined heating and cooling energies of the analyzed building with different periods of 

construction, depending on roof’s U-values. 

 

 

 

Fig. 194.     Combined heating and cooling energies of the analyzed building with different periods of 

construction, depending on floor U-values. 

 

Fig. 194. Represents the combined heating and cooling energies of the analyzed building with 

different periods of construction, depending on the floor U-value, in the four respectively studied 

neighborhoods. In fact, results show, that all the studied residential buildings, had the highest 

increase in both heating and cooling demands, with a floor thermal transmittance equal to 1.25 

{W/m2. K}, that represents a floor composite of SOL04, generally used in constructions periods 

ranging between 1961 and 2005, in comparison to SOL0301 (with U-value equal to 1.16 {W/m2. K}, 

Roof U-value Roof U-value 

Floor U-value Floor U-value 
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used in construction periods between 1919-196). While with a floor thermal transmittance of 1.16 

{W/ (m2. K)}, buildings consumed the least energy utilization. Therefore, the best range in this study 

of the U-value, in relation to energy utilization, is equal to the lowest studied value of 1.16 {W/m2. 

K}, generally used in older constructions {1919-1961}. Adding to that, the buildings characterized by 

the oldest period of construction {before 1919}, had the highest impact in the heating and cooling 

demand compared to more recent periods of constructions. 

 

 

Fig. 195.     Impact of the six analyzed building variables, in Sacchi neighborhood. 

Fig. 196.     Impact of the six analyzed building variables, in Crocetta neighborhood. 

Fig. 197.     Impact of the six analyzed building variables, in Arquata neighborhood. 
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From Fig. 195., until Fig. 198., shows the energy heating and cooling consumption of each examined 

building located in the four districts, in the city of Turin (Sacchi, Crocetta, Arquata and Olympic 

Village neighborhood), depending on the changed ranges of the six studied building variables: 

infiltration rate, glazing ratio, Windows U-value, Wall, roof and floor U-values. Results show that, 

for the oldest two examined buildings, in sacchi {constructed before 1919}, and Crocetta district 

{constructed in 1919-1945}, the variable that had the most impact on the heating utilization, is the 

structure’s glazing ratio {window to wall ratio}. Whereas for the more recent periods of 

constructions (Arquata and Olympic Village in this case), the windows U-value, played the biggest 

role in impacting the building’s warmth energy consumption. 

Adding to that, residential structures that are characterized by periods of constructions of before 

1919 and, 1961-1970, had the highest impact in cooling energy utilization in regard the building’s 

walls U-value. While the most recent construction of 2001-2005 in Olympic Village neighborhood, 

had the highest cooling Energy demand with the change of the infiltration rate. Whereas the floor 

U-value, had the least impact in comparison to the other examined building variables.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 198.     Impact of the six analyzed building variables, in Olympic Village neighborhood. 
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7-CONCLUSION 

 

Nowadays In metropolitan settings, the utilization of energy in buildings is one of the fundamental 

drivers of ozone depleting substance discharges. In fact, the atmosphere and the ambient air quality 

of urban communities that have a warm equilibrium relying upon the Thermal utilizations of 

structures cause an expansion of two main phenomena in metropolitan areas: urban heat island 

mitigation and climate change. The aim of this work had been to showcase how different building 

variables and urban parameters can impact the residential buildings Energy heating and cooling 

Consumptions. In fact, the results of this examination show an immediate connection between the 

energy consumption of these residential structures and the six main Analyzed variables at building 

and neighborhood scale: infiltration rate, glazing ratio, and buildings composites and materials 

thermal transmittances. It has been showed that, when the infiltration rate, the glazing ratio, 

windows U-value, walls, roof, and floor’s U-values increased, the buildings tend to consume more 

yearly energy demands. Adding to that, buildings that are characterized by older periods of 

constructions {before 1919, and 1919-1945, in this case}, had a higher warmth energy demand 

impact compared to more recent constructions {1961-1970, and 2001-2005, in this case}. However, 

the cooling energy consumption had a higher impact on newly built structures in regard to older 

ones. Adding to that, according to the simulated results, the heating energy consumption are much 

higher than cooling demands for all buildings. the oldest two examined buildings, in sacchi 

{constructed before 1919}, and Crocetta district {constructed in 1919-1945}, the variable that had 

the most impact on the heating utilization, is the structure’s glazing ratio {window to wall ratio}. 

Whereas for the more recent periods of constructions (Arquata and Olympic Village in this case), 

the windows U-value, played the biggest role in impacting the building’s warmth energy 

consumption. However, residential structures that are characterized by periods of constructions of 

before 1919 and, 1961-1970, had the highest impact in cooling energy utilization in regard the 

building’s walls U-value. While the most recent construction of 2001-2005 in Olympic Village 

neighborhood, had the highest cooling Energy demand with the change of the infiltration rate. 

Whereas the floor U-value, had the least impact in comparison to the other examined building 

variables. In order to have the least possible yearly powered energy utilizations for residential 

buildings, in this case study, several ideal ranges were found for each studied variable: 0.2 h-1 for 

the infiltration rate, 0.2 for the window to wall ratio, 2.15 W/(m2. K) for the windows’ U-value, 0.67 
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W/(m2. K) for the walls’ U-value, 0.53 W/(m2. K) for the roof’s U-value, and finally 1.16 for the floor’s 

U-value.  This sensitivity analysis approach can help in understand how different building’s Energy-

based variables can impact the residential structures heating and cooling yearly energy utilization 

differently according to the building’s period of construction. The results of this study can be used 

as tool to support the futural built constructions, at the earliest possible design phase of the building 

in order the optimize the structure’s energy consumptions.  
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